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This report was drafted in autunn 1tB1 and a sunmary appeared in "Ihe
Agricultural situation in the community 
- 
19Bl Report" publisheri in
conjunction wj-th the tr'ourteenth General Reprt on the Activities of the
European Conmunitiues. Despite the retrospective nature of the report, the
departnents concerned have as far as possible updated the key figures relating
to the Ten.
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Market for Agricultural Products
Introduction
Examination of the narkets for agricultural products is separated into two
distinct sections. The first focuses attention on those sectors which
represent about two thirds of agricul-tural output and on which nore than 75%
of the total agriculture budget is spent: cereals' sugar' fru|t and
vegetables, wine, milk products, beef and veal anC pigmeat, lfhis review by
sector includes reference to the pattern of production and consumption and to
the development of the internal market in terrns of prices and support measures
taken in the Community as uel1 as the evolution of Community'brade in world
markets.
?he second part draws the najor strands of these analyses togr:ther and sets
out the outlook for agricultural narkets indicating those sec'bors nhere
problems exist or are 1ike1y to arise. For a longer tem perspective to 1988
the memorandurn eoncerning Guidelines for European Agriculture published by the
Commission in 0ctober 19BI should be consulted-
Further details concerning the narket situation of all agricu.ltural products
are provided in "The Situation of the Agricultural l4arkets -.t981 Report".
Statistical infonnation on all sectors is contained in the second part of the
present report.
a
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Situation on the principal agricultural markets
Crop products
Cereals
COI,N.IU}IITI
1. fhe total area of cereals under cuLtivation in the Connunity in 1980 was
28.4 nillion ha or 27.7% ot the utilized agricultural area (Ull). There
was considerable variation concerning land use for cereals according to the
I'lember State concerned. About 7O% of the arable area was utilized for
cereals in Germany, Luxenbourg and Denmark uhile only about 7% tn Ireland
and 11% in the lletherlands.
Production and Consumption
Total production in the Community for 19BO/81 was at record levels for
cereals at L24 nillion tonnes (excluding rice), 5.3% nore than for the
previous year. Prelininary indications for 1981/82 are that production
Ievels will be slightly lower than for 1980/Bl at around 121 million tonnes
(excluding rice), owing prineipally to gales at the beginning of the sunmer
which caused sone danage. It is anticipated that, owing to an increase in
yield, maLze production will increase by 5fr to more than 18 million tonnes;
in contrast, wheat production will decrease bg zfi to 49 nj.1lion tonnes,
while barley production should fa11 by 3fr to.40 million tonnes.
Total consunption of cereals utilized in the Comnunity during L979/BO
anounted to 120.J million tonnes (anticipated to fall by abou! 2/, in
1980/81). 6}.5ft of all cereals were utilized in anirnal feed, 14.4% wheat
for hunan consumption and industrial use, while the remainder was used for
seed ( roughly the same proportions as Ln L978/79). ltrithin these three
]
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categories, the percentage varies substantially frorn one I'lember State to
another and from year to year, according to the cereal concerned. ?otal
balance sheets tor L979/80 show that self supply of cereals was around 986,
while it is expected to be about 105% for I9BO/BI.
4. The use of cereals in animal feed has been significantly affected in recent
years by the growth of cereal substitutes such as manioc and a variety of
food industry by-products. In 1980, imports of cereal substitutes anounted
to the equivalent of 14 million tonnes of cereals. fmports of nanioc have
increased fron 2.J million tonnes in 19?4 to 5.1 million tonnes in 1979.
Even if such imports can be stabilized at these levels through such
measures as self restraint arrangements, imports of other similar products
are likely to increase over the mediun term owing to the ease of
substitution. As an exarnple, corn gluten feed inports have risen fron
0.7 million tonnes in 1974 to 2 million tonnes in 1980 and can be expected
to increase still further in line with the developrnent of the production of
alcohol from maize in the United States.
Use of home grown cereals has been given sone support by the operation of
the silo systen which encourages the use of more Cornmunity wheat in.animal
feed. The trend of decreasing utilization of hone grown cereals for aninal
feed, however, is continuine (42% in L979/80 conpared to around 50% in
1975/76). This is accounted for by farrners tending to sell more of their
cereals (or producing less oats, normally used for aninal feed) and to
purchase cornpound feedingstuffs made frorn imported cereal substitutes.
5. Cereals used for industrial purposes have stabilised during 1979/8O. There
has been, honever, a noticeable increase in the use of maize..,and rvheat in
the production of starch and glucose as well as in breweries (lS in
L979/BO). The use of barley has decreased by about 3/, prj,ncipally because
of reduced utilisation'i.n Gerruany, France and the Bene1ux.
I
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Ivlain market features
- 
The 1980/81 marketing year opened with stock levels at about 12.8 million
tonnes' slightly lower than in L979/BO, consi.sting of 5.4 niltion tonnes of
onmon wheat' 0.4 rnillion tonnes of durun nheat and 2.2 mitlion tonnes of
maize in public intervention stocks (ttre renainder is stored on farms).
The figure for I9BI/82 was lower at around ]2 million tonnes.
Despite considerable export f"u"f" during the 1980/81 year, internal narket
priees remained at around intervention price levels ouing to large
quantities of wheat and barley being available (:.n ttre case of common wheat
the reference price was I'l% above the. intervention price level). The
notable exception to this general trend was in Italy where the prices of
common wheat and coarse grains maintained a level equivalent to the
threshold price.
a
As far as intra Conmunity trade during 19BO/BI is concerned, France
remained the principal supplier of cereals to other l4ember States. Its
exports of conrnon wheat, barley and naize decreased from a total of
9.4 nillion tonnes in L979/BO to ?.6 miltion tonnes in 19BO/81.
fn the context of decisions made rvhen f,ixing the prices for the l-}Bl-/82
marketing year, the Council agreed to establish a reference price for the
average quality of bread naking wheat as well as strengthening the
definition for ninimum quality. The effect of these decisions should be to
eneourage the use of more corunon rheat in anlnal feed.
Furthermorethe Council agreed in principle to the application of
co-responsibility tlleasures in the cereals sector but decj-ded that any
adjustments of the intervention and reference prices would not apply during
the current campaign but would be postponed until the I9B2/81 year.
a
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l{orld markets
llorld production of cereals (excluding rice) in 1980 amounted to
1.170 nillion tonnes (f) of which the quantity produced in the Community
was 1.0.6F. The equivalent percentages of other najor exporting countries
of cereals werez tJS 27%, Canada Jfi, Australia I% and ArgentLna Zfi.
At the beginning of the 1980/81 marketing year world stocks of common wheat
were about 100 nillion tonnes with coarse grains at about '74 rnillion
tonnes. ?hese stocks levels tended to decrease during the year owing
principally to strong denand fron inporting countries such as Chi.na and
USSR. As a result, narket prices for cereals were sustained in spite of
the need of the United States to open up ne',r markets owing to the
linitation on sales of grain to the USSR. High productj.on level"s for wheat
in the US and the Oommunity were offset by poor production levels in
Argentina and Austra}ia: production of coarse grains (in particular nraize)
was also much lower in the US owing to drought. Towards the end of the
narketing year, a faIl in prices caused by investors looking for better
revenues on capital with high interest rates than in agricultural products
was checkecl by the removal of the enbargo on sales of grain to the USSR.
Signs of significant crop failures once again j.n the USSR have caused
narket prices to rise further even though cereal production in the llorthern
Henisphere has been abundant (in particular maize in the UIi).
In L979/8O, the Comnunity inported 1?.9 miltion tonnes of cereals (8.7%
less than in 1978/?9), confirning the trend of dininishing imports noted in
1977/78. 0f the overall total in I979/BO, 11.4 million tonnes were maize
(over 85fr of which was inported from the US) , 7.8 nillion tonnes of cornnon
wheat (over 90% fron l{orthern Anerica including 0.2 rnillion tonnes under
inward processing and about 1.0 nillion tonnes of barley (AO%.from Canada
and 18fi from Australia). Total irnports during 1980/8f are expeeted to be
about l7 nillion tonnes of vrhich only about 11 nillion tonnes of maize and
J.5 million tonnes of corunon wheat.
t
a
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Total exports of cereals and cereal products in 1979/80 from the Community
rose by L41l to ]?.4 million tonnes: within this tota1, corunon wheat and
flour accounted for 10.8 million tonnes. In 1980/8I, the figure for conmon
wheat and fLour rose to around 14 million tonnes (f, roiff:.on tonnes as
comnercial sales, of which over 5 million tonnes were of flour, and the
renainder as food aid). During both these campaign years' sales have been
made to the Community's traditional clients such as \{est and North Africa'
as rrell as several European countries (particularly Poland). In acldition
during 1980/81, further sales were made to China and lran. tr'lour exports
continued to go to traditional destinati-ons, in particular Egypt, Syria and
the USSR. Barley and barley products (principally malt) amounted to a
total of 4"8 milli.on tonnes |nr979/Bo (f'5 - 6'0 nillion tonnes in
lg8o/81),
a Sugar
COI,IMUIIITY
The total area under cultivation for sugar beet in 1981 rose by 11$ more
than in 1980, covering 2% of the utilisable arable area in the Community.
The inerease was principally due to world price levels being higher than
Cornrnunity prices at the time of planting.
In terms of production structures, the trend towards larger units has
accentuated over the past decade, the number -of farrns producing sugar beet
decreasing fron 425 OOO in l9?0 to 335'000 in 1977 in the Comnunity of 9
l{ember States (there are currently about 70.OOO producerg in Greece). At
the same tirne, the nunber of sugar beet processing factories has decreased
from 250 Ln LTTZ/13 to 2L2 in f98O/81, a decrease of LiS, accoytpanied by an
increase in total processing capacity of 27%. This improvement of
production structures over the past decade illustrates that the developnent
of production has not been hindered by the existence of a quota system' now
in operation for over 6 years.
t
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Production and consumption
Total sugar production in the Comrnunity (including Greece) in 1980l8l was
12.J nillion tonnes, about 2.6f, l-ess than in L979/8O. 8.8 million tonnes
was produced within the basic quota ("A" sugar); an anoullt of 2.1 million
tonnes was reached outsid.e the basic quota but within the maxiumun arnount
("8" sugar) while the remainder of the production ("C" sugar) decreased
from 1.4 to 1.2 million tonnes. Owing to the increased area planted in
l-g1f/82, it is estimated that total sugar proCuction during this year will
rise to 14.1 million tonnes. Production of isoglucose ira 1980/BI was
f8r.900 tonnes.
Human consunption of sugar during 1980/81 in the Community (including
Greece) feff slightly to 9.6 million tonnes (9.9 nriffion tonnes in
L979/8O). About t% of total production went for industrial purposes, a
mostly to the chemical industry. lotal consumption of isoglucose rose by
12% to 1Bl.9OO tonnes. As a result of production falling faster than
consumption in the Conrnunity during 19BO/81, self supply in the Community
dirninished from I29% in L979/8O to I27% in 1980/81.
I,lain narket feature
In early 1981, the Council agreed on a new sugar policy for 1981-85 to
enter into force on 1 July 1981, establishing quotas at about the same
leve1 as previously (assurni-ng that the total-for Greece is also included),
' The most important element of this decision was the principle that
producers must bear the full cost of exporting sugar in excess of internaL
demand in the Community other than the equivalent of about I., rnillion
tonnes irnported from ACP countries (to te financed out of thgFACCF). At
the same tirne, the intervention price for white sugar was increased by B.5S
while that for raw sugar rose by 7.5/'.
I
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During the first half of ]-98O/Bl-, market prices ex factory remained close
to the intervention price in surplus areas of the Community. From Febmary
1981 onwards, internal narket prices rose by between 7 to 16 under the
influence of the high leveL of sorld prices, Intra Conmunity trade
(0.95 million tonnes in 1980/81) decreased by t& in comparison to the
previous year as a result of the i.ncreasing availability of sugar in each
Menber State.
I1IORTD MARKETS
In 19?9/80, for the first time in 4 consecutive years, world consumption
exceeded production by more than 5 million tonnes owing to very poor crops
in najor producing areas. This Led to very high world price levels during
the 1980/81 crop year. World production of sugar in 1980 anounted to
B?.f nillion tonnes (raw white sugar) of which the quantity produced in the
Community (including Greece) was 161. The proportions produced by other
najor sugar trading countries were: USSR 8.61, Cuba 8.11, India 5.4% and
Australia 4%. llorlcl sugar production is expected to rise to around
9t-94 nillion tonnes in 1981/82.
In 1981/82, the situation has been reversed owing to a record crop in the
Cornrnunity as well as nomal production Levels being recorded in India,
Poland, South Africa and Thailand. In addition, Australia is continuing to
increase the expansion programme it started last year. As a result, world
prices have fallen significantly over the pas-t few months. The Council of
the International Sugar Agreement tried to stabilize the tumbling world
market through the provisions laid down in the Agreement but not with
significant effect. the Community has taken its own initiative by deciding
to hold off about 2.0 million tonnes from the narket until the next year.
This action wilL reduce the expected export level from 4.4 million tonnes
in 19BO/81 to about 4 million tonnes in I98I/82 including 1.1 nillion
exported as "C" sugar at the expense of Community producers.
a
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This has had a stabilising effect on the sorld market price and should lead
to a decrease in Community sugar production during L982/81. In 1980/81,
the Connunity inported 1.145 tnillion tonnes of 
"{CP sugar out of its total
comnitment of 1.J million tonnes under the Lom6 Ccrnvention.
Fruit and Vegetables
COMI'IUNITI
Production and Consunption
Production of fresh fruit and vegetables during 1980 in the Comnunity
(including Greece) rose by 1.1S in comparison to 19?9. Apple and pear
production once more slightly decreased while the production of peaches and
table grapes increased by 7% and J.4% respectively. Vegetable production e
remained at the same level as for 1979 at 28"5 million tonnes. ftaly was
the rnajor producer of fresh fruit (+g%) arid vegetables (+2fr) in the
Conununity, In contrast, production of processed fruit and vegetables
slightly decreased by about 1.BS nostly due to a decrease :Ln tomato based
products.
Consumption of fruit in the Community (including Greece) in I979/aO rose by
O.7% to 19.I million tonnes (89% going for human eonsunption). The total
internal utilisation of vegetables rose by 1.9f, to 73.7 ni-Lljon tonnes.
Market prices fluctuated considerably over the year and wet:e supported in
several instances by temporary measures like countervailin5; charges on
imports antl, occasionally, by safeguard measures. Quantitj-es withdrawn for
apples (6.3% of total production), peaches (2.81), cauliflowgts (0.5F) rana
tomatoes (1.7%) were lower in 1980/e:. ttran in 1979/80 but higher for ot.her B
products sueh as pears (6.51"), turning to trade, fresh fruit imports i:nto
a
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the Cornmunity (excluding Greece) remained at mostly the same level in 1980
as in L979, around 4.5 nillion tonnes (includine 3.2 rnillion tonnes of
citrus fruit and O.4J million tonnes of apples) or more than six tines the
total export volume. Total imports of fresh vegetables ltere 1.2 million
tonnes or nearly three times the total export volume. Intra Corununity
trade for fresh fruits was 2.6 million tonnes in 1980, whil-e the level of
vegetables amounted to 2.4 million tonnes.
Intra Conmunity trade (without Greece) for proeessed fruit and vegetables
in 1980 remained at a similar leve1 to 1979. Total imports from non-member
countries slightly decreased (increasing for tomato concentrates and
mushrooms, falling for tonato juices whiLe exports rose particularly for
tomato concentrates.
Production in the Conmunity (including Greece) during L979/8O reached the
record level of IBJ million hectolitres (nt), compared with 144.5 million
hl in I97B/79, accounting for 48% of world production. Dornestic
consurnption in LgTglSO totalled 162 miltion ht (f4O m:.ffion hl in L97B/79)
representing an inerease of 16%. 86 went for human consumption while the
remai.nder (rO rnitfion h1) was distilled (59fl with Community aids). The
Ieve1 of self supply for the Community (including Greece) in 1980/81 was
ILz%. For the same period, the leveL of production is likely to be arounil
164 million hl while domestic consunption is-estj.nated to decrease slightly
to 160 nillion hl.
Intra Comnunity trade for the Community (without Greece) decreased by over
6fr in IgTg/BO to 5.8 million hl (5.2 nillion hl in 1978/79). Exports rose
by 35/, to 9.2 million h1 over the same period. Imports during I979/BO
amounted to 17.1% less than exports, being 9.4% Iess Ln 1978/79 and 46f
more in 1977/78.
e Wine
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tivestock products
Milk and milk products
c0tIl,Iul{ITY
The long-terrn trend of an overall herd of approxirnately 25 nillion dairy
cols in the Community remains vaLid in spite of a fall in nunbers by 1.8fi
or 450.000 head in 1980. In addition, the nunber of fanners holding dairy
cows continues to dirainish, now standing at about 1.8 rnillion or 25% less
than in 1971.
Production and consumotion
I,lilk produetion in 19BO increased by 2% owing to the rise, as in previous
years, in the average annual yield per dairy cow to 41OO kg per animal. In
1981, however, production is 1ike1y to be about only 0.5S nigher than in
1980 owing, inter a1ia, to the reduction in cow numbers as well as a
slowing dovn in yield growth which has taken place.
High interest rates are affecting new investment by dairy ,farners and feed
costs have been consj.derably increased through the effect of the high
dollar value on concentrate Drices. -
An increasing proportion of milk production from dairy cows (about 9L11,,
amounting to 95 nillion tonnes in 1980) continues to be so,Id by far.mers to
dairies for processing into rnilk and rnilk products. However, as in L979,
the increase hras not used for greater production of the intervention
products of butter and skimmed milk powder. The worLd narket for dairy
produce continued to expand in 1980 and, as a result, Community production
of cheese (up by t.5/,), whole milk powder (up by over 25fr), casein (up 26%)
and condensed milk (up 5S) expanded to meet this demand.
Consumption of fresh milk in the Conmunity rose by 1.2% in 198O eneouraged
by inproved sales of fresh nilk products such as yoghurt and cream; sales
fe1L' however, in two of the Community's major consuming countries (the
a
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Unitecl Kingdorn and the Netherlands). The consumption of cheese also
increased by 2% (Z/' in 1979). Butter and skinmed rnilk powder, however'
continue to pose difficult problems for disposal. Consumption of butter
decreased by 10 000 tonnes in 1980 to 1.64 nil-lion tonnes.
I{hile part of the decrease coufd be accounted for by the fact that no
christmas butter sales took place in 1980/81, there are still substantial
subsidies given for sales of butter to baker and ice cream manufacturers
(about 152 OOO tonnes in 1980) and general consumer subsidies applied in
the lK, Dennark, Ireland and tuxembourg. The posi-tion is more
unfavourable for skimmed milk powder where only abouf V% of the powder
rnanufactured could be sold in the Cornmunity at the fixed price: 60% was
sold as feed while the remainder was exported. Consumption of both whole
milk powder and condensed milk has not altered in the connunity over the
past few years; the disposal of increased produetion, therefore, has to be
found through expanding export narkets'
liain narket features
In the context of the price decisions of JMarch 1981, the council
increased the target price for milk bV 9% for the I}Bl-/82 marketing year;
intervention prices for butter and skirunetl rnilk powder nere altered
accordingly. At the same time, the council also agreed to increase the
flat rate co-responsibility levy on nilk production from 2 to 2'5% of the
target price, noting that if additional costs arise as a result of the
quantity of milk deliveries by more than 1S i.n 1981 conpared with 1980, the
council would take neasures to offset these additional costs by appropriate
decisions.
During the narketing year f9B0/81, the principal effort in tfer nilk sector
has been to continue to find narkets for the necessary volune of nilk
production at the cheapest unit cost both internally and externally'
Through higher export levels of most dairy products as well as the
continuance of internal disposal programnes' the public intervention stock
level for butter has fallen to a nininal amount while that for skiruned milk
powder has slightly increased. 0n 9 0ctober 1981, public intervention
]
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stock levels for butter and skimrned milk povder -w-ere at 10 800 tonnes anil
145 5OO tonnes respectively. This result has been achieved even though the
unj-t rate of aid for several products (e.g. for skirnned mil.k powder) has
been held down at 1ow leve1s and the export refunds substantially decreased
for the najor mi).k products durj-ng 1980 and the first half of 1981.
IIORTD I'IARKETS
lforld milk production increased in 1980 by about the same Level as in 1979
(Uy less than 1l). This low rate of increase was due to louer production
leve]s in the USSR (-}fi) and. other Eastern European countri.es (-1.81). In
contrast, production increased in the U.S. by 4fr, Canada by 51[ and by 6'i( in
both llew Zealand and Spain. World nilk production in 1981 is l]kely te
expand at a slower rate owing to even .lower production leverls in Eastern
European countries as well as slovler rates of increases in the European
Community and Itrew Zealand.
The world narket for all najor dairy products has constantl.y expanded since
1975. Over the past 5 years, the total volume in the worldr dairy trade has
increased by more than 2 rnillion tonnes intensifying in itsl rise
particularly since 1978. The principal reason for this expansion has been
j.ncreased consumption in oil-producing countries, individual developing
countries as well as a partieularly strong increase in denand fron Eastern
European countries, notably the USSR. In l-980, total world exports of
butter and skimmed rnilk powder increased by 18% and 5% respectively
compared with 19?9 (excluding food aid aetions). Conmercial butter
exports, excluding those to the USSR, increased by 11S or 62 000 t. Total
trade in condensecl nilk and cheese increased by L& and LZf, respectivel;p;
total exports of whole roilk powder rose by a spectacular 43'il -q 240 O0O t
nore than in 19?9 owing to the increased demand for rau materials for the
expanding reconbining industry mostly situated in oil-producing countries.
a
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The expansion in world rnarkets has been assisted by irnproved international
cooperation on price policies, notably in the GATT, together with the
introduction of policy neasures in several countries to slow down the
growth in surplus production. Comnunity exporters, alongside other major
exporters, have taken advantage of these expanding narkets.
The European Community exported larger quantities in 1980 than in l9?9 for
all milk products with the exception of skimned nilk powder in spite of
increased world prices for all the major products. World market shares for
the Connunity decreased for skinned and whoLe nilk powder whiLe they
increased for cheese and butter (ttre total amount of butter and butteroil
exported reached a record level in 1980 of just under 600 0OO tonnes
including food aid). At the sane time, inoports of nilk produets continued
in 198O, the Comnunity inporting about L4i{ of the total world cheese market
or 95 000 tonnes (Ze 0OO tonnes in I9?9) and l,Ifr of the total butter narket
] amounting to 101. 000 tonnes (ffe 0OO tonnes in 19?9) alrnost all fron New
Zealand. Further detailed inforrnation on particular developments in nilk
production in certain eountries is given in the situation of the
Agricultural I'larkets - 1981 report.
Beef and Veal
COMI'IUNITY
Beef production takes place on more than half of the farms in the
Community, contributing about L6% to final alricultural production in the
Comnunity. It is mosty concentrated in the }lember States with a large
grass production, and coming either from herds producing milk or fronr
specialised beef herds. The trend towards larger units since;197J has
continued, the number of producers deereasing at a rate of 4.lf, per annum.
the beef herd slightly decreased ln 1980, owing principally to a higher
Ievel of slaughtering 6f aautt aninal.s, offset to a certain degree by a
small i-ncrease in the number of veal calves.
a
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Production and consunption
After the cyclical reduction in beef production during 1976 and L977, total
beef production rose by 5.4% in lpBO (conpared to 6.2% in 19?9) reaching
7.2 nillion tonnes (inctuding Greece). Within this figure, adult beef
production rose by 4.1S while'veal production decreased by I.5%.
As a norrnal indicator, beef consunption goes up roughly in line with the
rate of economic growth. In consequence, consumption of beef and veal in
the Cornmunity has slightly diminished by 0.81 during 1980 to 25,7 kg per
head (22.7 ke per head for beef and J kg per head for veal). As a result
of rising production and dininishlng consumption, seJ.f supply in the
Community for beef and veal in 1980 was IO2%.
I.lain narket features a
During the past three years, market prices of adult beef animals have
renained relatively stable at around l-7O ECU/LO0 kg live weight. In lpBO,
the average producer priee level in the Comnunity has been at about B2.7lt
of the guide price. In the circunstances, the Conmission introduced
private storage for about 40 000 tonnes in October 1980 of hindquarters,
extending this to whole and half carcases of veal in Novenber 1980. In
addition, a series of measures to support the internaL beef market has been
continued including measures to stimulate conswnption (",g. cheap sales
from intervention to social nelfare categories) as well as premiums for
suckler cows, veal calves (in ltaly) and cledn cattle (in tfre Uf). As a
result, producer prices in Septenber 1981 were back to around 85/ of the
guide price.
Furthermore, in the context of the price decisions for the rgg]-/gz
marketing year' the Council decidecl to introduce a Comnunity scale for
adult beef animals in order to establish the guide price in terrns of dead
weight as opposed to live weight. The guide price for adult beef aninafs
a
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was also raised by 9% in two stages (6% fron 6 April 1981 and an additional
3fi frcn ? Decenber 198f). Public intervention stock levels are expected to
beat alower level at the end of 1981 (around 250 OOO tonnes) compared to
JI Decernber 19BO (llO OOO tonnes). Intra Community trade shows no sign of
increasing, stabilizing at around I.4 nillion tonnes in 1980.
I{ORLD MARKETS
The Comrnunity produces around I5fr of the total world production of beef,
ranking alongside the USSR as the second largest producer in the wor1d, but
well behind the United States.
Beef exports from the Comnunity, as expeeted, continued their upvrard climb
tluring 1980 reaching an overall total of 642 OOO tonnes. The principal
destinations were Mediterranean eountries (more than 2C.4), Eastern European
. 
countries (rising to 76%) and to the l4iddle East (t7%). During 1980, the
Comnunity's share of the world narket rose from around tS% to 2576. It is
expected that the export level reached in 1980 will be maintained during
1981.
fnports fron non-nenber eountries mostly entering the Community under
special conditions negotiated bilaterally or multilaterally in GATT
continued during 1980 at a slightly lower level than in the previous year
at t56 OO0 tonnes (inclucline 59 0OO tonnes lj.ve animals).
Principal suppliers were Uruguay and Argentina (about qZfr of total inports)
and Eastern European countries (more than 2Ofr total imports), Hungary and
' Poland in particular accounting for nearly h8lf the total imports of live
aninals.
Pigneat
col,IltljNItI
l}
Special.ization in
of pig places per
this sector has continued with an inerease in the number
unit. Fron 1977 to 1979' the nurnber of farms totalling
e
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nore than 200 places increased by more than l1f; while those with less than
50 places decreased by 14% over a similar period. It is particularly
striking that pigmeat while taking up only I.2% of the agricultural budget,
accounts for nore than l2f, of the Conmunity's agricultur:al output.
Production and consumption
Production of pigneat in the Cornmunity is concentrated i.n regions
surrounding the l{orth Sea and the Channel as rvell as in llorth ltaly. In
l9BO, pigneat production inereased by 2.lf over I9?9 rising to 10.1 million
tonnes for the Corununity of 10. Consumption rose by zit to 9.9 million
tonnes. As a resuJ.t, self supply in the Community reached 101F, the
highest being in Denmark with 768%. Consunption is likeIy to decrease by
about I% in 1981.
I'lain market features I
Itarket price levels on representative narkets fluctuated to a considerable
extent during 1980/8I. Following a rj.se in price fron October 19BO to
I,larch 1981 in accordance with the norrnal seasonal activity, prices fel1 and
reguired support through private storage between 25 l{.ay and 11 July 1981
(about 4t 000 tonnes). Seasonal demand then lifted narket price levels
fron August 1981 onwards, reaching record levels during the autumn of
1981. The basic price, upon which the Comnunity market for pigmeat relies
to ensure a reasdnable revenue to producers, was increased by IL% by the
Council in the context of the price declsions in April 1981, effective fron
I }lovernber 1981
Intra Conmunity trade in I9B0 continued to expand reaehing 2.24 niIl).on
tonnes or 4% nore than in 19?9 compared rith an increase of L0.1f between
19?B and 1979.
I'ORID MARKETS
The Cornnunity is the uorld's second Largest producer of pigneat after
China. In 1980, the Community exported 25I 00O tonnes (J.1fi more than in
)
a
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19?9) while importing 240 f00 tonnes resulting in a positive trade
balance. Exports of live pigs and fresh meat went nainly to certain East
European countries (e.g. Poland, Hungary and Runania), while processed
pigneat was mostly exportetl to the US and Japan. Major suppliers of
pigneat and pig products in 1980 to the Community included the US' China'
Sweden and Canada.
)
I
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1. CEREAI,S
I. Introduction
(a) General situation:
lhe 1980/81 cereals narketing year was characterized by an abundant
harvest, particularly of wheat. The already substantial stocks at the
beginning of the marketing year thus increased and were at an even
higher 1evel at the end of the year.
I'lanagement of the narket therefore continued to be difficurt,
particurarly at the beginning of the narketing yearwhen outlets were
limited by the embargo on exports to the soviet unio,n. However, norrd
demand enabled exports to far exceed those of the previous marketing
year.
The difficulties already encountered on the internal market drrring the
1979/Bo marketing year as a result of high interest rates increasing
storage costs became even more acute.
There was thus massive intervention during the I9B0/81 marketing year,
but large quantities were also resold, particularly .for erport.
Even if some of the difficulties renain in this sector, e.g. those
caused by high interest rates, the I9Bl-/82 rnarketing year looks like
being less difficult than the preceding one. Not on.Iy will quantities
be less abundant, norld prices are arso quite firm, )having risen
consiilerably during the first months of the year.
(b) Cereals in Cornmunity agriculture:
The total area of cereals in 19BO was 28.4 million ha, or 27.7% of the
utilized agrlcultural area (UU). ?heir importance :in the land-use of
individual l'Iember States varied considerably, being .lovest in lreland
and the Netherlands (l% and llf; of UAA respectively) where fodder crops
and perrnanent grasslands are nore important. CereaIB are of greatest
I
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significance in Gennany and Demark {4t% and 65{- of UAA respectively)
where they account for about 76 of the arable land; they also account
for a high proportion of the arable land in Luxembourg (7gl)' In the
_ 
renaining Menber States cereals occupy 50 to 6Of, of the arable land and
15 to 36 ot the UAA.
Cereals' share in final production is a less useful measure of their
econonicinportancesinceinnanycasesalargeproportionof
production is used for livestock feeding on the farrn where it is
produced. This means that the final production of such cereals is in
the forrn of livestock products. Thus in Gerrnany, where cereals account
tot 411. of the UAA, they represented only lof of the value of final
, production in I9B0 because over 46 of the total quantity produced was
used for animaf feeding on the farm where it was grown. In the United
Kingdom, by way of contrast, cereals accounted for only 26 of the UAA
but 15.5% of the value of final agricultural procluction because only
a :t5{o of the crop was fed to livestock on the far:n where it was grown'
In the Corununity as a whole, where about 269l of the crop was fed to
Iivestock on the farm where it was grown, the contribution of cereals
to the final production of agriculture was 12.5% in 1980.
(c) the Cornnunity in world cereals production :
World production of cereals (excluding rice) in 1980 amounted to
I l?O nillion t (according to FAO statistics) of which the Community
produced :10,6% (lo.og in 19?9). The proportions produced by the other
major exporters of cereaLs were: united $tates 27%; Canada 3%;
Australia \F; Argentina 2fi (see Table M'- 1'?)'
2. Production
Comnunity cereals production in 1980/8I was spared a harsh winter and,
after the fears of drought in the spring, the heavy rain in June and July
produced high yielcls; finat production ' I24 nillion t for all cereals'
exeept rice - vas 7% up on the 1979/80 record of 120 million t and 5'7f[ up
on 1979/80.
t
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The total area solrn rith cereals for 1981 was somewhat down on 1980,
slightly greater preference being given to connon wheat over maize and the
other feed grains. The growing conditions were good during the vinter and
spring' but the batl weather in the early summer caused sorne danage; the
prelininary estimates indicate production of the order of 121 million t
(a11 cereals except rice), i.e. slightly less than in 19BO/SI.
(a) Common wheat:
The connon wheat crop was sown in good eonditions in autunn 1980 an6
the area was about the sane as that harvested in 1980. The milk winter
was followed by bad weather in the summer, and yields a,re expected to
be about 2% d,own on 1980. The harvest is forecast at a'bout
49 nillion t ( -4). The quaLity of the wheat is not thought to be
excellent and although this can be partly explained by the wet wdather,
there is also beLieved to be a growing tendency among producers to
switch fron high-quarity varieties to higher yielding but poorer
quality varieties of bread-rnaking wheat. 0n the other hand, the
production of varieties which are only suitable for anirnal feeding
seens to have stabilized.
(b) Dunun wheat:
The area of durum wheat increased slightly in both France and Greece in
1981 and remained stable in ltaly, totalling 2.1 million ha (*L%).
ilost of the Conrnunity's dunrn uheat production is in ltaly, where the
area has been very stable for a number of years, contrasting with the
declining area of conmon wheat. Dumm wheat now occupies over 5yfr ot
the total wheat area. Iie1ds are also expected to be lower in 1981 nnd
Connunity production is expected to be 4.1 million t (-li[).
(c) nye:
The areas of rye deoreased by almost l0% i.n l98l, and yields are
expected to be slightly lower than in 1980. As a result, productiori
has fallen by about L4fr to 2.5 nillion t.
I
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(tt) Barley:
The total area sown
less the same as in
aLL Member States,
Germany,
with barley in 1981 (9.8 nillion ha) is more or
1980, The switch to winter barley has continued
though it is especially pronounced i.n Franee and
1n
Gerrnany
France
z L9752Tfr
z 2A%
r L976tw
z 3t%
t977
4e-iT
42f
19?8 : 1979Tfr zffi
\% 2189l
: 1980 : 1981
,593 , @7i255ls 2577,'
t
This change has had the effect of improving average yields because of
the higher yields of wi.nter barley but it has sonetimes had an adverse
effect on quality since sone of the winter varieties of six-row barley
which have a lower specific weight and generally lower feeding value
and are less suitable for brewing.
Yie1ds in 1981 are expected to have fallen by 1%.
There is reported to be sufficient production of malting barley - more
than sufficient in the United Kingdom - despite the wet weather in June
and July. Total Comnunity production of barley is forecast at about
40 urillion t, some 3% less than in 1980.
(e) oats:
The area of oats continues to decline (-4.5% in 19BO and -5.I% per year
on average between 1971 and. I9?9). Production in 1981 was 4-5% down at
7.1 million t.
( r) ttaize:
The area of sraize in the Conmunity was particularly high in 1979
because it replaced .part of the French wi-nter grain area affected by
frost damage. Conrnunity production was a record 17.J million t. Iri
1980 and 19Bl the rnaize crops were nearer nonnal (2.? mi.ffion ha), with
areas increasing in ltaly and decreasing j-n France, but in 1981 yields
a
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are expected to be substantially higher, especially in Itaty.
Production in 198I is expected to be over 18 mill-ion t ( +5%).
l. Consumption
In 1979/80 the total volurne of cereals used in the Corununity amounted to
L2O.7 million t, i.e. the sane as in ]lg78/7g. About J6$ consi,sted of
wheat, 30% of barley and 24f' by maize. The utilization of aII cereals was
nade up as follors in I979/8O;
human consumption and industrial use. 14.7% (J4.2% in I97B/79); aninal
feed: 6o.6i[ rco,g% in L97B/79); seed and losses, 5.o% (S.of, in I97B/79).
The proportions vary substantially from eereal to cereal,, from one Meurber
State to another and from year to year; the following table gives the
breakdown by cereals for 1979/BO z
Cereg] cglrsunption in 1979/BO 
- 
breakdorm by cereal
: Hunan : Aninal : Industrial : Seed and : Total :
: consumption : consumption : use : losses : :
: -------:
I
a
:Durum wheat | 9I.2
:Connon wheat z 6L.2
:Rye and meslinz 42.8
:BarIey z O.7
:Oats and :
:spring cereal : 7.8 : 90.9 :
:8.8::
z 6.2 t 100.0 :
: 5.9 : 100.0 :
: 6.1 : 100.0 :
z 5,7 : L00.O :
:-
.?1 .7
. ).L. I
z 49.6
: 78.6
:-
: 0.9
: 1.8
: 15.1
0.0
::::::---------:-- 
---7-'------:----l::?-----::--i!:l-----:----11---:-13!:3-:
Net human consumption increased. by O.4% betyeen I97B/79 and 19?9/BO.
Allowing for population growth, per capita consumption increased by
onty 0.1S. Trends for individual cereals differ, howevei." Per capita
consunption of durun wheat fell by 1.81t (-2.4% on average over the
period fton L972/7t to L97B/79), while per capita consumption of common
wheat increased U,V f% (*O.4% on average for the period L972hj tp
t978/79).
I
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Net hurnan consumption of cereals in 19?9/80 - breakdown by cereal
: Net per capita consumption :
Net overall :-------- ----:
hunan consunption : '. % change :('0o0 t) : Kg per capita . L978/79 to :
: 1979/80 :
Wheat -
Rye
Barley
0ats
llaize
conmon
durun
r7 843
2 916
1 049
50
L66
.t1 z
55. o
10.9
1.9
o.2
0.6
2.6
1.O :
3.8 :0.4 :28.7 :6.5 :1.4 :
(b) Animal consumption:
The importance of cereals in animal feeding reached a peak in L972/77
and 1977/?4 when they accounted for more t]nan 26% of total energy
requirements (expressed in feed units). This represented over 64 of
the energy sripplied by concentrate feeds (i.e. excluding bulky fodder,
root crops and grazing etc.). This proportion had fallen to 55.8% by
L977/78, the year in which the part taken by manioc passed from 1.6% to
1.7% and that of oilcakes from 12.1% to ]-4.4fr. The total quantity of
cereals fed to livestock fell from a peak of 72.J nillion t in L975/74
to 67.1 million t in1976/77, since when it has only partly recovered,
to reach ?8 million t in I97B/79 and I979/8O.
This decline is principally due to the substitution of cereals by
products such as nanioc, oilcakes and a variety of industrial
by-products which nay be imported into the Conmunity with little or no
inport charge. The urost important substitute for cereals is manioe'
imports of which rose fron 2.7 nillion t in L974 to 6 nillion t in 19?8
to decl.ine again in 1980 to 4.8 nillion t. Supply difficulties in 1979
and 1980 have tenporarily stabilized inports of rnanioc at'around
5.5 nillion t and whilst it is possible that further expansion can be
controlled by a voluntary restraint agreement, there is like]y to be
strong growth in the imports of other products. A good exanple is 
.-.
maize gluten feed, imports of which have risen fron 0.7 million t in
1974 to 2 million t in L980 and are expected to rise in line with naize
o
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alcohol ("gasohol") and isoglucose productlon in the Uniteci States,
since it is a by-product of this process.
?he following table compares the consumption of different cereals on
the farrns where they are grown with the animal feed use of cereals
which pass through the market (usual1y purchased as conpound
feedingstuffs ) .
Animal feed use of cereals in 19?9/80, on the farrn where grown and
through the market 
- 
breakdown by cereal
I
: Cereals : Used on farrns
1000t
: Marketed
: 1000t
.'tnnn+
.lvvvu %:
llheat :
Rye :
Bar1ey :
Oats etc.:
I,laize 3
0ther :
4 997
1 025
15 016
5 678
4 097
68
z 7797? 419
: If 1OB
: L698
: 18 785
z 679
z 12 394
z 1444
; 28 124
: 7375
z 22 878
: 7O7
: 17.0 :
:2.Oi
z 58.5 z
: 1O.1 :
z tL.4 z
: I.0 :
e
: Total
,o 817 : 42 046 z 72 887 : 100.0 :
42.7% 57.7% 100. og
----------'!
Up to L975/76, the animal feed use of cereals on the farms where they
were grown accounted for around 5oft of the total feed use. Since then,
however, this proportion has fallen to under 4596. In part, this shift
is due to a re-assessment of naize used directry on the farm in rtaly,
but it may also be due io a greater tend6ncy for flarrners to sell-
cereals and to purchase compound feedstuffs. A growing proportion of
rye produetion, for exampre, is being sold by fanners and less is being
used on the farn. Production of oats, a cereal shich is largely used
on the farrn where grolln, is also declining rapidly.
a
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(c) Induelqlel_rl€e:
The use of cereals for processing and industrial purposes stabilized in
f9?9/80. there uere, however, substantial differences fron one cereal
to another.
As noted in the past, the industrial use of naize and wheat is still on
the increase (up almost 1% in I979/BO). These two cereals, which
aecount tor 46/ and. 3fr respectively of industrial use of cereals, are
used mainly for the production of starch and glucose. A large quantity
of maize is also used in the distiLling industry in the United Kingdom
(ZlO OOO t j.n 1979/80) ana an increasing amount is used in brewing
(*Zg% in 1979/80), nainly in France, the l{etherlands and the BLEU. The
industrial use of barley, on the other hancl, declined by about 7% Ln
lgTg/BO, mainly as a result of its reduced use in brewing in Germany'
France and the BLEU.
(d) Self-sufficiency:
The final balance sheets tor 1979/80 shows that, following a slight
decrease in production, the degree of self-sufficiency feIl slightly to
g7.g%. The decline in production was accompanied by an increase in
donestic consumption of 0.2 million t. lfhilst human consunption and
industrial use remained almost stationary, use for animal feed did
increase, but not so much as the previous year. This trend can
probably be explained by the increase in-consumption of wheat and naize
for animal feed at the expense of competing products.
Ihe preliminary estinates of dornestic use in 1980/BI are between 118
and 119 nillion t, i.e. 2% less than in 1979/80. Production, on the
other hand, increased by 5fr to )'24 million t; so that the degree of
self-sufficiency is estinated at about IO5%.
J
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(urillion t )
: :Comnon:Durun: : :Oats: :othert :3 3 wheat : wheat : Rye : Barley : etc. : lfaize :cereals: Total :
: -------- : -------: : 
-----: -------- : __-_-_: _-_____: _______: _______:
:Stockchange(l): I.j s+O.l :0.2: 
-O.Z:+0.2: +O"52 O.O : +2.1:
: --------- : -------: -------: -----: --------: ______: _-__-,__ : _______: _-_____::Iletexternal : : : : : : 3 : ::balance (2) : 
-?.0 : 0.5 z-O.7 z 
-5.7 : +O.l: +g.g: +O.7: +0.5:
:less production: 
-5.5 : +0.4 :-0.1 : -3.g : +0.J: +I1.1 : +O.J ; +2.6 z
t
:Self- :
:sufficiency (%) z :II4.2 : 90.5 zl-A2.7: 111.1 :95.7 z 61.9 : 55.7 :
-.-----:
97.8 t
(1) * = stock reduction; 
- = stock increase(Z)* =netimportsi 
- =netexDorts
The result is thus net exports totalling about 5 million t.
(e) Stocks. 
-
The estination of stocks in the different Mernber States is undoubtedly
of very variable accuracy as between both I'Iernber States and stock
positions. According to the best available estinates, the total stoeks
of cereals in the connunity at the beginning of the rgflo/gL narketing
year anounted to 12.8 million t of which O.9 rnillion t were held on
fanns' 0f the 11.9 nillion t of stocks in other positions (incruding
intervention stocks), common wheat accounted for 5.4 million t, dulLur
nheat for 0.4 mirrion t, barley for 2,2 mirlion t and maize for
2.2 million t.
By 1 August 1981 the off-farrn stocks are expected to have fallen to
about 12 nillion t, including around d.B nillion t of corunon wneat (r4fi
of production), 0.6 nillion t of dumn wheat (t4 ot production),
1.8 nillion t of ba1ley (+% ot normal production) and about
2.4 niLlion t of naize (tZ% ot normal production but only gE of
consunption).
I
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4. frade
(a) getueen Menber States:
Trade between Mernber States of the Community falls into two distinct
categories: trade in cereals of Comnunity origin and trade in or
transhipment of cereals proilucecl in non-member countries.
Briefly, the latter consist of iroport into one Member State via another
Member Statergenerally for sound economic reasons such as vessel size
and port charges, but occasionally in order to benefit from anonalies
arising from the mechanisrns of the conmon agricultural policy and in
particular its nonetary compensatory anounts system. The najority of
this trade consists of inports of grain ultimately destined for Gerrnany
and the United Kingdom via the large Benelux ports. fhe cereal nost
corunonly involved is naize, exports of which fron the Benelux countries
to other l'fenber States anounted to 1.9 rnillion t in I979/BO. There has
also been a significant trade of this kind in conmon wheat
(t.t mitfion t fron the Benelux countries in I979/8O).
The major Comnunity supplier of cereals to other Member States is
France. French deliveries in 19?9/aO totatled 10.6 nillion t
(including cereal p::oducts) as conpared with 10.4 nillion t in
]-978/79. Deliveries of French wheat in 1979/80 were 1.8 niLlion t and
in 1980/81 declined to J.5 million t, mainly because of reduced
deliveries to Belgium, Italy, the United Kingdom and lrel-and.
Deliveries of barley decreased slightly in 1980/81, from 2., to
2.0 nillion t, the main customers being Belgium, Gerrnany and Ita}y.
However a significant part of the consigrunents to Belgiun, which in
I98O/Bf totalled 0.9 nillion t of barley and 0.5 milIion..! of wheat'
are believed to have been for subsequent export to non-menber countries
via Belgian ports. French deliveries of maize to other Member States
fell frorn 1.5 milLion t in L979/BO to 2.1 million t in 1980/81
followingthedec1ineinFrenchproductsin19B0'theprincipa1
customers were the Benelux countries, Germany, the United Kingdon and
o
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Ireland. Intra-Community trade in cereal products is also of
increasing importance, ineluding sueh produets as wheat f'lour and
semolina, barley malt and maize grits.
(u) utttr third countries:
Inports of cereals from non-mernber countries (reduced by the estimated
level of transhiprnents) amounted to 1?.9 nillion t in f9?9/BO (g.t%
less than in 1978/79) of which 11.4 nillion t were maize (f4.JS nore
than in r97B/79). rn r980/e1 the prelininary estimates indicate
inports o.f about 16 to 17 million t of cereals, including only
11 milrion t of naize. rn 1979/80 over 85% of the maize inports cane
from the United States, rtrith the rernainder corning nainly fron
Argentina. fmports of barley and nalt in L979/AO amounted to
l..o million t' The barley came mainly from canada (3QE) and Australj.a
(IBU). Imports of barley in 1980/BI are estimated at around 600 OOO t
and again consisted nainly of imports of canadian barley into ltaly.
Inports of corunon wheat rose from f.5 urillion t in L97B/,1'g
tol.B nillion t in 1979/80 ana then dropped back again to, 7.5 mitlion t
in 1980/81. This total- includes temporary inports under inward
processing arrangements for subsequent re-export in the f'orm of flourl
0.2 miLrion t (wheat equivalent) in r9?9/BO and about 0.5 nillion t in
1980/81. Dunun wheat inports rose frorn 0,9 nillion t in l97g/79 ro
1.I nillion t in L979/8O. 0ver 901 of imports in 19?9/80 carne from
North America and most of the remainder from Argentina. ft is expected
that durum wheat imports in 1980/BI will 
-be slightly up, to well over
I million t.
Total exports of cerears and cereal products in 1979/80 rose by 14S to
17.4 tnillion t. within this total, comnon wheat and f1oqq. accounted
for 10'8 nillion t. Exports of wheat and wheat frour in 1990/g1 are
estinated at about 14 nil3.ion t, broken down as followsl. I, million t
a
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I(+) Inward processing traffic:
fron non-member countries
such operations are exenPt
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importation into
for processing and
from import levies
O
of comnercial sales, of which 5 nillion t in the fonn of flour, and
alnost I rnillion t as food aid, of which half was in the forn of
flour. The estinated total of commercial flour exports includes around
0.5 million t exported under inward processing arrangements (*), a
practice of considerable significance among rnillers who are favourably
l-ocated (i.e. in ports) because of the substantial economies resulting
either from the purchase of cheap rheat fron non-member countries or
frorn the vaiving of inport levies on imported wheat when the operation
is done on an equivalence basis (i.e. export of flour of Community
origin set against irnport of wheat from non-nember countries).
Corunercial exports of wheat in 1979/50 went to the Community's regular
clients in West and North Africa as well as to countries in Europe'
particularly Poland. In 1980/81 the pattern was similar, though a
larger percentage of exports went to Asia (".g. China and lran). Flour
exports continued to go to a wide variety of destinations, with Egypt''
the Soviet Union and Syria among the most important.
There were again large exports of barley in 19?9/BO and 1980/81. Total
exports of barley and barley products -(mainly nal.t) amounted to
4.8 miLlion t in L979/BO, of which 1.? rnillion t was in the form of
barley products. ,lhe quantities exported in L980/8L are believed to
have been substantially higher (between 5.5 and 6.0 rnillion t,
including 1.? niLlion t in the form of products, though the principal
destinations of the barley were onee again other European countries'
the Soviet Union, the l,lediterranean area and the lliddle East. In both
years Franee was the doninant supplier (inclutting French barley
exported through tbe Belgian ports) thougtr the United Kingdom and
Denmark rvere also imPortant
5. Prices
(")@.'
The reference
several years
price for conmon wheat of bread-making quality has for
been f.ixed for the minirnurn quality by way of derogation
the Couununity of products
subsequent re-exPortation ;
and charges.t
(l)
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fron the Regulation on the common organization of the market. When
fixing the prices for the 198I/82 rnarketing year, however, the Council
defined an average bread-naking quality as provided for in the basic
Regulation and fixed the reference price for that quality.
Nonetheless, at the sane time it fixed a reduction to be applied in the
event of intervention in respect of the ninimun quality. There are l
thus two prices designed to support the market in bread wheat:
- the actual reference price (tgZ.lZ ECU/I) which serves as a basis for
deriving the target price and thus the threshold price;
- a derived price (t92.72 - 7.BB = 184.84 ECU/t) at which level any
intervention measures for minimun-quality bread wheat must take place.
The latter price nay,be compared with the reference price fixed for
1980/81 (*Z.S%). Such a comparison reveals a slight inprovenent in the
conpetitive position of conmon wheat in animal feed in relation to the
intervention priee for coarse grains (*5fr tn l.g8l/ez) and the threshold
price for maize (*e.Z% in 1981/82). The definition of the rnininun I
quality has also been tightened up by the addition of a nininurn protein
content (10.59) and a stricter requir6nent as regards the degree of
amylasic activity (Hagberg falling time), i.e. 150 instead of 150.
As for durun wheat, its intervention price was increased by 5,6f,, which
has not inproved its conpetitive position conpared. with corunon wheat in
the areas where it is grown.
(b) Internal market prices:
The 1980/81 marketing year, like the previous one, was characterized by
surpluses of barley and wheat. These surpluses depressed prices to the
intervention price level or, in the case of corunon wheat, to the
reference price level (the reference price was 1?l above.. the
intervention price). The most notable exception to these general
observations was the situation in Italy, where the prices of common
nheat and feed grains were around or about the threshold prices; the
price of durum wheat, however, remained nearer to the intervention "
price.
I
I
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Average differenee between market price and intervention price in
1980/81
(%)
: Common wheat :
:-------- ----: Durum
: Bread-making: Other : wheat
: quality : :
: Barley l4aize ::Ryei
: Germany
: France
: Italy
: lletherlands
: Belgiun
: United
: Kingdon
: Dennark
: Greece
L2.7
9.8
21.5]2.9
l.5.2
9.9
.:
9.1
x
x
x
x
7.L
x
x
x
-r.t
x
x
x
x
0.0
o.r
x
5.8
2.O
-7.4
4.t
5.2
x
x
5.5
x
x
u..:
x
11.5
20.2
x
x
x
x
a
Consideration of the connon wheat market is complicated by the
existence of two support price levels, the intervention price and the
reference p,rice (which only applies to nheat of "bread-rnaking
quality"). fire criteria used to define "bread-making quality" and rvhich
are applied to the reference price are such that the price of most
kintls of wheat in the Conrnunity' even those which are not of
"bread-making quaIity", tend towards the referenee price. However, the
absence of support buying after October 1980 allowed market prices to
fall to levels as much as 5% below the reference price for bread-making
wheat and thereby encouraged the use of wheat in anirnal feeding'
(c) \{orld prices:
At the beginning of the 1980/Bf narketi"F year world stocks of common
wheat, although high (tOO miffion t), showed a slight decline; world
stocks of feed grains were at roughly the same level as a year before;
however, the downward trend of stocks was confirmed during the
narketing year.
Production of conmgn wheat in the United States, where the system of
setting aside land has not been applied, has reached record levels,
while the feed grain harvest, nhich was hit by drought - maiae
suffering the most - is markedly down'
I
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The excellent harvests in the United States and the Comnunity make up
for the setbacks suffered by Argentina and Australia, while the Soviet
Union, where bad weather hampered harvesting, and China, can be
regarded as the two deterrnining importers.
The aggressive attitude of the United States, which sought to open new
outlets during the embargo, eoinciding with reduced availabilities of
coarse grains, the strong denand from inporting countries ineluding
China and the Soviet Union, the increase in domestic consunption and
the prospect of extensive world trade were the principal factors
keeping world cereal prices up until the spring.
Despite frequent fluctuations world cereal prices, and particularly
coiltmon nheat prices, nonetheless showed an upward trend, and were
higher than in I979/BO, until the first quarter of 1981. Following the
change of adninistration in the United States, American interest rates
reached record levels and investors preferred to put their capitaL into
securities and abandoned their contracts for various products including
cereals, which is tending to nake prices drop.
The fall in world prices is not offset by the rise in the dollar and
was curbed only slightly by the announcement in May that the embargo
against the Soviet Union was being lifted; the world market, mainly
under the influence of the good harvest prospects in the northern
henisphere, continued its downward movement until July.
the end of the narketing year saw the continued rise in the dollar (I)
and the confir:nation of poor harvests in'the Soviet Union and China
pushing forward prices for wheat up, while the prospect of an abundant
maize harvest in the USA exerted downward pressure on the maize market.
a
I
a
(1) Steaay, pronounced fall.of the dollar since the beginning of September.
f
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CIF Antwerp/Rotterdam
; i Highest : Lowest :
. 
tlvna : 
-------- 
-------:rrJt,'
3 3 ECU/I : I{onth : ECU/I : l{onth :
i-------- ---:---------: -----: :--------------:
:Commonwheat: : : ! 3 !
, s;Fmmter rr : 189.91 : February 198r: r4t.t7 : August 1!BO :
:Darkllorthern : : : : :
, 
-ipring :1I;14{' : 214.19 : February 1981: 1.5?-'i.4 : August 19BO :
: -------- ---: ---------: : ---------: -------------- |
: Barley :
: GE?? Feed r
: llaize :
: ffiow corn rrr
: Dunrn wheat : :
: US Hard Amber i
: Dumm III
::3!
::3!
: February 1981: 2O2.O2 : APril 1980 :
z 157.97 : Ilovember 19BO: 125'18 : August 1t80 :
. ? : :SePtember :
: L55.3O : llaY I!81 : I2l '69 2 19BO :
z 264.90
Hiphest and lowest month
a (d) Consurner prices:
Bread prices increased by an average of about L6% betveen I9?9 ancl
1980, rather more than in previous years. There were' however, great
differences fron one I{ember State to another:
- Belgium, l{etherlands, GennanY:
- Dennark, France, United Kingdom:
- Italy, Ireland, Greece:
from 4 to Ifr
from 11 fo 17,4
from 21 to 74/'.
I
It is very unlikely that these increases were caused by the price of
wheat, as the price of bread. is determined primarily by distribution
and nanufacturing costs antl by government priee controls and/or
consumer subsidies. Iloreover, theSe ini'reases are very nuch smaller or
even negative when expressed in relation to the general index of
consumer Prices.
5. Short-term outlook
Community eereals production in 1981 /gZ is estirnated at about
120 million t, 1.e. slightly down on 19BO/81. The Community is noneth"ies"
expected to shou a net surplus of all cereals, nainly as a result of
continued imports of certain substitutes such as manioc, gluten feed and
sweet potatoes.
'tB'
Cereal imports, which consist nainly of naize ancl quality wheat, are
unlikely to dininish significantly; the exportable surplus of all cereals
wi1l, however, be smaller than in the preceding marketing year. ihe cereal
nost affected is conmon wheat and, assuming no change in stock levels,
exports are likely to total 12 to IJ million t - against 14 million t - of
uhich some 5.5 to 7 milLion t in the form of commercial exports as grain.
Barley exports are expected to be down to 2 to J nillion t, against
4 nillion t in 1980/81.
the outlook for the workd market is uncertain; the great unknown
quantities are the dollar exchange rate and Soviet demand. Wheat
availabilities are high, even i.f the Community surplus is 1ess, but the
export prospects are good, so much so that the price Ievel could be
maintained, while the good naize harvest in the United States is beginning
to put pressure on the market in feed grain.
7. Economic aspects of the measures taken
(a) Levies and refunds:
( 1) turport Levies :
Import levies varied considerably, influenced by the great
fluctuations in world pri.ces during 1980/81:
- connon wheat:
40 to 100 ECU/I, i.e. 27 to 20% ot the cif price (net of tax)
- barley:
18 to 20 ECU/I, i.e. 14 to 64 ot the cif price (net of tax)
- maizea '
5O to 75 ECU/,I, i.e. 48 to 6#, of the cif price (net of tax).
(2) nxport levies
Export levies have not been applietl in the cereals sector since the
end of L975.
(3) nxport refunds (rgeo/er):
Export refunds for cornnon wheat and, barley $ere nainly fixed by
standing invitations to tender fron the open narket. Following the
I
I
I
a
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US partial embargo against the Soviet Union from January 1980 to
April 1981 and in view of the need to control the quantities going
to East European countries and the problems liable to arise from
excessive deliveries of wheat by the Conrnunity to South Anerica,
several invitations to tender were initiated at the beginning of
the narketing year for particular destinations.
For wheat, one tender covered the East European countries excluding
the Soviet Union, a second nost remaining destinations except the
countries bordering on the Cornmunity which qualified for fixed
refunds and a third - for ,00 000 t - covered Zone IV (South
America).
The principle of separate tenders for East European eountries was
also applied for barley. A tender was opened for these
destinations, the Soviet Union again not being included in the list
of countries covered; a second tender was opened for other
destinations, except the countries bordering on the Comrnunity
(fixed refunds) and Zone VII (South East Asia), a destination with
no traditional trade pattern. A tender for the export of 500 000 t
of barley to the Soviet Union was also opened in December 1980.
Lastly, a teniler for the export of JOO 000 t of rye to some East
European countries and Zone 11 b) (Scandinavla) was opened with
virtually no results (aceeptance of ? 000 t).
As far as fixed refunds are eoneerned, licences were issued as
usual at the beginning of the marketing year fo:: the black African
countries. Licences were also issued for the najor basic cereals
(apart frorn maize, of vhich there is a Corununity deficit) for
countries bordering on the Community (notably Switzerland, Austria,
Liechtenstein, the lberian Peninsula and Scandinavia) lrhich see the
logistic advantage of irnporting frorn the Comnunity rither than its
competitors. Bxport refunds were also fixed in the norrnal way for
wheat fIour, rye flour and durum wheat semolina.
JuIy l9B0 to the end of June l9BI, with the
a
fhe tenders ran from
following results:
- cornnon wheat t 7.2
I 
-barley2 t.4
million
milLion
t
t.
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Refunds for malt continued to be fixed as in the previous year by a
special systen which involves a weekly calculation based on the
import lerry for barley.
The period of val.cliity of normal export licences was tvo months
fron the end of the nonth of issue except rhere licences were
issued under the refund tendering procedure, in which it was
i-ncreased, to three nonths from the end of the month of issue.
(b) International agreements and food aid:
A nev tr'ood Aid Convention - which constitutes one of the two elements
of the International Uheat Agreement of 19Zf - replaoed the 19?I
Convention ancl entered into force on I July 1980. The conmitment of
the Connunity and Menber States under the new Convention is for the
annual supply of 1 650 000 t instead of the previous L 287 000 t. In
adtlition to this anount, 927 661 t (i.e. about 56%) was to be supplied i;
by the Connunity as such and the renainder by the Menber States, broken
down by agreement anong them. By ,O June 19Bl the Comnunity had put in
hand 78fi of the f980/81 progranne (ttre first under the new Convention)
and execu&A 99fr of the previous prograrunes.
The corresponding figures for Member States' aid were 19% for the
1980/S1 progranme and 977l for the previous programrneg.
(c) Intervention:
The intervention agencies experienced an" exceptional level of aetivity
during the 1980/81 rnarketing year. The quantities accepted totalled
4.7 nillion t, which overburtlened storage capacity and analysis
facilities in some Menber States. Stocks therefore had to be
transferred to regions untler less pressure, and a very active export
progranme was inpLemented.. 0f the J.9 million t of cereals sold during
the narketing year; 3.4 nilLion t were for export. Stocks thus rose
trom 2.7 million t on I August 1980 to J.5 nillion t on 1 August 1981.
a
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Details of changes in intervention stocks during 1980/81 rere
folLows :
fntervention stock changes in 1980/Bl (provisional estinates) (r ooo t)
a
: Comnon wheat :
: Sales z ?506 : O | 295 : L01l :
: Stocks on 1.8.1981 z 2 562 : 184 z 292 t 497 :
A11 the common wheat is bread-making wheat offered during the first
three months pf the narketing year under the special intervention
measures in the forrn of buying-in at the reference price.
(d) End-of-season carryover payments:
paynents were made on private stocks of bread wheat in order to prevent
recourse to special intervention neasures for this product at the entl
of the narketing year. Carryover paynents rere also granted for maize
stored in the surplus production regions and for rye stocks at nil1s.
These carryover payments, which are designed to compensate for the
price adjustment at the end of the rnarket_ing year' were for the first
tine calculated on the basis of the differences in intervention prices'
not target prices as had been the case hitharto. This innovation tends
to increase the amount of the payments ancl thus, by bringing then more
into line with narket reality, make them nore effective'
(e) Uniformity of prices:
llonetary colnpensatory gmounts: In common with other sectors' cereals
suffer fron sorne disunity caused by nonetary differ€lc€s.
t
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Accersion compensatory amounts: Since the accession of Greece on
1 January 1981, accession compensatory anounts have been applicable to
comnon wheat, durum wheat and rye and products processed fron these
cereals. These anounts are equal to the difference between the
intervention prices applied in Oreece and those appLied in the other
nine Menber States. They were reduced with effect fron 1 August 1981
as the first of five steps to align prices. The amounts fixed were as
fol-lows (figures in ECU/I):
Fron 1.1 to J1.7.1981 From 1.8.1981 to 3I.7,1982
Common wheat:
Durum wheat:
Rye:
(f) Production refunds:
12.18
27.45
7.4'
10.28
2t.2O
6. 15
e
Production refunds are paid to cereal and potato starch manufacturers
in order to enable them to compete with starch manufactured fron other
raw materials. The refunds fixed for the I98L/82 rnarketing year are
the same as for the preceding narketing year, i.e. I?.2'5 ECU/I tot
maize starch, 24.67 ECU/I for wheat, 2I.22 ECV/i for broken rice and
27.74 ECV/t for potato starch.
(e) lq1lm wheat aid:
This direct income aid to certain producers of durun wheiat is aimed at
those areas of the comrnunity where produeers are dependent on this
cereal for a significant part of their income.
For 1981/82 the aid is fixed at 85.18 Ecu/ha in rtaly and.tr'rance, an,l
in Greece at 57.25 ECU/ha for the regions receiving national aid in
1980 and 17.04 ECU/ha for the regions precluded from national aid.
As a result of accessj-on, some Greek regions have thus been added to
the rtarian and French regions already receiving the aid in 1980/Bl.
I
t
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B. Budsetary expenditure
Expeinditure by the EAGGF Guarantee Section on cereals uas I 669 281 million
EUA in 1980; it is estinated at 2 O5l nillion EUA for l98I and
Z t5g nillion EUA for 1982, L.e. Iifi, 16% and' 1?l respectively of total
Guarantee Section expenditure. The I 669 zSJ- nillion EUA for 1981 breaks
downinto]-'TooOOnillionEUAforexportrefundsand299.25millionEUA
for intervention De89u!es.
I
t
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2. RICE
1. Introduction
In 1980 the area under rice in the Comrnunity of Ten represented about 0.2fi
of its total UAA and O,L4/' of the total area under rice :Ln the world.
Rice is grolln only in France, Italy and Greece. Some 89"9% of Comrnunity
production eomes from ltaly; in 1980 this represented only 0.2/" of uorld
rice production (+o? mirfion t)(1).
2. Production
In 1980 the area sown with rice in the Community was 2OO 763 ha, a drop of
7.8% conpared with the previous year. In France the area was only 6 700 ha e
conpared with 6 B9f ha in 19?9, a drop of 2"891". In Grer:ce the area under
rice dropped by 3% from 18 lO0 ha in 19?9 to 17 751 ha irr 1980. In Italy
the area und.er rice in 1980 totalled 1?6 JlO ha, a reduetion of 1.86 frorn
L979, giving a reduction of per year from "19?5".
In 1980 rice production in the Comnunity of Ten, at 1 056 nillion t, was
14.7% down on the I 214 million t produced in 19?9 (1). This drop is due
partly to the reduction in area and partly to a lower average yield of
52.1 q/ha cornpared with 60.2 q/ha in 19?9 (I).
' Production in Franee was 27 OOO t (f), a drop of I/' and lttaly 950 000 t, a
drop of L4.2fr (I). Production in Greece atr 79 67I t was f7.9/, lower than
the 96 g8t t produced in 19?9.
(1) Quantities expressed in tenns of paddy rice.
In this document the uord "rice" means "husked rice" unl.ess otheruise
stated.
a
a
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J. Internal consumption
ln t979/80 I 008 000 t of rice were
in the previous year (l 047 million
difference in industrial uses or in
rice in feedingstuffs was well down
sllghtIy by 1.7/' frcn 0.910 nillion
L979/80.
The Comrnuni tY' s
5.zft of exports.
Thailand, South
and Thailand.
used in the Comnnunity, 3.7% Iess than
t). There was no appreciable
the use of seed but the use nade of
(-zrit) and hurnan consunption dropped
t in 1978/79 to 0.896 nillion t in
The degree of sulf-sufficiency, which in 19?B/79 was greatly inproved on
Ig77/78 because of the good 19?B harvest, reached 989t' Ln 1979/Bo owing to
increased production acconpanied by an unchanged leve1 of internal
consurnption.
4. Trade
In 1979/BO inports from non-member countries, including the quantities
imported under inward processing arrangements, amounted to 0'585 million t
compared with 0.6?2 rnillion t in Ig78/79, a drop of I2%. ?he quanti-ty
imported und.er inward processing arranSements Ln L979/80 rnay be put at
roughly lOO OOO t. lhis reduction in inports is largely due to a good rice
harvest in ltalY.
Rice exports in LgTg/8O, including the quantities exported under inward
processing arrangements amounted to 0.647 million t cornpared with
0.498 nrillion t in I97B/79, an increase of J04. This increase in the
volume of exports is due partly to the good harvest in Italy and partly to
increased competitiveness of Conmunity rice in a world market characterized
by high prlces.
, 
_'j .r'
share of world trade in Ig78/79 was 4.7% ot imports and
The main sources of whole rice renain the united states'
America.and Surinam and of broken rice South Anerica, Burrna
t
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Exports were again concentrated on ltaly's immediate neighbours:
Switzerland, Austria, Portugal and }lediterranean countries. There were
also some special sales to nore remote destinations.
Intra-Community trade dropped by LW, from 0.585 nillion t in I7TB/79 to
0.474 million t in 19?9/80, approximately 56 ot this being ltalian rice a
exported to the other I'tember States. Italian exports to the rest of the
EEC reached the record figure of some 215 OOO t in the I979/BO rnarketing
year.
5. Prices
(a) Connon prices
Prices for the L98I/82 marketing year have been fixed as follows:
- the intervention price for paddy rice has gone up by LL7l fron 1980/Bl
to 259.42 EctJ/ti '
- the target price for husked rice (round-grain and long-grain) has
been set at 450.50 ECU/I, an increase of IO.37% on 1980/81;
- the threshord price for husked rice (rong-grain and :round-grain) is
445.7L ECU/t, an increase of LO.6r1l on the threshold price in I9BO/81.
(b) llarket prices
During the 1980/81 rnarketing year narket prices in the main producing
area (Vercelli) were very high:
- for round-grai.n rice, 7V" above the intervention price;
- for long-grain rice, JJfi above the intervention price.
a
I
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In l9?9/SO market prices for round-grain and long-grain rice were 14/
and 15F respectively above the intervention price. The increases are
due inter alia to strong dernand on the Italian market because of high
. 
€xPofts.
(c) l{or1d prices
In I9BO/81 world market prices were well up on I979/BO, by 18.9% tot
round-grain rice and 41.9% fot long-grain rice. The increases in
L979/Bo were 25.8$ and 27.5f1 respectively.
Round-grain prices were often higher than long-grain since surpluses of
the former were much less ptentifut on the world market.
Since world trade accounts for only a small percentage of world
production (about tfl in 19eO/81) the slightest variation in harvest'
a' supply or demand may result in abrupt and substantial changes in prices.
(d) Consumer prices
fhese are not availabLe for all l.lenber States. lhe following were
recorded in 1980:
Gennany z I.75 DM/ke, or + 2.3% cornpared with 1979
Belgiunn z 52.75 BTR/ker or + I.O7{ conpared vith 1979
F::ance '. 5.87 ff/kg, or = compared with I9?9
Italy z Ll-62 LIT/kg, or + 7.4% compared with 1979
I{etherlands : 2.46 HFL/hC, or + 2.5% eompared with 1979.
Frcn 1976 to 1980 price novements lrere as follows:
Gennany z + l'O.76f,
Belgium : + 5.O2%
France : + 23..O&
Italy z + 8;6.22%
lletherlands : - 4.65fl
t
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The sharp inereases in I'rance and especially in lta1y bring prices in
these two producing countries to levels close to those in other $lenber
States.
6. Short- and Long-term outlook
For the fourth consecutive year areas sown with rice have dropped in the
Community of ten as a whole and in all three producing countries (tr'rance,
Greece, Italy). lhe reasons are partly economic, other crops being more
attractive, ancl partly, particularly in France and Greece, structural and
environmental. Higher yields have largely conpensated for the drop in
areas sown and Community production has not been very nuch affected. fn
19BO and 1981 the harvests were not, however, up to the .high level of 1979.
a
Unless suitable action is taken
continue to faIl. In Italy and
a substitute crop appears to be
in maize prices.
rice production in the Corununity could
Greece in particular, interest in maize as
growing in view of the nore rapid increase
C
I{i11ed rice production appears to be unaffected by the reduction in surface
area as inproved rice quality is giving a better milling yiel_d.
The shortage of round-grain rice on the world narket resulted in high
prices in 1980/81 for this type, sometines even higher than for long-grain,
and the effect has been an increase in the area under round-graln rice in
Italy. This type accounted for only 2Ofl of total ltalian production in
1977/78 but for roughly 15/" in 19BO/81, Dembnd on the domestic rnarket and
to a lesser extent on the Corirnunity narket is now 
.met by hone production
rather than by imports
, 
.t 
.t'
Surplus quantities of long-grain rice have been disposed of as food aj.d or
sold to non-member countries. Approxirnately 0.600 million t vas exported,
a very large proportion'of which r+ent to i'iediterranean countries. The
s11ght drop ln production in 1980 and 1981 r.rilI probably mean a
corresponding drop in exports.
I
a
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The latest information available on exports of rice from Italy to the other
Member States ln 1980/81 indicates a record figure of 240 0O0 t.
The second hatf of the 19BO/81 marketing year, however, saw the beginning
of a sharp upward trend in narket prices, which could result in a
slackening in ltali.an exports to the rest of the Connunity.
These high prices appear to be persisting at the outset of the L}SL/82
marketing year despite a downward trend on the world narket, where large
stocks are available.
This will induce the Comrnunity industry to buy supplies on the world market
rather than the Community market and will probably leave higher quantities
of rice on the Cornmunity market to be exported fron the nlddle of the
l-gBL/BZ marketing year onwards.
n Econornic aspects of the measures taken
(a) Levies and refuncs
The increase in vrorfd narket prices in 19BO/S1 resulted in a sharp drop
in import levies compared with 1979/BO.
Fo:' the last three narketing years levies were as folfovs:
I
Round-grain husked rice
Long-grain husked rice
Round-grain nilled rice
Long-grain milled rice
Broken rice
Lgl8/'19
L7'.88
t74.59
197.09
3t6.O5
66.t8
ECU/t
L979/Bo
92.8L
t28.22
L98.45
285.45
4r.94
rgBO/Br
70.66
10.89
59.91
r59.57
8.04
In the second half of 1980/Bl levies dropped to
long-grain milled rice) because of the rise in
remained at zero until the end of the narketing
zero (except for
world market prj.ces, and
year.
t
(.)
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Since there lras no surplus of round-grain rice, no refund was fixed for
it in 1980/81.
For long-grain husked rice refuncls of 58 ECU/t at the beginning,
27 ECV/i in ttre middle and 6 ECU/I at the end of the marketing year
were fixed for the traditional exports to Austria, Liechtenstein and
Switzerland. The corresponding refunds on milled rice were 85 ECV/t,
'.t7.75 EcU/t and ?.50 ECU/I
For long-grain mitled rice refunds were loner than in. the previous
marketing year. They varied from 20 ECU/I to 110 DCU/I during the
period nid-October 1980 to mid-April 198I and applied to exports to
Zone I only. I,lo refunds were fixed for other non-member countries
during the narketing year. Community exports thus went only to
Ilediterranean countries apart from some rice re-exported to nore
distant destinations under inuard processing arrangements.
(b) Pood aid
fn 19BO/8I 65 l-67 t of rice were exported as food aid, including
,B f51 t as national aid. This represents a decline (-27%) cornpared
with 1979/80, rvhen 89 665 t were supplied, t9 OO2 t of which was
national aid.
(c) Quantities offered for intervention
There has been no intervention purchasing of rice since I97Z/71.
(a) I{onetary compensatory amounts
IIo monetary compensatory amount has so far been set for rice.
B. Budgetary expenditure
Expenditure by the EAGGF Guarantee Section on rice amounted to
58.7 l,{ilfion EUA in 19BO; the provisional figure for l9B,I is
12 million DUA and the estimate for 1982 is 65 million EUA, i.e. 0.j%, O.7%
and 0.!fi respectively of the Guarantee Section's total expenditure. lhe
total of 65 million EUA breaks donn into 51 million EUA for refunds and
14 million EUA for intervention.
a
a
I
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f. SUGAR AI.ID ISOGTUCOSE
1. Introduction
1{ith regard to Community l.egis1ation, the 19BO/BI marketing year was one of
transition, since the basic Regulations governing sugar and isogl-ucose were
due to expire on J0 June 1980. It was therefore time to define the
Community's sugar policy for the future. The proposal which the Commission
put forward in this respect was discussed fron January to April 1980
without the Council reaching any overall agreement, with the result that it
vras decided to extend the validity of the existing rules for a single year'
i.e. I98O/81.
Irleanwhile the Courmission transmitted a new proposal on the organization of
the narkets in sugar and isoglucose to th6 Council, which adopted the new
basic Regulation on the comnon organization of the market in sugar
(Regulation (elC) tlo fZe5/BI (2)) which cane into effect on I July 1981.
This Regulation, which defines the Conrmunity's sugar policy for a further
five years, provides for the continuation of the quota system and.
establishes the principle that producers should be fully responsible for
the costs of disposing of any sugar produced'in excess of Comrounity
consumption.
t
o
(r) oJ l[o L 177, l.?.1981, p. 4.
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Greece's membership of the comrnunity, from I January l98l, did not give
rise to major probrens in the sugar sector, sj-nce its sugar industry is
fairly small compared with that of the nine other l{ember States as a whole.
Sugar and Corununity agriculture
In 1981 the area under sugarbeet increased considerably ( +IL%) cornpared
with the previous marketing year, mainly because in the winter of 19BO/BI,
when beet grollers decided on the sonring of their crops, vorld sugar prices
were very high and exceeded the Community price by about Z5i(.
The clata supplied by the 1975 Structure Survey, vhich are confirmed by the
provisional results of the most recent survey (1977), shoved that in all
the Menber States the total number of farms grovring sugar.beet was down
conpared uith the results of the I97O/7I Structure Survey, the fall being
sharpest in the case of holdings with small-sca1e sugarbeet crops.
However, the number of farrns with relatively large areas under sugarbeet
uas on the increase. l}.e 1979/71 survey shorved that there uere stilL
125 ooo sugarbeeet farms in the community of l{ine, but the .figure had
falled to 155 0OO in 1975 and 3't5 OAO in 1977 ancl has continued to fall
since then. There are at present about 10 OOO sugarbeet grogers in Greece.
a
a
I
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0n the whole, the far-reaching strrrctural ehanges in sugarbeet growing over
the last ten years signify an improvement in production conditions and
indicate that the current system of production quotas has not hampered the
r neeessary restructuring process.
Restructuring of the p::ocessing industry
In l-972/7J there were 128 sugar manufacturers in the Conrnunity of ?en,
mostIl' cencentrated in France, Gerruany and Italy. The number of factories
processing beet in I7TZ/7J was 250.
The latest data available for I980/BI indicate substantial changes in the
structure of this sector.
The number of sugar manufacturers has fallen to lO2 (-Z@,) and the number
of processing plants in operation has fallen to 212 (_Ij/").
It should be stressed that this change has been acconpanied by irnprovements
in the equipnent of the factories sti1l operating and the daily input of
sugarbeet in the conmunity of ten as a whole has risen frorn g?9 000 t in
1972/73 to 1 121 000 t in 1980/81, an increase of some 27%.
2. Production
Tn L979/80, with little or no change in the area under sugarbeet, Conmunity
sugar production (nun 9) rrao again exceeded the two previous lrears,
I
J
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production level,s and totalled a record 12 2Bg OOO t' The t""'tt" for the
year under review (fggO/af) are again good, with sugar production totalling
IZ 036 OOO t (EUR 9: white sugar equivalent), to which should be added
Greece's production of 1?4 000 t of white sugar'
a
lhese good results were partly attributable
autunn 1980, which are gelrerally favourable
the ueather conditions in
the growing of sugarbeet.
to
to
Account being taken of the protiuction level achieved in I9U0IB1, some
8,8 m:-llion t of sugar were produced uithin the basic quota ("A" su8ar);
the quantities in excess of the basic quota but within the maximu:n quota
("B" sugar) anounted to some 2.1 million t, whilst producti'on of "C" sugar
totalled some 1.2 million t, a decrease conpared with the previous year"
Given the trend in world market prices, the "C" sugar produced during the
marketing year brought nost Community producers better prices than the "8"
Sugar, Since "C" sugar, unlike "8" sugar, iS nOt SUbject to an expoft
levy. I{oreover, producers of sugar in excess of the quotas were able' by
means of transactions on the future markets, to obtain higtr prices during
the last rnonths of 1980.
a
I
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S,Consumption
Hunan consunption
In 19BO/81 the use of sugar for hunan consurnption was about 2/' down on the
previous year, at 9.2 miltion t for the Conmunity of i'line, to which should
be added Greece's eonsumption of 29O OO0 t.
In the Corununity of ten per capita consumption of sugar was J5.6 k8' as
against 36.5 kg in 19?9/80. It shoulcl be noted, however, that the
consurnption of isoglucose again rose.
Production/consunption of isoglucose in the Community
('ooo t dry matter)
a
t976/77
82.6 102.8
L978/79 L979/8o rg8o/81
tt9.L 164. 1 r81.9
''.
llon-foocl sector and degree of self-sufficiency
r, i.
In 19BO/81, IO OOO t of white sugar were used under the denaturing prenium
systen for feeding bees. Soure 9O O00 t were--used by the chemical industry'
compared with 120 OOO t in the previous year. The"production refund rvas
5.45 ECV/100 ke of white sugar used,.
Iollowing the drop in production (12 260 rnillion t) and the fatl in
consumption, the Commirii'ty of Ten's clegree of self-sufficiency was slightly
]
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doun in lgBO/BI, at I27%. The surplus thus created was further increased
by the importation of preferential sugar from the ACP countries, amounting
to 1 148 rnilLion t white sugar equivalent.
?he quantities of sugar as such available for export during the marketj-ng
year thus totalled 4 55L million t, incl-uding 1 f9t million t of "C" sugar'
the fu1l cost of exporting the latter being borne by Comrnunlty producers.
llith regard to sugar exported on Comnunlty responsibility, Corununity
producers also bore - in the forrn of a production levy - the cost of the
refunds granted on export of their production surpluses.
4. Trade
Between lilember States
The Unitetl l{ingdon and Italy regularly buf sugar as. sueh from the other:
I{ember States.
Sugar in the form of processed products finds its nain outlet in the
Federal Republic of Gennany, which inports it fron the other i'{ember States.
In lgBO/Bl the total volune of intra-Conmunity, trade again decreased as a
result of a rise in stocks throughout the Cornmunity. Sone 14? 000 t of
Cornmunity white sugar were shipped to Greece.
a
a
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l{ith non-member countries
As usual, inports of preferential sugar went mainS.y to the Uniterl Kingdon
in this marketing year. SrnaII quantities of such sugar were also imported
by France and lreland.
In 19BO/BI contracts were awarded by tender in r.espect of most of the su€rar
exported on community responsibility. Auards were thus made for
t O97 000 t of sugar (white sugar equivalent). In addition, 55 OO0 t of
sugar were connitted under the ,,perioc1ic,'systern, 55 OOO t for poland,
6 000 t as food aid and 14? OOO t for Greece. After incluCing net exports
of sugar in the form of processed products and exports of ,'c,' sugar, the
total voLurne of exports in 1!BO/81 anounted to 4.7 nilrion t of yhite sugar
equivalent.
5. Conmunity priceg
1980/8r
!'or the 1980/81 narketing year the CouneiL decided to increase the
intervention pri.ce for r+hite sugar by j.3f, overarr, but differentiated
between the var.ious components of this price.
since Community sugar production is in surplus, the increase in sugarbeet
prices was ::est:ricted ro 4fr, while the increase in the industrial
processing margin vras nore substantial, at rr.6/,, to take account of the
J
steep rise in oil prices' which
also decided to increase by 24/[
to take account of the rise in
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seriously affects processing costs. It was
the nonthly reimbursement of storage costs
interest rates/
a
r99t/82
At its rneeting on JO and Jl l,larch lg8l the Council decided on an average
rise in common agricultural prices of 11% for the Community as a who1e.
The increase in the sugar sector was srnaller: the intervention pr:ice for
white sugar was increased by B.5f (only'l.r% in the case of raw sugar). On
the other hand, largely on the basis of an annual interest tate of I7/o,
storage costs rvere raised b5' 26.Ii(.
Prices on the internal market
ttl
In 1980/81 ex-refinery narket prices net of tax
industry $ere, until February 1981, again close
in the Cornnunity areas vith surpluses.
applied by the sugar
to the intervention rrice
I
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From then until the end of the sugar narketing year, these prices increased
by 5 to LOS, as a result of the influence of high sugar prices on the world
market.
The trend in prices exp::essed in national eurrencies rras largely infl-uenced
by the various adjustments to the exchange rates applied in the context of
the common ag:icultural policy.
Prices on the rrorld narket
IA I979/BO, for the first tine after four consecutive surplus years, world
consunption exceeded production by nore than ! million t, largely because
of the very poor harvest in several of the nain producer countries. As a
I result, prices on ih" world market increased considerably anrl renained high
alnost throughout the 1980/81 narketing year.
Horvever, there has been a conplete reversal of the situation for I98L/82
and it is expected that there will be a production surplus of about
1-4 nilLion t, as against shortfalls in production of 5 and 2 million t in
1979/80 and 1980/BI respectiveLy. This was mainly due to the Corununity's
exceptional harvest and the fact that the harvests in India, Poland, South
Africa, Thailand and, to a certain extent, Cuba and the Soviet Union,
reverted to norrnal level-s. lloreover, the fore.casts are that Australia vi11
continue the expansion progranne which it began last year.
.
Since I97B/79, world consumPtion
about 90.91 mil-lion t. If these
the overall demand for irnPorted
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has remained more or
production forecasts
sugar will be smaller
Iess unchanged' at
prove to be correct,
than previously.
I
tJorld narket prices, which one
(40 cts/rb) as a result of the
at the lower end of the I.S.A.
autumn 1981.
6. Short-terrn outlook
Given the increase in the total area
sone 2.0 niLlion ha in the Community
conditions, production in 1981/82 is
of white sugar.
year ago were at a five-Year high
statistical surplus referred to above' were
price ranSe (fl cts/fb) at the beginning of
under sugarbeet, which in 198I covered
of Ten,-'and in view of veather
currently estinated at 14,J million t
Faced with this price situation, the I.S.A. (International Sugar Agreernent)
Council had to implement all the measures provided for in the Agreernent in
order to hal-t the fall in prices. However, the rneasures concerned did not
have a major inpact on world supply and denand in the short tem, and the
present inbalance could persist until next year'
In l98O/81, the annual average price of wliite sugar on the Paris exchange
was 5j.G DCU/IOg kg for shbrt-term deliveries, which was 6,6.?l higher than
in the previous year.
I
a
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The Community of Ten's totat consumption can be estinated at
9.6 million t. If imports of preferential sugar and the customary trade
with non-member countries in the forrn of processed products are also taken
into acount, the total quantity of sugar available for export will probably
be 5.9 million t, including 2.8 million t of'"C" sugar, whose export costs
are fully borne by Conrnunity producers.
Present estimates suggest that in l-98l-/82 the world's sugar production will
be between 9J and 94 million t (rarr sugar equivalent) and that consumption
will be about 9I-92 mill-ion t'
Ihe prospects for the world sugar market and for world sugar prices for the
rest of 1981 and for 1982 are not favourable, mainly because of the
increase in world production.
In view of the present situation as regards world sugar market prices'
which is unsatisfactory for all exporting countries, the Commission and the
Community's sugar produeers felt that a joint action was needed if rvorld
sugar prices were to be restored to a satisfactory leve1.
The outcone of talks betneen the Commission and the producers was that it
17as agreed that 2 million t of white sugar should be withdrawn and put into
storage throughout the L981/82 marketing yeat.. Ihis would reduce the
volume of Comnunity sugar exports to the rest of the uorld to about
4 million t, as against an actual figure of 4.41 million t in I9B0/81, that
is, a decrease of about 1OS.
t
I
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rhe community's intention, in taking this step, is that its action will be
supplemented by the joint efforts of other sugar exporters operating on the
free worrd market, thus leading to renewed stabirity between supply and
demand with a favourable impact on prices.
7. Economic aspects of the measures taken
Levies and refunds
In view of the trend in world market prices 
- the latter overtook Cornmunity
prices in April 1980 
- all exports of sugar have been subject to export
revies, which, it should be renernbered, rank as the comnunity's olrn
resources.
This situation persisted almost throughout the lg8o/g1 marketing year,
until IIay 1981, when an export refund had to be reintroducec.
The highest export levy was fixed at the beginning of Novernber tggo
(24.65 Ecu/100 ks).
fntervention and. food aid
' In 1980/81 no sugar was offered to the intervention agencies. During the
year the customary shipments of food aid included 6 086 t of vhite sugar.
l'
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8. Budgetary expenditure
In recent years, expenditure in the sugar sector has fLuctuated
considerably on aceount of changes in norld market prices and in Community
stocks.
Expenditure by the EAGGtr' Guarantee Section rvas 940 million EUA in 1979 and
5?5 nillion EUA in 1980, and is estimated at 700 nillion EUA in 1981.
A eonsiderable proportion of the expenditure required under the sugar
market organization was, however, covered by revenue from the sugar levies'
nanely the production l"ry, which must be paid on sugar in excess of the
basic quota but within the naxinum quota, and the levy to cover storage
costs, ghich is collected on all sugar produced within the quotas. the
a latter levy' has Yielded enough to cover rej-mbursements of storage costs for
the relevant years taken as a whole.
As frorn l-}BL/8/ the cost of disposing of sugar produced by the Conmunity
which is surplus to its consumption is to be fully borne by the producers.
o
a
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After detluction of the revenue fron the two levies in the sugar sctor, net
Community expenditure totalled 475 srillion EUA in 1979, 105 million EUA in
1980 and sone lJ1 nillion EUA in 1981.
A last point is that the net amount of the abovennentioned expenditure
essentially consists of expenditure resulting from the obligation to export
a quantity of Community sugar corresponding to the 1.1 million t of
imported preferential sugar.
a
I
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4. OIIVE OIL
1. Introduction
Establishing Community olive oil statistics for the nost recent narketing
years presents the sane difficulties as previously. The inforrnation
available gives the following picture.
Of the oil produced in the Comnunitl' 9.20fi comes from France, 7o% fton
Greece and. 7O,1 from ftaly. In 1980 the value of this production
represented in Greece 11.09 and in Italy 5.& of the value of all
production and olive oil production represented I.4fi of the value of final
agricultural production in the Community. UntiI 797, 7ofi of the
Connunity's recluirements were met by Comnunity production but over the last
five years this percentage has been steadily increasing and with the
accession of Greece is now 95$.
I According to available infornation 2.? nillion ha are planted with olives
in the Conrnunity (Z.e rniffion in ltaly and O.5 nillion in Greece). this
accounts for roughly 27/" of the total world area under olives anil 2.5f, ot
Community UA]\. These areas remain more or Less constant. The total nunber
of wild and cultivated olive trees is according to certain estimates
roughly l0? nillion (:-e5 million in Italy, 11? million in Greece and
5 nillion in France).
Roughty one nillion fanilies engage in olive cultivation in lta1y, ,00 000
in Greece and 40 000 ln France.
' In nornal years Cornrnunity production is 47f' of world production but since
olive trees bear in alternate years production can vary very sharply front
one year to another.
2. Production
Since L97B/7g production. aid to growers belonging to a produeers'
organization has been based on the actual quantity of oil produced. Oth'er
grovers receive aid at a fixed rate accortling to the number and production
potential of the trees they cultivate'
a
t
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ihere are at present four producers' organizations in ltaly and four in
l'rance. In France nearly all grorvers belong to an organization, in Italy
roughly 9ff, and in Greece ?Ol.
0n the basis of applications for aid, production in the 1979/80 marketing c
year uas 600 000 t in rtaly and 1 570 t in France but the rtalian
applications are non being re-examined by the Italian authorities. The F
quantities covered by aid applications for 19BO/SI are not yet known but
estirnates put them at over 600 000 t in Italy and over JOO 000 t in Greece.
The applications for aid in France cover a producti-on in 1980/81 of 1 B5O t.
l. Consurnption and narketing
A consumption aid systen was introdueed on 1 April 1979 and, after some
initial difficulties, particularly in Italy, it is now in force throughout
the conrnunity. 0n1y three countries, however, at the rnoment operate
packaging establishnents approved for the purposes of the scheme (tta1y,
France and the United Kingdom). The scheme applies in Greece from
L ltrovenber 1981
The following statistical picture emerges after three yeat:s of operating
the schene:
- for L97B/79 (1 april to 1t October L979) aid applications were rnade in
respect of IZ4 74O t (9e/. ot them in ltaly);.
- for 1979/8A applications were rnade in resp-ect of 19f 267 t, almost a1l of
them in Italy;
- for 1980/81, the figures now available for the first eielht months of the
year show applications to have been nade in respect of a totar of
r55 70r t.
The outcone of the thrbe years of operation of the scheme is that retail
prices for olive oil have increased much less than vlholesale prices (see
Table II.4.4. annexed).
f
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Imports in L979/80 were 156 000 t.
to 15 October l98l covered 7l 5OO t.
net olive oiI importer. Fron I974/75
peak of 251 OO0 t in 1972 /73, d'ropped
difficulties described in paragraph J'
Irnport licences issued for 1980/81 up
Intra-Comr,runity trade is very limited and so far has vlrtually been
restricted to the three countries that both produce and consurne olive oi1
(I'rance, Italy and Greece), other l{ember States' share being negligible.
Dxports to non-menber countries, which normally fol1ov traditional trade
patterns, are shown by the licences issued to 7L october 1980 to have been
roughly 5 OOO t in 19?9/BO. Export licences issued for 19BO/81 up to
15 October covdred ,0 COO t.a
5. Prices
(a) Cornnon prices_
The new organization of the market in otive oi1 cane into force
1 January 1979.
For the 1980/81 narketing year the mechanisrn established was as follows:
- ECU/IOO ke
247.97
55.81
180.12
145. O0
L42.79
The consurnption aid is equal to the difference between the producer
target price minus the production aid and the market representative
price. For the I98O/81 marketing year it was 47-l-6 ECU/IOO kg.
a
4. Trade
lhe Community is the world's largest
onwards imports, which had reached a
very substantially on account of the
Producer target price
Production aid
Intervention price
l{arket representative Price
Threshold price
?
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For 1981/82 the prices fixed by the Council are as folLows:
I
Producer target price
Production aid
Intervention price
ECU/100 kg f increase compared with
I98O/BT
?72.77
60.00
196.77
10.00
7.50
9.O0
0.00
0.10
I{arket representative price f45.00
Threshold price L44.09
For the l-gel-/8z rnarketing year, the consurnption aid :ls 67.77 ECU/fOO kg.
(b) I{arket p.rices
In 1979/80 prices fluctuated around the intervention price and this lerl
to intervention purchasing of 42 890 t of oil- as folilorvs:
- 
20 lZO t of edible virgl-n oil,
- 9 590 t of lanpante virgin oil,
- 
12 980 t of olive-residue oiI.
In 1980/81 the Italian harvest was exceptional in bot;h volume and
quality, and prices, particularly for edible virgin c,i1, often dropped
below the intervention price. This resulted in the very large quantity
of 67 52O t of oil being taken into intervention in ltal.y, as follows:
- 42 560 t of extra virgin oi1,
- L2 t6O t of fine virgin oil,
- I 57O t of ordinary virgin oil,
- 59O t of lampante virgin oi1,
- 6 640 t of olive-residue oi1.
The same situation arose in Greece and in 1980/91 9r Lz|..t. of oil, 70f,
of vhich was edible oil, were bought in.
(e) 01ive oil held by the rtalian and Greek intervention,agencies
After purchases and sales in both rtary and Greece ap.proximately
1r0 000 t of olive oil was j.n storage on J1 October 1981.
I
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6. Economic aspects of the measures taken
(a) Inport l-evies
Since June 1975 the levy has been fixed by tender with aceount taken of
both the world and the Cornmunity marlrets.- llo particular difficulties
arose in this connection in 1980/81.
(b) nefunas
During fhe I9771?B and L97B/79 rnarketing years cash refunds r.rere kept
at such 1ow levels as to be scarcely operational. ilonetheless
traditional exports continued since traders used the EXIII procedure or
were able to get olive oi1 supplies from the intervention agency. From
l-979/BO traders encountered considerable difficulties in using EXfM
procedure because of the prices charged by the two main exporting
countries, Spain and Tunisia. lhe Commission therefore decided to
introduce an operational refund by stages.
the refund ig now L9.5O ECUI100 ke. ft is based on the difference
betrveen Conrmunity exporterb' supply costs and those of other exporters
operating on the world market
J. Budgetary expenditure
Bxpenditure in the olive oil sector consists of intervention purchasing,
aid paid to olive oil producers, consurnption aid paid to packaging plants
and export refunds.
EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure on olive-oi1 was 3I7.g nilLion EUA in
' 1980. For 19Bl appropriations of 457 nillion EUA for olive oil have been
entered in Supplenentary and Amending Budget llo 2. Expenditure in 1982 is
estimated at 684 million EUA.
. 
,.t' "
lwo fectors explain the size of the figure compared to expenditure in
previous years: a catching-up operation in respect of production aid
palrnents in ltaly and the accession of Greece, rvhich is a major producer.
Expenditure on olive oil accounted for' 2.BL9{ of total Guarantee Section
expenditure in 1980 and 5.9f, in 198I. For 1982 tbe estirrate is 4.4.
{t
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5. OITSEEDS AND PROTEIN SEEDS
o
I. Co1za, rape and sunflouer seedq
1. fntroduction
rn 1980, the share of oilseeds in the value of final agricultural
procluction was 0.61[ and, these crops accounted for ].Off of the
Community's UAA. ilorld production of colza rose from 10.1 million t in
the previous year to 11.4 million t in t9B0; community production arso
rose, fron 1.2 million t in 1979 to 2.0 million t in 1980. The
Comnunity's share of world production thus increased from 11.9% to I7.5%.
}rorld production of sunfLower seed fell from 15.5 million t in 19?9 to
1f.1 million t in L980, nainly because of the drought i:n the United
States. Conmunity production of sunflor+er seed was J05 000 t in 1980, A
representing 2.1% of world production.
lhe comnunity's olrn oilseed production neets only a very small part of
its oil and oilcake needs. The degree of self-sufficiency in l9?9 was
2O/" for oil,'including olive oil, and. 6% for oilcake.
2. Production
In 19BO' the Cornmunity area under colza was 7i1 OOO ha oompared with
522 OAO ha in 1979. Holever, trends in the four rnain pr.oducing
countries differed. There was an inerease of Z4f, in area in the United
Kingdom (from 74 1O0 ha to 91 800 ha), and of 7% in Gennany (from
127 000 to lJB 000 ha). Denmark and France showed the sharpest increase
in area, 58% and 57.6i respectively (from 64 5o0 to 101 9oo ha in
Denmark, and from 249 o0o to 792 400 ha in tr'rance). lotal production in
19BO vras 2.0 miLlion .t compared with 1.2 nillion t in 1979. In the
community of lline the area under sunflower, which was produeed only in
France and Italy in 1980, rose by 25fi fron fOT 100 ha in 1979 to
,
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a
Irt 8OO ha in 1980. Production also rose by TBit fron 221 800 t to
1O5 5OO t. In Greece, production of both these oilseeds was very low in
1980, but about 5 OOO t of sunflower seed are expected to be proCuced in
r98I.
J, Consumption
The demand for colza, rape and sunflower seed depends on the denand for
colza and sunflover oils and oilcake; the latter is in turn determined
by the overall demand for oil and oilcake and by the relationship
between the prices of colza and sunfloner oils and oilcake and the
prices of alternative types. This being the case' two sets of
consumption data will be given, one for oils and the other for colza and
sunflower cake, while seeds will be dealt with separately.
| (i) oir
Judging from narket inforrnation add the information supplied by the
Comrnunity's crushing mills, consumption of co\za oil rose by L21[
(from 490 O0O t in 19?9 to 547 OOO t i.n 1980). This increase was
helped by the rise in the production of colza seed in the Community
in 1980 as conpared vith 1979.
The figures suppliec by connunity crushing roills show that
consunption of sunflower oil rose fronr 516 000 t in 1979 to
546 000 t in 1980.
( i.i ) oi lcat<e
Judging fron information supplieil by the Comrnunity crUshing nills'
consumpti-on of colza cake rose by 12% from 1979 to 1980 from
l.ZLt million t to 1.56 million t), r.rhile production in the
Corununity also'i.ncreased (from I million t to 1.1 million t' a rise
ot 9f,)
I
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Information supplietl by the sane souree inrlicates that consunption
of sunflower cake rent up from 1.1 nillion t to 1.4 rnillion t, an
. increase of 27% eonpared with 1979; Cornmunity production rose by
L7/' fron 725 OOO t to 851 000 t. The market situation for oils .
and oilcakes is not reflected in the statistics annexed to this
Report, as some of the official figures were not available. i
(iii) Seeds
The increase in Community colza production from 1.2 million t in
1979 to 2 rnillion t in 1980 (up 67fr) led to certain difficulties,
during the first half of the narketing year, as regards marketing
and cmshing of the crop. l.levertheless, follorring the
implementation of certain neasures (see Z(c)), crushi.ng of the
entire Corununity colza crop vas effected. 'lhe Cornrnunity's low
degree of self-sufficiency in sunflower seed ne,ans that there has
never been any difficulty in sel-ling the crop. I
4. Trade
Irnports of colza seed fell from 625 000 t in 1979/80 'bo 107 0OO t in
L99O/BI, reflecting the increase in Conmunity colza p:roduction. Imports
of sunflower seed, on the other hand, rose from 1.1 m:ll1ion t in I979/BO
to l.J nillion t in 1980/81.
Exports of colza and sunflower seed remained at a relatively 1ow leve1,
(27 OOO t of colza seed and 1 000 t of sunflower seed in 1980).
lracle of colza uithin the Cornnunity consists mainly oll French and Danish
expo::ts to Germany.
I
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5" Prices
(a) Common prices
tr'or the 19BO/BI narketing year the target price for colza seed was
78.69 ECU/IOO kg and for sunflower seed 42.63 ECU/100 ke. An
increase of 10.3/, was decioed on for 1-9BI/82. In view of the
Cornmunity's vrish to encourage the cultivation of sunflower seed, a
rise of LZ/, was adopted. The target price for colza seed was
therefore fixed at 42.56 ECU/LAO kg, and for sunflower seed at
47.75 Ecu/rOo ks.
(b) i,larket prices
1) tdorld narket
During 1980/81 world market prices, especially for soya' rose
a result of the drought in the United States and the increase
Soviet imports. It is expected that I9BL/g2 will bring lower
prices, following a bunper rorld harvest'
2) Conmunity market
Prices obtained by producers llere generally between the
intervention price and the target price. ?he sunflouer crop 1s
sold each year at prices well in excess of the intervention pri-ce
and even close to the target Price'
5. Outlook
The Connunity colza crop for the present marketing year (fggf/ge) is
estimated at 1.9 million t, dovn bV 5f, on last year' in spite of an
increase in areas soun frorn ?51 OOO ha in 1980 to about BB5 000 t in
1981. the yieli for'I9BI seens quite norrnal, in comparison uith the
1980 recorcl yield. As regards selling the crop, it is probable that"the
adjustment of the current aid for colza will be used in order to ensure
the cnrshing of at1 the quantity proCuced.
as
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The Corununity sunflower crop for I?BI/BZ is estimated at; 505 000 r,
compared with lO5 000 t in 1980/81. ?his reflects a sutrstantial
increase in France, and a slighter smaller increase in Italy.
7. Economic aspects of the measures taken
(a) nia and refunds
Current aid for colza seed in the ]9BO/81 marketing yea:: fluctuated
between 16.171 EIU/100 kg and 20.262 ECU/100 kg with an average of
about 18.2 Ecu/rOO kg. ihe export refund during the sane period
varied between 14 and 17 ECU/100 kS.
The sunflower seed crop rras sold without difficulty. Aid varied
between 12.220 and 21.511 ECU/100 kg, averaging around
16.9 Ecu/100 kg. l{o export refund was fixed for thirs product.
(b) tntervention
During the 1980/BL marketing year, BB 061 t were offered for
intervention. rhis amount was sold during the same narketing year.
(c) Change in rules
0n 11 llovenber 19BO the Council adopted Regulation (f:nC) No Z7IT/BO
arnending Regulation (rnc) no 115/67/EEc, by which it introduced a
system of adjusting the vrorld market price, which had the effect of
artering, under certain condi-tions, the amount of current aid for
corza seed, chiefly so as to aLlow the crushing of community colza
seed harvested in 1980.
e
a
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(d) creet< accession
Following the accession of Greece and for a transitional period,
the following two measures have applied in Greece since 1 January
1gB1:
1. Lnport control sYstem
- Council Regulation (nec) No ,9/81 of 1 January 19Bl
authorizing the Hellenic Republic to apply a tenporar',,' system
for control of inports of oilseeds and vegetable oils.
- Commission Regulation (fCC) I{o 54/8I of 1 January 19Bl laying
down detailed rules for application of the inport control
system j.n Greece on oilseeds and vegetable oils and fats.
2. Suspension of customs duties
- Commission Regulation (fnC; No 55/BI of 1 January 1981
I authorizing the Hellenic 
Republic to suspend the customs
duties applicable on import of certain oilseeds and oleaginous
fruits
B. BudgetarY-expenditure
EAGGtr' Guarantee Section expenditure on colza and sunflower seeds
amounted ro 357 million DCU in 1980. lhe appropriations for 1981
allocated in Craft Amending Budget ltro 2 are 475 million ECU. The
appropriations allocated in the 1982 draft Budget ate 497 million ECU'
11. Soya beans
From Ig?4 to 19?B the area under soya in the cornmunity, aimos.t all of it
in France, Has about 4 ooo ha, while in 19?9 it.sas 17 000 ha with
production reaching 25 ooo t. In 1980, however, the area under soya was
around 10 O0O ha anci only 15 OOO t were produced. this situation seerns to
have arisen because of poor yields and the consequent decline in
producers' interest in this crop'
a
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lhe soya crop still accounts for only a very small proportion of community
UM' of world production (Bl million t of soya in l9B0) and of Cornmunity
consumption (18.8 million t of seed equivalent).
The guide price for the rg1r/gz rnarketing year was set at
46.26 ECU/100 kg, a 10fl increase conpared with the 42.05 ECU/IOO kg for
1g8o/e1.
rn 1980 the councir adopted Regulation (rnc) uo uz+/80 laying doun
general rtrles concerning special neasures for soya beans harvested in
1980. This Regulation provides for aid, based on a ninimul price paid to
the producer, to be paid to first purchasers of soya. Trre council
prolonged this systen for beans harvested in l98l.
t
a
a
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IfI. f'Iax seed (1)
The cultivation of flax (2) covers only about 65 000 ha, which is a very
1ow proportion of the Cornmunity UAA and the worLd areas under fJ.ax seed
(5.+ miffion ha with 2.2 rnillion t in 1980'according to the fAO).
This crop makes only a nodest contribution to rneeting the Comrnunity's
large requirenents, since imports anounted in 1980 to 257 OO0 t of flax
seed (2Oo ooo t of irhich came from canada), 50 ooo t of oil (lg ooO t
from Argentina) and 618 00o t of oilcake (4r2 000 t fron Argentina and
105 0OO t fron the United States).
Despite this deficit the cultivation of seed flax is not expanding nithin
the Cornmunity. fn fact there are difficulties in naintaining even the
existing areas because of the unsatisfactory incone (yields are
relatively J.ow) and insufficient guarantees conpared to corrpeting crops.
In 1980 only 4 955 ha (Z gOO t) were sown conpared to 5 5OO ha in 1979.
France, Italy and the United liingdom are practically the onLy Member
States which produce flax seed. Since the production of seed from
textil-e flax is estinated at 56 I00 t, Community production of fl-ax seed
was 64 000 t in 1980 coinpared to 61 400 t in 19?9.
For the I}BL/82 rnarketing year, the Suide price was fixed at
46.40 ECU/IOO kg conpared to 42.L8 ECU/IOO kg for 1980/81 (*1@). Aid
during the latter narketing year was 1{.010 ECU/100 ke.
EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure for sebd flax is included in the
figure for fibre flax (2).
(f ) see Table 14,7.4(2) See also under 7: fibre flax and hemp.
t
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IV. Castor seed
lhe'share of eastor seed in the value of final agricultural production and
UAA in the Cornrnunity, as wel.I as in world production, (1.5 nillion ha and
850 000 t in 1980 according to the FA0) in tiny. In the Cornmunity this
crop is still at an experinentaL stage (only about 10 tra in 1981) since
sorne technical problems have proved more difficul-t to solve than
expected. Yields are very satisfactory but the frequent rain during the
harvest period (end of October/ltrovernber) has conplicated the developrnent
of suitable harvesting equipment. For 1982 contracts are planned for
about 250 ha. In l98O irnports anounted t,o 53 BO0 t of seed (1} 0OO t from
Paraguay and 6 400 t from China) and 57 OO0 t of oi1. fhe accession of
Greece has not changed the situation in this sector,
?he aid system set up in 1978/79 involves the fixing of a guide price,
which is 59.81 ECU/100 kg for L98L/82 compared to 54.74 Ecv/too kg for
1980/81 (*10F), and the granti-ng of aid equal to the difference betueen Cthat price and the ryorld market price provided that the producer has
received at least the ninimun pri-ce, vrhj.dh was fixed at 56.96 ECU/100 kg
conpared to 51.78 ECV/I-OO kg for 1980/81.
For 1980/81 the average aid was 20.965 ECU/100 ke.
An additional aid neasure (launching aid) of 12.90 ECU/}0O kg was
introduced for lhe r979/Bo, 198o/8r and r98t/82 rnarketing years.
f
I
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6. DRIED FODDEN; PEAS AND FIEI,D BEANS
a. Dried fodder
1. Introduction
The common organization of the market in dried fodder covers the
following products: dehydrateC fodder, the nain sun-dried legunes, and
protein concentrates obtined fron lucerne and grass juice. By a
Regulation of JO June 1981 the Council riecided that the common
organization of the market could eontinue to apply to dehydratecl
potatoes for the L98L/82 marketing year. By a Regulation of 15 January
1980 the Council also extended the scope of the conon narket
organization to include by-produets obtaineC in the manufacture of
protein concentrates fron Sreen fodder.
I The cornnon organization of the rnarket in dried fodder (see below under
6) has been operating since 1 April I9lA. It replaces and strengthens
the cornrnon organization of the narket vrhich had operated in respect of
dehydrated fodder alone since 1 May L974.
2. Production
Production of dehydrated fodder, dehydrated potatoes excepted, ln the
Conununity in 19BO was I 609 021 t, 2.7f, dqttn on 1979. France remains
the principal producer with 928 OOO t, more than half $Afl) of Comrnunity
production.
Compared to conventional dehydrated fodders (mainly lucer13 and grass)
dehydrated potatoes are mueh less important. In f980/81 Community
production lras 55 586 t, O.Bl up on the previous year (54 748 t)- Ihe
main producer is Germany, at around 39 OAO t.
J
t
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For sun-dried fodder the conmon organization of the narket has been in
operation since I July 1978. Comrnunity production el:Lgib1e for aid is
estimateC at 96 0O0 t in 1980/Bt (62 0OO t in France and 34 OOO t in
Italy). This is about 15S down on f979/80.
J. Quantities available
Availabilities of dehydrated fodder in 19Bo/81 totalled 2 o4j 4jj t,
reinaining at much the same revel as in 1979/ao (z o4t r77 t), the drop
in production being offset by an increase in imports.
4' Trade
Mainly as a result of the expanding production in certain non-member
countries, the Comnunity imported more lucerne rneal than in previous
years. Thus, 444 000 t were inported in 1980, as against 785 OOO t in
19?9 and 229 OOO t in 1978.
rn 1980, as in previous years, the united states and Hunga::y vere the
largest exporters of dehydrated fodder to the Corununit:yi with 282 QOO t
and 112 000 t respectively (as against 190 OOO t and IZ5 OOO t
respectively in I97g).
Inports from non-rnember countries rvent mainly to Gerrnany (Ztl OOO t) and
Italy 65 000 t).
r
i
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In 1980 intra-Comnunity trade in dehydrated fodder arnounted to
approxirnately 53O OOO t and follored the usual pattern: Dennark
dxported 4, OOO t to Gernany and France exported sone 250 000 t to
Germany and the Benelux countries.
Conrnunity exports of dehydrated fodder to non-nember countries have
never been on a }arge scale. In 1980 they amounted to 10 049 t.
5. Plices
During the first five nonths of 1980/81, average worlcl narket prices
felt by about 10 ECU/I, dropping to 109 ECU/I, in August 1980. Fron then
onwards prices recovered sharply and reached \36 BCU/I by the end of the
narketing Year.
, 
Since the gui<ie price was set at 1,48.08 ECU/I, the additional aid for
the products in question followed an upvard trend until August 1980,
when it reached its maximum level (ZO nCU/t). From then onuards it
dropped sharply and reached zero in I'larch f98f '
',Ior1d prices recovered from April 1981 onwards and by September they had
qa aatt Ireacheci It7 ECU/I.
6. Economic aspects of the measures taken
For 1981/82 the Council fixed the guide piice for dried fodder at
I4B,OB nCU/t and the flat-rate aid at 7.O3 ECU/i, i.e. at leve1s higher
by 10. Oll and' Bfl respectively than in 19BO/81'
..J:.,..
3or Greece, in vierv of the criteria laid down'in the Act of Accession'
the guide price for dried fodder wag set at 140.91 ECU/I and the
flat-rate aid at 2.58 ECU/I. At the sane time the Council rnaintained
I
t
(6)
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the percentages to be applied to the difference between the guide price
and the world market price, for the purpose of caLculating the
additional aid, at 806 for dehydrated fodder and proteiu concentrates
and at 45f tor sun-dried fodder.
7. Outlook
Community production of dried fodder, which has renained fairly stable
i.n recent years, fell slightly last year.
Drying costs account for a considerable part of the production cost of
drhydrated fodders, irhich are thus particularly sensitive to any
increase in energy prices. Recent and foreseeable increases in the
price of fuer oil are a cause of concern for the sector's future. rn
some l'lenber states, however, a lot of research has been carried out
recentry into ways of reducing fuel consunption by driers, and sorne
resul'ts have already been achieved. Over the next few years Cornrnunity
production of dehydrated fodder seems likely to drop by between 6 and gf,.
B. Budgetary expenditure
EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure on dried fodder uas 1i7.5 nillion ECU
in 1980. lhe appropriations set aside for 1981 in draft Anending Budget
l'lo 2 total 41 nillion ECU. ?he appropriations set aside in the draft
1982 Budget total 48 million ECU.
{}
I
I
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9. Accession of Greece
At present only a very litt1e tlehydrated fodder is
2 5OO t. There is a possJ-bility that production of
will develoP in the future'
The substantial increase in the production of
increase in the areas sown an<i the quantities
Production of field beans, on the other hand'
ancl, to a lesser degree, in ltaly'
produced in Greece:
sun-dried fodder
peas reflects a considerable
produced in France.
decreased in the ltretherlands
I
l. Peas and field beans use@ (1)
Since the Corrununity's demand for feed proteins greatly exceeds production'
the Council on 22 ltlay 19?B aclopted special measures designed to expand the
production of peas and field beans used in feed. these measures have been
applicable since I JuIY 1978.
The products in question are in direct cornpetition with oilcakes irnported
fromnon.membercountriesatzeroratesofduty.Asystenuastherefore
introducedwherebyaidisgrantedtofeedmanufacturerslrhouse
Comrnunity-grownpeasandfieldbeansifthepriceofsoyacakeislower
than the activating price. The aid varies with the fluctuations in the
priceofsoyacake.ltisgrantedonlyifthefeednanufacturerhaspaid
theproriucernotlessthantheninimurnpricefixedbytheCouncil.This
enables producers to obtain a fair return'
In lggo/81, aid for the procesing of peas ancl field beans was paid in
respectof2looootofpeasandt02oootoffieldbeans.This
represent ed, a 4v" increase in the case of peas and a ],21l decrease in the
case of field beans as compared with 1979/80-(154 OOO t and 116 OOO t)'
t
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For the 1980/81 rnarketing year the activating price for aid for peas and
field beans was fixed at 37.59 ECU per 1OO kg of soya cake, while the
ninirnun purchase price uas set at 22.56 ECUI100 ke. The aid varied between
9.910 and 5.9I7 ECU/IOO kg. The gradual reduction in the aid during the
year reflects the i.ncrease in world market priees for soya.
For the I?Bl-/82 marketing year, the activiating price for the aid was fixed
at 41.87 Ecu/ro0 kg and the minimum price at 24.47 Ecu/rcO kg; these
prices represent increases of 1l .3% ana Bf respectively as compared with
19BO/BI.
Expenditure on this sector by the EAGGF Guarantee section :in 19BO totalled
27 million ECU. The appropriations set aslde for 1981 in rlraft Amending
Budget llo 2 total fl million ECU. The appropriations un<le:r the draft 1982
Budget amount to 46 nillion ECU.
I
a
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7. COT?OII, FIBRE F],AX A]ID HEI,IP
a. Cotton
L. Introduction
Although cotton is not included in Annex II to the Treaty, Protocol llo 4 on
cotton which is part of the Treaty of Accession of Greece recognizes the
specifically agricultural character of this production.
At Cornnunity level cotton is of limited importance both uith regard to the areas
planted (rlo ooo - L4i ooo ha in recent years, or' 1.5f[ of the UAA) and with
regard to the nunber of producers (50 OOO). llevertheless, for Greece, which is
effectively the only producer Mernber state, cotton is of very great economic and
social inportance. The yield of unginned cotton and fibres is very high in
Greece (in fgZg/BO, 74t kg/ha conparecl to a rlorld average of 446 kg and 611 ke
in the united States) and the fibres produced (rra ooo t in 1980) are of
excellent quality. At present about 75/, of the harvest is nechanizecl but the
small size of the cotton fields (Z.e fra on average) does not facilitate
rnechanization of the use of rnachinery'
The Conmunity share of world cotton production is only IS.
2. Production
under the Greek national aid system it has not been possible to naintain the
area uncler cotton. It sank fron 181 OOO ha in 19?? to 168 OOO ha in 19?8,
142 OoO ha in 19?9 and 141 ooo ha in 1980. Tor 1981 the area under cotton is
estiroated at 128 5OO ha. The area under cotton in Italy is only about
I ooo ha. community production in 19BO was 558 OOO t of unginned cotton and
ft$ OOO t of cotton fibres conpared to 527 OOO and 10? 000 t in 1979'
Production of cotton seed was 195 OOO t in 19BO conpared to 1?5 0OO t in 1979', t' '
J. Trade
since unginned cotton is clifficult to transport over long distances both for
technical (preservation is difficult) and econonic reasons (it is rnore
profitable to gin the cotton on the spot), there is no international trade in
this product.
I
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Since the Comnunity has a spinning capacity which is far greater than its
production of fibres, it imports large quantities.
In 19BO the Corrununity of l,Iine inported 790 OOO t of cotton fi-bres (raw cotton
plus linters) compareil to ?41 OOO t in 19?9. 'The United States (141 OOO t), the
Soviet Union (117 0OO t), Turkey (01 OOO t), Guatemata, the Sudan and Egypt are
the roain suppliers (SA/' of total supplies). Comnunity export;s of cotton fibres
are very lirnited.
lrade between Greece and non-member countries is limited.
{. Prices
Because there is no trade in this product there are no world prices for unginned
cotton.
As regards the'wor1d price for fibre, the "A" index published by Liverpool
Cotton Services and by "Cotton Outlook" is considered one of the rnost
representative of the world spot narket for a specific usual grade (strict
niddling up to 1 August 1981 and middling after that date, with a length of
27 nn).
During the 1980/81 narketing year the world price for cotton :reached record
I'evels. In September 1980 it even passed the level of lOO US ct/lb compared to
an average of 86 ct/rb tn L979/8a, 76 ct/La in rgTs/1g and 65 cthb in tg7.l/78.
5. Aid system and budgetary expenditure
The aid system involves the granting qf aid for the Corrununity quantity of
unginned cotton, equal to the difference between a guide price flxed every year
by the Council and the world narket price record.ed regular:1y...,lry the Connission.
The aid is granted to ginning undertakings provided that they have paid tlre
producer at least the mininwn price fixed by the Council for the narketing year
in questi-on. fhe full,'aid is granted only for a limited quantity. Any excess
production resuLts in a reduction in aid for all producers, so that thid maxinurn
quantity provides a barrier to any excessive development of Community production.
0
a
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In any case, production finds a natural linit in the fact that fertile irrigated
land in an area with a subtropical clirnate is not very abundant in the Comrnunity.
, For the ir}BL/BZ marketing year, the Council fixect the guide price at
?6.00 ECU/100 kg, the urinirnum price at 72.20 ECU/LOO kg and the quantity of
. unginned cotton which will receive the full aiil at 47O 000 t. 0n this basis'
the Commissj,on fixed the aid applicable from I September 19Bl at about
?5 ECU/LOO kg. Since then it has been adjusted in line with r*orld price
movements. Assr:ming that the uorld price recorded at the start of September
1981 (about 51 ECU/IOO kg) can be taken as a probable average for L9A]-/9?,
expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on cotton is estimated at
about 95-100 million ECU for the marketing year.
a
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b. Fibre flax and hernp
1. fntroduction
The area untier flax and hemp is less than Ifr 6t Comnunity UAlr, but these crops
are of considerable importance for the regions in which they are concentrated.
For sone years the Conmunity area under fibre flax has fluctuated around
60 000 ha. Fibre flax is grown on about 10 OOO farrns in the l,letherlands,
Belgium and northwest France. tr'lax straw is processed there into fibres in
about 250 retting and scutching concerns. fheir nurnber is decreasing but they
are growing in size and they produce a high and relatively stable quantity of
ran materials which the Comnunity lacks: natural textile fibres, oilseecls and
wood particles. The Comrnunity accounts for onJ-y 41[ of the total world area
under fibre flax (1.5 million ha) but for LZfl of world production of flax fibre
(695 000 t), as a result of yields vhih are well above average.
Paper hemp is grolrn only in a very snaLl area in France. The rav naterial
supplied by 1 5OO to 2 0OO proclucers is used in nanufacturing speclal types of
paper. Italy produces a vety small quantity of textile hemp. The accession of
Greece has had no effect on either the flax or the henn sector.
2. Production
In 1980 the Conmunity area under fibre flax renained slightly below the
60 OO0 ha level: it was 58 OO0 ha against 57 4OO ha in 1979 (+Ifr) and 5O l0O ha
in l9?8. The relative inportance of the prod-uger l..iember States has hardly
changed: tr'rance SOtj' Belgj-un ITil and the l{etherlands 7%. Dew retting conti-nues
to replace water retting, the higher cost of the latter (j.n tr;rms of labour and
energy) being insufficiently conpensated by the additional return from a hl.gher
seed yield and greater suitability for the production of certified seed. llhis
trend is a danger to future supplies of good quality certified seed,
particularly in years when weather conditions hamper or deLay seed strippirrg in
the fields.
a
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In 1980
place in
84 700 t
(ez zoo
'.
fibre yield and quality were below averaSe since retting did not take
good weather conditions. Production amounted to 502 000 t of straw and
of fibres, a slightly lower production of fibres (-7/,) than in 1979
The area under paper henp, after a steady increase in previous years, feIl from
10 5OO ha in 1978 to B BOO ha in LgTg Gf6%) and dropped sharply again in 1980 to
only 6 9OO ha (-22%).
7
the difficulties in selling paper have caused
cautious buying policy and the slump in safes
the profitabilitY of this croP'
Consunption and stocks of fibres
ltre sLunp in sales of
held by the scutching
double the figure for
paper rnil1s to conduct a very
of hernp seed has further affected
Stocks of fibres held by scutching concerns, dealers and spinning undertakings at
the start of the 1980/81 narketing year were estiroated by the trade at 62 000 t'
I of whlch zo zao t were held by scutching concerns anc 1 600 t by dealers' These
stocks were refatively high, although not.so high as to cause alann' and exceeded
the fiSure recorded for the previous narketing year'
Denand within the Connunity has dropped relaively sharply because of the poor
situation in the dry spinning and string and rope industries r'rhich rnainly
purchase low quality short fibres'
As regards trade, exports have stayed the sarne ancl there has been a considerable
reduction in deliveries from non-mernber countries, both compared to the previous
marketing year and to norrnal leve]s. This latter trend is explained by the
reduction in the denand for 1ow quality fibres. In view of this and despite a
slight drop in conrnunity supplies of fibre, stocks held by the scutching
undertakings and the trade rose throughout the marketing yeal-,. increasingly
depressing the narket. At the end of the marketj.ng year stocks arnounted to
ST5ootheldbyscutchingundertakingsand4000theldbydealers.
short flax fibres affected henp fibres, stocks of"which
untlertakings at the end of the 1980/81 marketing year were
the two years PreviouslY.
a
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In view of this situation the Comnission decided in July ltill to provide aid for
the private storage of flax fibre. In July and August storage contracts were
concluded covering L5 2OO t of flax for periods varying from three to six
months, and for 2 l-65 t of hemp line for a period of twelve nonths.
4. Trade
since its value in terrns of weight and volune is too snall to justify
long-distance transport, there is no trade in flax straw with non-mer,rber
count ries .
In 19BO retting and scutching concerns in Belgiurn purcirased 64 4OO t of flax
straw in France and the Netherlands to srvel1 the Belgian crop.
The quantities of fibre flax imported in 1980 (14 OOO t) represent a sharp drop
(21 500 t in L9?9) but the quantity exported (ZZ OOO t) excee<ls that recorded in
previous years.
The Cornrnunity does not produce enough low and medium quality fibre, which it 1}
imports fron Eastern Europe, Bgypt and China where it is produced in large
quantities' but it supplies the entire worLd with good and superior quality
fibre rvhich is not produced elsewhere.
rmports of henp fibre ferl to 6 7oo t conpared to 8 600 t in t9?9 and expo::ts
were only about IO 000 t.
5. Prices
In 1980/81 prices of flax straw (-1270, the estinated retur.n for producers
(-rc{') and the average selling prices of flax fibres (-2oft frlr water-retted flax
' and 
-1Ol for <iew-retted flax) dropped consid.erably compared to the previous
narketing year.
The contract price for henp straw agreed between producers gl4.users rose frorn
420 FF/t (75.4+ ncu/t) in 19?9 to 435 Frlt (75.40 Ecu/t) in 
-1980.
6. outloot<
In 1981 the area uniler fibre flax in each of the I'lenber States dropped .'
considerabty (tl-tg%) and the Cornmunity area was only 49 600 ha conpared to
58 000 ha in 1980 ( -I4fr).
o
I
aQuality and yield were very uneven in the case of both straw and fibre, since
weather conditions during the period of the harvest and dew retting varied
considerably from one region to another. The harvest was so variable that by
nid-October it was impossible to have any idea of the quality or the extent of
production for the entire Comnunity because a large proportion of the French
harvest (about 15 OOO tra) had not bet been brought in. lherefore it would be
too risky at the tine of writing to make any narket forecasts for the 1981/82
narketing Year.
The drop in the areas un{er henp, wh|ch began in 19?9 after the steady expansion
of the crop in previous years' continued in 1981. 0n1y ! 8OO ha uere sown
conpared to 6 9OO ha in t9?9 ( -16%) since the slurnp in sales of henp line ancl
hemp seed was not fu1ly compensated for by the rise in the price of straw
QIS W/t compared to 475 FF, i.e. up 9.2/').
?. Projections for fibre flax for 1982/85 and beyond
The generally unsatisfactory and in some cases disastrous results of the 1981
harvest are unlikely to encourage producers or scutchers to grow fl'ax' Users of
flax are also affected by the general economlc crisis which has hi-t the textile
industry too. The increase in fibre exports ancl the drop in inports is the only
positivefactor in this sector at present'
The future of the sector will be assured only if flax succeeds in capturing an
increasing share in the ran8e of textile products available to the rnoclern
consuDer.
lherefore the future balance of the narket wi.ll depend inereasingly on the
competitive and commercial power of flax conpared to other fibres'
8. Budgetary expenditure
a
The aid for fibre flax rose from
L}SL/82 (+I2/"). 0f this amount'
measures to encourage the use of
264.7L Ecu/ha for 19BO/B\ to 296.48 ECU/ha for
14.A2 ECU are to contribute towards financing
flax fibres.
a
lor hemp, aid is 269.26 ECU/ha compared to 24O.4r for 1980/81 (+LZf,).
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Aid for storage contracts was fixed at 2.25 ECU/LOO kg per month for flax and
0.82 ECU for herrp and the total cost of this operation wj"1l be 2.0 million ECU
(L.765 nillion for flax and 0.21J million for hernp). Expenditure by the EAGGI'
Guarantee Section on flax and hemp will therefore be 16.8 million ECU in 1980
o
I
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B. SEEDS (1)
I. Introdrrction
The connon organization of the rnarket in seeds covel:s the folloiring products:
- 
rlried leguminous vegetables for soning CC'i 07.05 A
- hybrid rnar-ze for solting CCT 10'05 A
- rice for souing CCT 10'06 A
- oiLseeCs and oleaginous fruit for sowing CC? 12'01 A
- seeals, fruit anC spores' of a king useC for sowing CCI I2'O7
Fodder seed nust be consideretl not only frorn the standpoint of seed p:roCuction'
but also from the standpoint of the species' function in c::op rotation'
Leguninous plants used as ihe initial crops increase the nitrogen content of
the soil in uhich they gror,'. It should also be renembered that indigenous
varieties are generally nore persistent (1ong-1iveC) than varieties irnported
from abroad.
a Conrnunity prod.uction of fodder see<i in 198O was about 2.2 nillion quintals'
approxirnate1y 25,4 of the vorlil total (Un:.tea States, CanaCa, ilew Zealand,
EEC). The Connrrnity is seLf-sufficj.ent overall, although it is a net irnporter
of certain species.
Frorn the L9T9 harvest, r.ice seed has been included in the conmon organizition
of the narket and receives aid of 12.1 FCU/IOO ke'
II. Production
Dennark is the main Cornrnunity proCucer in particular of grasses, of rrrhich the
I.letherlands and the Uniteri Ilingdorn are also najor producers. France and Italy
are the mai.n producers of legurninous pJ'ants'
. 
,,t' ,t'
In 19BO proCuction of fodder seed 1n the Corulurrity vras about 2 2OO 000 q
(I e77 OOO q in 19?9), the increase being nainly in the production of
leguninous P).ants.
Conpared to 19gO (ZI9 799 ha) tne area declared for the 1981 harvest in the
Cornmunity of Ten (261 860 ha) represents an increase in the legurninous plants
sector uhil"e gtlasses have renained alnost stationary or even decreased slightly
as follovs:
a
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Festuca pratensis 7 I72 ha in 1980 eonpared to 6 169 ha in 19BI
Poa pratensis 9 744 ha in 19BO cornpareC to 7 75I ha in 1981
Phleum pratense 4 I2B ha in 1980 conpared to 1 322 ha in 19Bl
A provisional estimate for the 1981 harvest'indicates production at a similar
figrrre to that in 1980, i.e. about 2 2OO OOO q.
Rice production rose by about zlf, (3l-5 OO0 q in 1981 cornpered to 250 OOO q in
1980).
III. Supply situation
Comrnunity supplies continued to be satisfactory. liith 2.4 nillion q avai.lable
and an estimated dernand of f 540 OCO q the Cornmunity uas able to cover its own
requirenents. In the next rnarketing ]'ea the situation should remain alnost
the sane. Horrever, trade with non-meraber countries will br: maintained, in
particular in certain species vrhere the EnC has a deficit llArrhenaterum )
elatius, Vicia sativa, PhJeun pratnse, Festuca arundinacea).
Stocks at 1 Jul1' 19Bl totalleo about 800 OOO q. The largest quantiti.es were
of Lolium nultifl-orum (1q? 5O7 q) cornpared to 25O OOO q lost year and o1l high
persistence Loliurn perenne (99 ZqO q eornpared. to 200 OOO q in 19BO).
The stock situation therefore seems to be i.mproving conpared to last year.
the world supply situation is generally goo-d and no particular difficulties
are expected.
VI. Prices
lhe level of prodrrcer prices in the Comreuni.ty shows a tendency to rise
conparecl uith the sarne. period last year. lhe sharpest drop was registere<i for i
Lolium perenne L. and Loliun nultiflorrn L. P:'ices on the Danish narket,
rvhich is the nain Conmunity narket, r.rere as fol"lows: '
I
a
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DCU/roO ks
Septenber 1980
TT7
79
r45
141
to imports of hybrid maize
- 73.6 ECU/100 kg depending
September 1981
75r
6'
r06
118
ran€le at the
on the country
Loliun perenne l.
Loliurn nultiflorum L.
Festuca pratensis L.
Poa pratensis L.
Countervailing charges applicable
mornent (October 1981) betr,reen 1.6
of o:'igin.
For the t.98L/82 marketing year reference
f. double hybrids and topcross hybrids
II. three-cross hybrids
III. single hybrids
V, Action decided
pri-ces have been fixed as follows:
7o ncU/100 kg
95 EcU/100 ke
It6 Ecv/too kg
t
The Council has decided on the anount of aid in the seed sector applicable in
Creece for the 1980/S1 and IgBI/82 marl<eting years. lhe li.sts of varieties of
l,olium perenne I,. (irigh persistence, late or nedium late, low persistence,
nediun 1ate, nedium early or early varieties) have been slightly altered.
VI.Outlook
The 1981 harvest seems to be about the same size as in l9BO and consequently,
in view of exlsting stocks, prices should !e faintly stable, Ilevertheless
there might be sone drop in prices for speeies of uhich stocks are higb
(L. nultiflorurn, L. perenne, etc.).
VII. BudgetarJ' expenditure
EAGGF Guarantee Seetion expenditure on seeds nas 12.0 million DCU in 1980 and
is estimated at 79.O nri11ion llCU in 1981.
a
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g. \'iIl,lE
'I. 1979/BO Wine-grovring Year
1. Introduction
In 1980 wine represented 4.8% by value of the Conpunity's final
agrieultural production. In the i-979/eO vrine-groviing yea:c the area under
vines in production anounted to 2 443 OO0 ha, or 2.4f' of the Connunity's
UAA; in four years the area has been reduced by 73 OOO ha (1f,).
The International Vine and lline Office puts world wine production in
L97g/tjo at 77e million hI, which is 82 mil-lion higher than the previous
year's figure and rnuch higher than average production over the last six
years (123 nittion h1).
2. Production
Production in the Corununit;' (including Greece) uas 185 miLllion hl in
I979/BO (a record), cornpared with 144.5 million hl in 19"18/79 and I74
nillion hI in Lg77/78. In the three year:s it representett 4e.4il, 48.8% and )
46,4/, respectively of world production.
Sinee the area under vines in the Community represents orrly about 24fr ot
the world vineyard, the average Comrnunity yietd is consiiterably higher than
the world average.
3. Consurption
In I979/SO total internal utilization accounted for 162 urillion hI compared
with 140 rnillion hI in ]-978/79, a 16%, increase; these qrrantities include
the intervention distillation raentioned belovr.
a) Human consunption
in 1979/80 direct hunan consunption was 129 million hl. against 127
nillion hI in l97B/79. These figures indicate a slight upturn in
consumption (probably owing to the increase in growers' ovn eonsurnption
whj-ch generally occurs in years of abundant harvest) trut the trend is
still <lownwards, for .the reduction in consuntion in the major prodr:cing
countries is not 1ike1y to be offset by the slight increases elsevheie.
o
I
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b) Procebsing
llie quantities processed in 1979/BO anounted to 52 nillion hl, including
quantities used for making spirits of designated origin, quantities
distilled under compulsory distillation rneasures and quantities
distilled with Connunity aid. Quantities distilled in Greece with
national aid are also incluCed.
The quantities distilled r'rith Community aid in 1979/8O totalled 18
million hl. In the two previous nine-grovrJ-ng years the quantities
processed were 12 million hI and 1I million h1 respectively, uhile the
quantities distilled r,'ith Comnunity aid were 1,7 nillion hI and I
million hl.
c) Self-sufficiencJr
The degree of self-sufficiency of the Community of Ten in 1979/BO for al
internal utilizations vras l'I2.1fr (fOZ.6fr Ln L978/79).
rr +\s ouantities distilled under the va::ious intervention measurese (about IB million h1) are deducted fron the supply figure, the degree of
self-sufficiency for 1979/BO becones 126.6f,, compared with LO7.8fr Ln
r97B/79 and 94.6/, in 1977/78.
4. Stocks
At the end of I979/BO stocks in the Cornmunity of len anounted to 94.t
million hl, well up on the previous years (Zg.f nillion hl in 1978/79 and
?6.6 nillion hl in t977/7E).
5. Trade
In L979/80 imports into the Community of llin-e were !.8 million hL, against
6.2 mi.llion hI in I97e/79 and 5.9 million hI in L977/75.
In 1979/80 Conrnunit]' exports rose further and reached 9.2 milli-on h1, a
75fl increase over 19?B /79 ana I29/' increase of 1977 /78.
This neiv increase confirms the trend r.rhich has heen evident since 1975/76
and is rnainly due to expanded Italian exports
In 1979/80 imports trere 37/Lfi less than exports, while in 19?8/?9 they had
been 9.4/" less and in 1977/7E 46f" nore.a
a
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II. 1980f/tl Wine-groving year
I. Production
lhe nost recent production figures indicate a volune of 164 million hl, & v
reduction of 19 million h1 cornpared with the previous year.
2. Consuption
lotal internal utilization accounted for 160 million hl, a reduction of 2
rni 1Iion h1 ,
a) Hunan consumption
In 1980/81 riirect hunan consumption wa-e 125 million hl, confirning the
dovrnward trend which has been apparent for several ye,ars.
b) Proeessing
The quantities processed in 1980/Bl amounted, to 5j.6 rnirlion hI.
conpared with 7t.o million hl in the previous narketing year. lhe
quantities distilled under Community intervention measures have
increased again and amount to a volume of 22.8 nillior: h1., as against
18 million in 1979/80.
J. Prices
a) Official prices
For 1980/81 the average increase in guide prices for erll types of table
wine was 5.5fr; this follovred an average increase of J".5% in tne
previous year.
b) Average prices for the vine-growinfi yeap.
Red wine of type R I :
French prices remained fairly stable throughout the year, with a slight
weakening in the first few months. They picked up at th."e..end of the
year and finished at the previous year's 1evel. ?he annual averages
lrere generally about 4% up on the previous year's prices, except at one
narketing centre.
lhe prices of rtalian wines, holrever, fell very 1ow. Annual average
prices uere nuch lower than the previous year' s, with the difference
varying between IZf, and 3I%.
t
t
1l
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Red wine of type R II
Prices at the only French centre considered remained fairly stable' but
were slightly Lower than the previous year.
Italian prices, which were obtained mainly from Bari, were fairly
irregular. They were weak throughout the year and finished at their
Iowest level. Annual average prices were 7,q fu 2V' down on the previous
year.
',Ihite wine of tYPe A I
French prices were very hi.gh throughout the year. lheir annual averages
were 27/" fo 71fi up on the previous year.
Italian prices, on the other hand, were 5% to 10.% down on average prices
for the previous year. Prices were eroded gradually until April ancl
then picked up slightly towards the end of the year.
In the case of Italy the falls are even more markecl if the 5.5f increase
in guide prices is taken into account. -
Gerrnan nine
During the first three nonths of the year the prices of red vines
increased by 261[ cornpared wi-th the previous year.
Greek nine
Greek prices, for whicb there were very few quotations j-n view of the
small quantities marketed, were generally around the activating prices
for the various intervention measures.
c) Prices on the Spanish nar
In l9B0 the average price of Spanish vhite wines was a::ound-'6?fl of the
average price of Community wines' whereas in I9?9 it uas still 76fi and
Ln r-97B 7&.
a
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lhe fall in the prices of red wines was even nore nar.ked. In 1980 the
prices of Spanish wines were BOE t,o 85% of average Comrnunity prices,
' whereas they were still between 115$ and 125y', in 19?98 and between
102fi and 105$ in t9?8.
These prices can be related to production in the corresponding year:
48 million hI in 1980, 29 million hl in 1979 and 22 nrillion hI in 19?8.
III. Outlook
a) Strort-term : fo:"ecasts fo:: the I}Bir/82 wine-grouing yea::
The latest information available susgests that the l,tt}l-/82 harvest
will yield some 20 million hL in less than the previc,us year.
Production should be around 144 nillion hl.
b) I.lediun term
The last two harvests lrere very abundant and increase the risk of
bigger average surpluses. I.t is therefore more necessary than ever to
apply the instruments set up by the 1980-86 action progr:amne
effectively' especially as regards the conversion of vineyarCs to
other uses. This requires the paral1e1 implenentatic,n of a market
policy vrhich is consistent with the structural action, progranne, and
the Conmission has therefore drafted a proposal for arnending the
market managenent rnechanisms.
IV. Economic. Aspectg
a) Levies anC refunds
1) Import levies
'Ihe lnport levies in the wine sector are knorrrn as "countervail:rng
charges" and play only a very minor part since they clo not applly to
the 19 non-Community countries which have undertaken. to observe the
reference price and uhich are the comrnunity's principal suppliers.
'lhe 1eve1 of the countervailing charges remained unchanged
throughout 19Bo/81, except for' liqueur rvines, for uhieh the charge ,
was reduced frorn 17 to 10 ECU/hl.
I
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2) Export refunds
Export refunds renained at the level fixed at the end of 1979. The
. quantities qualifying for refunds rose consiCerably and reached 2.5
million hl in I9BO against about 500 000 hl in 1979 and 220 000 h1
i.n 1978. They should stay at around the same level in 1981.
b) Quantitj-es in respect of nhich intervention rneasures lrere taken
As in 1979/BO, a11 the intervention rneasures t{ere applied:
- at the start of the marketing year:
- 
authorization to conclude long-terrn storage contracts for table
wines, grape must and concentrated grape nust,
- 
distillation carried out under the "price guarantee" (reserved for
holders of long-term storage contracts),
- 
preventive distillation;
- so-called additional obligatory deliveries for distillation
(Aistiltation of additional quantities in ccnnection r,rith the
t obligatory distillation of by-prorlucts of rsine-making);
- and, as in 1980, so-called exceptional distillation had to be
started in l,lay 1981.
the quantities of vine distilled with Connunity aid were of the order of
22.8 ni-Jiion hl-, against 18.2 million hl tn 1979/80.
The rnonthly average quantities covered by storage contracts were roughly
the sane as in the previous year and amounted to 28.1 nillion hl (27.I
r,rillion h1 in 1979/BO), the naximum figure being 42.1 mi]li-on hl (q.l
million hl in I979/eO).
c) Stock situation
At the beginning of 19BO/81, stocks held by producers and the trade i-n
the Comnrunity of Ten anounted to 94.1 million hl (against 78.1 rnillion
hl at the beginning of I979/BO). A similar quantity can be expected at
the end of the year.
. d) Price unity
i'lonetary conpensatory anounts in the wj-ne sector vere applied ony to..
Italy and Germany in I98O/8I, and only to table wines produced in those
count ries.
o
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A sirnilar quantity can be expected at the end of the 1rear.
d) Price unity
I{onetary conpensatory anounts in the wine sector were applied only to
Italy and Gennany in 1980/81, and only to table wines produced in those
countries
lhe representative rates for all currencies, with the exeeption of the
Gerrnan nark, were altered uith effect from 6 April 1981 in the wine
. 
sector.
V. Budgetary expenditure
Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on wine arnounted to
299.5 million EUA in 1980; the provisional figure for 1981 is 618.0
million EUA anC the estimate for 1982 is 416.0 rnillion DUA. This is 2.6/,,
5.7% and 7.7% rcspectively of total expenditure by the Guarantee Section.
The figure of 618.0 million EUA can be broken doun i-nto 10.0 rnillion EUA t
on refunds and 588.0 rnillion EUA on intervention.
VI. Irnpact of Greek Accession
The accession conpensatory anounts apply to red table wines and represent
for 1981 IO/" of the guide prices.
a
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IO. RA}I TOBACCO
1. Introduction
In 1980, world leaf tobacco production vas 6.5fl lower than in the previous year'
reaching 5.06 nillion t (4.54 rnillion baled)(2). Virginia flue-cured accounted
for about 4d" of total production and of all trade. 0n the other hand,
Community production in 198O (fZe rcO t) fell by tO. Q/,, conpared uith the
previous year's exceptional harvest. Raw tobacco accounted for 0.4% of the
value of the Cornrnunity's final agricultural production in 1980.
2. Production and structure
Between 1971 and 1980 Conununity production increased by I2%, nainly beeause of a
considerable increase in yields per ha. The tobacco sector has underdone a
far-reaching change in the structure of its p::oduction (developrnent of
co-operatives) and marketing (rationalization and concentration of undertakings)
since the entry into force of the comnon organization of the market (fgZO), ln
I the direction of better adjustrnent to actual market requirernents.
The exceptionall;y favourable veather conditions in 1979 account in part for the
following changes in Coranunity production levels in 1980:
- 
dark air cured varieties : a decrease of tO.5f"i
- 
light air cured varieties: a decrease of 4.4fi;
- flue-cured varieties : a Cecrease of t4.4f';
- 
sun-curerl varieties : a decrease of L9.Zfri
- fire-cured varieties : a decrease of 6.2fl.
'J. Degree of self-sufficiency
Consurnption
In 1980 worll consumptj.on of baled tobacco increased by 11, anounting to
5.96 nillion t, despite the fa1l in cigarette sales in several developed
countries; for the second year in succession production (Uatea tobacco) fe11
short of consunption.
(t) It should be noted that production in the People's Republic of China fell
fron 1 nillion t in 1978 to 700 000 t in 1980'
a
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?he Connunity's degree of self-sufficiency is about 26fi. Consumption in the
Community of I'Ii,ne has roore or less stabilized, nainly as a result of the
ecorlonic recession, the increase in taxes and the anti-smoking campaigns.
Consunption has fallen sharply in tr'rance and the Federal Republic of Germany,
but certain upward trends are evident in other I'tenber States such as Italy and
the }letherlancls. It shoulcl be pointed out, noreover, that although at vrorLd
level there has been only a slight inerease, there is an average increase of
ovet Jf,', with peaks of 10-15/,, in the developing and oil-producing countries.
The steep rise in consumption of "light eigarettes" (Iow nicotine and ter
content) continued in 19BO and a shift in trade to those countries exportlng
neutraL-reaction tobacco for filling nay be expected, as rvel1 as an.increase in
denand for light tobacco, particularly Burley
4. T:^ade
lJorld exports ln 1980 anounted to 1.1 million t, uhich is 4% Iess than in the
previous year.
I{ew nanufacturing techniques, which reduce the tobacco per unit of consumption,
should cornbine riith increased prices (tax rneasures) and health considerations to t
bring about a d.rop in consunption and, consequently, in irnport denand,
especially in the industrialized countries. It should also be stressed that the
tleveloping countries and the countries nith planned econornies are taking an
increasing share of world trade.
In 1980 Connunity exports were 17.5,{, down compared with 19?9 (:Z OOO t) whereas
irnports fell by 6.211'. Virginia flue-cured tobacco accountes:for more than tvo
thirtls of total imports. Furtherrnore, about one third of imprcrts enter the
Corununity at a zero or preferential duty under the terms of t.he EEC policy
towards the developing countries (generalized preferences, Ac:p). As from
1 January 1980' Zinbabue - one of the largest tobacco-producing and exporting
countries - yras admitted to the ACP system. rn 198o its exports to the
Coramunity amounted to about 26 000 t.
this policy, whereby tobaccos in direct competition with thogrl.produced in the
Corununity enter the Community of favourable ten:s, also means that strongen
support measures are needed under the common organization of the narket
(preraiurns and export ref\rnds). ,
l. Prices
Prices on the vrorld market were nore or less stable conparetl with the previous
year: on the other hand in the Uni-ted States, the most representative market
a
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at world 1evel, Vi"rginia flue-cured and Burley reached f.o.b. export prices of
$S.+Z and $5.6? per kg respectively, an average inerease of 10f.
The prices of oriental tobaecos, which are still showing the effects of
over-production in Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria and lugoslavia, continued their
ilownward trend; rninimurn export prices have been lowered and export subsidies ancl
credit facilities have been granted. The situation shovrs no sign of changing in
the course of the next marketing year, particularly in the case of average/Iarge
quanti ties .
As far as the situation within the Community is concerned, planters generally
received the norm price for the 1979 crop.
6.0utlook
lhe first indications for 1981 are that wor'1d consumption of raw tobacco will
increase by nore than Lfr whereas production in the rnain producer countries,
where yields rernain nore or less stable, will not fo1low suit. This increase
applies to all the najor varieties, tiith the exception of fire-cured and
C sun-cured, whieh should decrease owing to the fact that their use continues to
fal-l.
Hovever, vrith particular :'eference to the Comrnunity position, it should be
stressed that the structural difficulties affecting some varieties (particularly
oriental tobacco) will continue but that there will be a decrease in cultivated
areas and hence in production, owing to the disincentives introduced
(applicati.on of Articles 12a and 11 of the basic Regulation).
Intervention buying of oriental tobaccos from the 1979 harvest anounted to
9 ?00 t, whereas the forecast for 19E0 is some 5 O0O t.
7. Econonic aspeets of the neasures taken
In 1980 the basic Regulation rras amended by inserting Article L2a wbich provides
for an autornatic reduction of the derived intervention price"ltith a vien to
limiting the quantity of tobacco offered for intervention. lhe quantities
offered nhich are in excess of a certain proportion ( 25/) of the undertaking's
total production are bought in at the derived intervention price less 109. ?his
nessure, which is of a pennanent nature, entered into foree as from the 1980
harvest.
hrhen approving the prices for 1981 it rtas clecided, under Article lJ and in the
light of the crisis affecting oriental tobaccos (Xanti, Perustitza and
Erzegovina) and Kentueky tobacco, to introduce specific naasures in orde:: to
a
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reduce the intervention price and lirnit the qtrantity of tobacco qualifying for
intervention. To this end the measures coneerned will cover three successive
harvests (fggf to IgBl) and rsill be aimed at ensuring that the quantity of
tobacco offered for intervention does not exceed 75y' of the production narketed
during the three reference harvests.
Concerning the inpact of the application of Article 12a, it would appear that
the production of oriental tobaccos has faLLen by i-O-IF>/', despite the fact that
the neasures were applied only recently.
During 1981 Burleyn (9Oe t) and Forchheimer Havanna (770 t) tobaccos vrere sofd
by tender. It should be noted that no tender was submitted for the Beneventano
variety (l ql+ t) in connection with this tendering procedure" Suitable
measures for the disposal of this variety - in storage since the 19?4 harvest -
are at present being considereC.
A second invitation to tender is nor,r open, for a total of 6 752 1' of oriental
tobacco (the tirree varieties). The intervention agencles accordingly still hol<i I
in storage 46 97I T fron the 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977 and 1978 harvests.
ihe payment of export refunds has certainly contributed to the EEC's naintenarrce
and replacernent of its traditional eonnercial outlets. I{evertheless, recent
developments in international trade have sharply restricted export opportunities
on the uorld rnarket. fndeed, uhile the quantities of produce from the 1975
harvest which benefited fron export refunds reached 22 690 t, the comesponding
quantities from the 1977, 1978 and 19?9 harvests declined progressiveJ,y:
LZ 72t t, LL 732 t and 16 255 t respectively-
8. Budgetary expenditure
EAGGF Guarantee Section expend.iture in the raw tobacco sector.was
225.4 million EUA in 1979 and 309.7 nillion in 1980, i.e. 2.Zit" and 2.7'I
respectively of total expenditure. Thi.s development can be attributed to
seasonal variations in production, due particularly to fluctu.ations in unit
yie1d.trlxpenditurefor19B1isexpectedtobe727niIIianxI.nA.
a
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11. FFUIT AND VEGETAELES
A. Fresh f'rtit and vegetables (1)
1. Introduction
Production of fresh fruit and vegetables in 198O, including crops for
processing, went up by 1'1$ conpared with 1979'
l{ithin the corununity of Ten, Italy is by far the largest producer'
aceounting for 49ip of coruTunity fruit procuction anci nearly 42dp ot
vegetable procluction. second place goes to Franee, ruith 177' of both fruit
and vegetable production, while the third nost inportant producers are
Gernany for fruit (f6ft) and Greece J'or vegetable s (I3%), closely followed
by the United Kingdon (L2/")'
2. Productlon
Fruit production (1) in the Coramunity in 1980 was 20'6 nillion t' an
increase of 2'3ft over 19?9 but sti1l close to the average figure for
e prevr.ous harvests There nere increases or 
decreases of varyiag alrplitude
in alL the lrlenber States'
The following obervations nay be made about the main fruit crops:
- 
in apple production, which accounted t'or 751[ of fruit production, the
lggO harvest ras l.5fl lover than in 19?9 with a drop in all lienber
States except belgiun, the Netherlanos and France, whi.ch recorded
i.ncreases;
-!n!9s,(lgFoffruitproduction)ttresituationwassi.nilaruitha
narked drop in harvests in the united Kingdom and the lletherlancis and a
snaller decfine in Trance; proouction in Gennany, Italy ano belgium is
rising; the harvest for the comnunity as a whole r'ras 1lF higher than in
L979i
- 
the peach harvest in 1980, although sllghtJ-y down in ltaly (-4t'); was up
by a small anount in the Connunity as a wirole conpared with f979 (+7%);
(1) narvest figures relate to the Comnunity of ten'
x sorne figures in this section may not agree with annual totals because
consunptio' t,lgrr""" 
""" 
calculaied by narketing year and prociuction and
trade bY calendar $ear'
I
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- for table grapes, which represented 10j6 of fruit production, the l9B0
harvest was ].4% up on 1979; Italy is by far the largest producer,
accounting f'or 72ft of Community production.
Corrnercial vegetable production in the Comnunity reacheri 28.5 nillion t,
nuch the same as in 1979. Production f'ell in Gerrnany, the lletherlan<is,
the United Xingdon, Ireland and Dennark and remained about the sane in
France and Greece. lelgiurn and rtaly saw a slight incrrlase.
t
J. Consunpt j-on
Internal consurnption of fruit (1) in the Comnunity of
to 19.1 nillion t, an increase ot A.7% over I97B/79.
this consunption vas ?.] million t.
fnternal consunption oJ'vegetables, at j7.7 nillion t,
of I.)S eonpared rr'ith the previous marketing year.
Ten
For
I$as
B9%
:Ln 1979/8O came
r:i-trus I'rui.ts
showed an increase
a) liurnan corisunption
Hrinan consumption
and accounteo for
?er capita annual
86.0 kg (e4.0 te
Hunan consunption
Per capita annual
the principal use nade of fresh o:r processed fruj-t
of all i-nternal consunntion.
consumption in the Cornmunity of Nj.ne ilmounted to
of citrus fruit and 62.0 kg of other fruit).
of vegetables was 90.2f; of all intenral consumpti.on.
consumption vas 104.5 kg for the Community of l,line.
b) Animal consunption and irrtiustrial uses
These two outlets, ruhich include industrial uses for non-f'ood purposes,
tend to be adventitious and the quantities of f'ruit and vegetables which
they absorb are appreciably less significant than wastage during
narketing.
(1) lncfuding preserves and fruit juices, but exeluding tropi,cal fruits and
<iry or dried fmits.
I
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c) Degree of self'-sufficiencY
The Cornnunity of I'{ine's degree of self-sufficiency is particularly high
for vegetables, reaching 95.9fl in I9B0/81; the figure for non-citms
fruit is ?9.2fi and for citrus fruit 42.Ofi.
4. Comnunity of Nine's trade
In 1980 the Comrnunity's total inports of f'resh fruit l'ron non-rrerlber
countries arnounted to 4.1 rnillion t, a ri.se of 0.1fr over 1979. Citrus
fruits were by far the predominant import at t.2 niltion t (oranges 1.8;
grapefruit O.44; small citrrs fruits 0.6?) since apples, which occupied
second p1ace, accounted for. onty 0.45 nillion t.
Fruit exports were just over O.7 rnillion t, incluriing O.2O nillion t of
apples, 0.1 million t of lenons and 0.07 nillion t of'peaches.
Inports of fresh vegetables from non-menber countries totalled
'l 'I() EilliOn t.
e1.1Ja.
Intra-Cornmunity trade in fresh fruit and vegetables was afso substantial.
Although the quantity of fruit traded within the Comnrunity Cid not equal
imports from non-nernber countries, it nevertheless totalled 2.6 nill1on t.
Apples (1.08 nillion t) were the nain product, followed by table grapes
(o.10 million t) and pears (o.24 nillion t)
Intra-Conmunity trade ln vegetables, on the other hand, totalled
2.4 nillion t, approximately tvice the quantity inported I'rom non-mernber
countries. Tonatoes were the nain product at O.19 tt'.illion t.
l. Prices
a) Conmon prices
lasic prices and buying-in prices were increased for the 19e0/81
marketing year so that the resulting average withdraltal prices at which
producer groups buy back their members' unsold prociuce were 6% higher
than in the 1979/BC marketing year for all pro<iucts except <iessert
apples, where the increase vas ":.5fr.
I
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Irr the case of Greece, basic prices and buying-in prices uere fixed by
the Council with effect fron I January 1981 for the part of the
narketing year remaining, based on the difference between average
producer prices in Greece and in the Conrmnity of }line over the previous
three narketing years.
The average increase for IgeI/82 was 111 for all products except dessert
apples (* 9F) and tonatoes ( + B'i).
Reference prices, which deterrnine the mininurn leve1 of entry prices for
a number of products imported f'ron non-member countries, liere increased
on average by 4,Ifr betveen 19'19/80 an<i IgeO/BL for cucurubers, tomatoes,
table grapes, apples, pears, peaches, cherries and plums.
In the case of lernons, oranges and mandarins, reference prices r.emained
at the level of the previous narketing year because of t,he link between
novements in the basic and buying-in prices, penetration preniurns and athe reference prices for these products (see ?(c) ).
Between 198o/8r and 1981/82 reference prices were j-ncreaseci by an
average of 106, except in the case of.citrus lruits, where the increase
in the basic and buying-in prices was reflected entirely in the
penetration prerniums .
the list of products covered by the reference price systern was extendeci
to include aubergines and courgettes as frono the 1981 narketing year.
under the Act of Accession of creece, the comnunity fixed cornnunity
offer prices for IJSI/3?, to apply to imports fron Greece to ttre other
tr{ember states of e11 prociucts subject to reference prices, except
aubergines and courgettes.
b) I'iarket prices
Fruit and vegetable prices fluctuate constantly and nay vary
considerably fron one time of the year to another, from one narket to
another and even frorn one consi6nment to another.
I
Ion
analysis of the available data
an average basic and buying-in
111 
-
leads to the following conclusions, based
pri.ces for pilot products.
a
- Apples (CoLaen Delicious, quality class I, ?O mm or over)
As the average prices 1'or the I979/eO harvest were depressed by a
slightly above-average crop, they settled around the average level
recorded in l-97B/79. For 19BO/BI the average price renained roughly
conparable to that of the previous year, but showed variations betueert
l,ienber States. There rvere increases in the Netherlanos Q|f), Germany
(lIJf,) and Belgiun (1r.1fr) and d.ecreases ranging fron 3/' to B.BS in the
other Conrnunity countries. The United Kingctorr and Denmark do not have
neaningful quotations for this product.
The nonthly analysis rnade throughout the marketing year showed that in
belgium, Luxembourg and the i'{etherlands apple prices were nearly always
very close to the baslc price.
In Gernany they fluctuated around the basic price, whereas in ltaly and
in I'rance prices were always very high.
- Pears (various, quality class I, 60 mm or over or 7O nm or over,
according to time of year)
Prices inthe 1980/8I season fell in almost all Cornnunity countries. The
considerable orop ranged f'rom 15.8% in Italy to 4.7fl in the United
Kingdon; the ltetherlanos and Gernany were exceptions with j.ncreases of
15.5fr and, I9i!. Ireland and Derunark Co not have neaningful quotations
for this product.
The monthly analysis showed that there was a neasure of stability in
prices. 0n all Connunity narkets, tirey rercained above the basic price
and sonetines reached the exceptional levels encountered in the previous
narketing year.
I
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- Peaches (various, quality class f, size 5l/6I tnm or 6I/67 nm according
to the tine of year).
In 198C, prices vere 20.2% Iowet than in 1979 in France and 1.58 liieher
in Italy; it should be said that the 1978 and 1979 prices sometirnes
reached twice the basic price. The seasonal pattern rras nonnal,
however, and the monthly average was above the basic price.
- Table grapes (various quality class I)
Grape prices on the Italiarr market were 12.1fi loner than in the previous
year. In France, by contrast, the average price was 8.8S up on the
previous year.
tr'rench prices noved at a l-evel above the basic price, vhereas in Italy
only the "Regina dei Vigneti" variety reached prices higher than the
basic price in August. Prices l'or the "Regina" variety, on the other
han<i, renained nore or less at the basic price level until early
Septernber, falling to the level of the buying-in price in 0ctober.
- Oranges (various, quality class I, size 67/80 wn)
Prices in 1980 nere 14 .6fr up on the pfevious year.
However, the daily prices recorded througliout the year yielded quite
high monthly averages, which, accordiu€ to the variety in question, were
souetines 10-15 ECU above the basic Drice.
- I'landarins (quality class I, size 54/64 nn)
The average annual price for mandarins increased by 34.jft compnred with
1979/8O. the monthly prices dio not fluctuate greatly and were normally
15-1? ECU above the basic Drice.
a
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- Lenons (quality class f, size 57/62 nn)
The average annual price for lenons in 19BO/B1 was slightly higher than
in the previous year, when high prices were recorded as a result of
stagnating production.
Prices are still high and throughout the year the nonthly averages tlere
above the basic price.
- Cauliflowers ("with leaves" or "trinned", accortiing to the period,
quality class I)
Average annual prices increased throughout the Conrnunty compared with
Ig79/8O, the increase varying fronn O.?F (trelano) to 47.9fr (Italy).
Throughout the year there were variations in prices from one narket to
another, prices sonetirnes being very high but sonetines close to - or
even beLow 
- 
the basic price.
- 
Tomatoes ("round", quality class I, size 57/67 nn)
In 19BO prices rose in all the Comnunity countries. The biggest
increases were in ltaly (Lozft), Germany (65.Lfl), the Netherlanas (+4.9F)
and Belgiun (19 .7%).
The monthly analysis shows that daily prices sonetirnes fell below the
basic price in tr'rance and Italy, particularly during the hieh season in
August and September and above all for the elongated "San l.larzano"
varieties.
The changes - often rapid - in tiaily prices and tlte various coefficients
applied to products other than the pilot products explain why quantities of
some fruit and vegetables fell short of the withdrawal price and were
withdrawn fron the market by producer 
€roups, even when the average prices
of the pilot product were higher than the basic price.
o
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c) HorLd prices C
Given the perishable nature of the products, fruit and vegetable prices
forn nore or less independently on the principal rnarkets. There are no
real world markets for such products and consequently no world prices.
'\d) Consuner prices .
In view of the large number of varieties, quality classes and sizes of
fruit and vegetables, and in view of the vride differences in prices for .
an apparently identical product from one retailer to another, it is not
possible to Ceterrnine consumer prices for the various products.
6, Outlook
rn the case of vegetables 
- 
rnost of vhich are annuals 
- 
the rapid
succession of crops and the use of fixed or rnovable neans of weather
protection make for flexibility and enable growers to aaapt production
promptly to denand.
fn view of the trends j-n vegetable production over the last few years and
the stability observed in this sector, no najor changes are to be expected I
for sone time to come.
In the case of fruit, too, analysis of production trends over a relatively
long period shows a certain stability, albeit uith considerabre
fluctuations fron one season to another, as was observed for exanple with
the 1977/78 harvest.
?. Econonic aspects of the measures taken
a) Inport anc export neasures
i) CountervaiLint riuties on irnports
During the 1980/81 rnarketing year, countervailing char:ges were imposed
on inports of the following products: cucumbers fron Spain and Greece;
tonatoes f'rorn F.omaniar Slnin and Albania; peaches from Greece and
Bulgaria; tables grapes fron Greece and honauia; certain varieties of
plums I'ron S1nin, Yugoslavia and. Ilungary. .
o
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{} These neasures, sone of which were applied for only a short tine,
resulteti in higher prices for imported products following a drop or even
a conplete halt in shipments to the Comrunity (see atso (iv) belov).
ii )f*po"t r"fu"a".
Erport refunds were fired during the IgBO/8I nrarketing year for fresh
sweet oraneesr fresh nand.arins, fresh lemons, tabLe grapes, walnuts in
shell, shelled alnonds, shelled hazelnuts, peaches, dessert apples and
tonatoe s.
These refunds, which vary aecording to protiuct and are generally low,
were fixed only for destinations which afforced real export outlets and
only if there nere export difficulties to be overcome.
iii) Protective measur€s
l4easures to restrict irnports into the Community during the lgSO/eI
narketing year were taken only in France, lrhere the free circulation of
tomatoes fron spain end Frotocco lras suspended for one day on 14 i-1ay 1!go.
iv) Apples fron the southern hernisphere
Estimated exports from southern henisphere countries and the price trend
for conmunity apples nere such that it was not necessary to ask
suppliers in the southern heurisphere to a<ijust their plannecl exlnrts to -
the Conrnunity between lvlarch and August 1991. .
However, the level of prices for apples from Chile and Argentina led to
the introduction of countervailing charges on irrports of these products.
I
I
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U) WitUarawals froro the raarket
Intervention during L9BO/8I was on a sirnifar scale than in I979/BO in
the case of apples, peaches, tornatoes, cauliflowers arrd nandarins;
there uas increased intervention in all other products except lemons,
where there r{ere no withdrawals in ej-ther of t}re tno marketing years.
The quantity of apples withtirawn rvas 429 OOO t, equivalent to 6.1O% ot
Cormunity production. the largest uithdrarals vere in tr'rance
(f6O OOO t) but the highest proportion of' the harvest was reached by
wi-thdrair'als in Belgiurn (16.4%, 52 7O4 t) 
"
llithcrawaLs of citrus fruit took place only in Italy and accounteo for
70 000 t of oranges an<i 38 1O2 t of manoarins, 4.I6f, and :..6.77%
respectively of Italian output.
l.Iithdrarals of peaches amounted to 45 O0O t (ll ggt t in ftaty) Uut ttr:.s
represented only 2.78fr of Conmunity production.
Withdrawals of other products were even lower: O.46id of production in
the case of caulifl-owers and 1.28'i in the case of tomatoes. rable
grapes withdrawn anounted to 51O t, equivalent to A.A11.i of Comrnunity
production; the figure f'or pears uas 6.46i8.
c) I.leasures to promote the narketing of Community citrus fruits
Ueasures to promote the processj-ng of oranges_
yreasures to assist the narketing of products processed from lemons
The "penetration premiuns" (financial conrpensation to promote the
narketing of Corununity citrus fruits) uere fixed at the fbllowing 1evels
for the I9AO/BI narketj.ng Jrear:
11.56 ECU per 100 kg net for oranges of the I,ioro, Tarocr:o, 0va1e
calabrese, Belladona, iiavel arrd Valencia late varietles;
9.92 ECU per 100 kg net for oranges of the fiangui.nello.uariety;
a
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6.51 ECU per 100 kg net for oranges of the Sanguigno anci Biondo Comune
varieties;
9.92 ECU per 100 kg net for nandarins;
5.?9 ECU per 100 kg net for clemerrtines;
7.08 ECU per 10O kg net for lernons.
Cornpared with 19?9/80, the financial conpensation was increased by the
total percentage fixed for the irrcrease in basic and buying-in prices o1'
the sane products; i.€. 6.OrL.
The prenium will be paid out in Oreece only fron the 1981/82 narketing
year, under the tertns of the Act of Accession, which also sets out the
detailed arrangenents .
Pursuant to Council Legulation (EEC) ilo 260I/69 of 18 lecember 1969
laying down special neasures to encourage the processing of certain
varieties of oranges, the nj.nimun price to be paid by processors to
producers of oranges and the financial conpensation payable to
processors Here fixed for the 1980/81 marketing year at the levels shown
in the table below.
Type of product i.iininurn price, : Financial compensation, :
ECU per 100 kg net : ECU per I0O kg net :
:Greece(1): Other I',1. S. : Greece(1) : Other l.l. S. :3
: Cranges of the folloving
: varieties
: Siondo Comune
: Class I
: Class II
: Class III
: 8.96
.nzC
: 5.BO
ro.go
8.95
7.45
5.77
7.77
2.2L
.7 71t.J+
tr7cJ'JV
3.45 :
: Oranges of Class III or
: mixed o1' the following
: varieties
: Iioro and Tarocco
: Sanguinello
: Sanguigno
::
z II.47 :
: 10.60 :
. 8'97 :
3;
1r.91 z 7.84 :
12.90 : 7.01 :
10.91 | 5.78 :
LO.'z :
9.71 :
7.t2 :
(t) prices for Greece were fixed for the period f'rom l January to 15 july 1981.
.
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Finally, under the neasures adopted to essist the nark,eting of products O
processed from leurons, which were applied for the first tine in the
1977/78 rnarketing year, the rnininwn price to be paid to growers by
processors for 19BO/81 in both the Community of Nine and in Greece was
fixeri at lJ.37 ECU per 100 kg net and the financial conpensation payable
to processors at 6.0, Ecu per 1o0 kg net. This was the sane 1evel of r
financial conpensation as in the previous narketing year.
d) Price unity
No monetary compensatory anounts were fixeci for fresh fruit and
vegetable s.
e) Eudgetary expenditure
EAGCtr'Guarantee Section expenditure on fresh fruit and vegetables
arnounted to 195.1 million EUA in 1980, is provi.sionally put at 274.C
nillion EUA 1'or 1!81 and estiraated at 755 raillion EUA for 1!82, i.e.
1.7%, r.pli and 2.6fl rcspectively of total EAGGr Guarantee section
expenditure. The figure of 274 nillion EUA can be broken down into 50.O
r,illion EUA in relunds and l?4.0 rnilllon iNUA in intervention spending. I
rt should be pointed out that the expenditure forecasts for lg8l and
1982 take account of costs relating to Greece.
I
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O B. Processed fruit and vegetables
1. Introduction
Production of processed fruit and vegetables in the Conrnunity of Nine
(aggregate Greek figures not available) is shown for 19?9 and 1980 in the
table below:
t '000 tonnes
==== === == = == ====== == ===== ============= == == =============== ==== ==== == ========= ==
. : Processed products I 1979 : 19BO (1) :
: (Community of Nine) r : :
3 
-------- : __-_____ : ______--_______:
: VEGETAELES z 4.e5O (2) : 4.760 (x) :
: IRUIT : 2.BOO : 2.BOO :
------:=============================== == =.
( I ) i;s timat ed
(Z) tncludes preserved tornatoes
Production of processed vegetables dropped slightly in 1980 compared with
1979. One najor reason was the falI in output of tornato-based products.
o
Production of' some sensitive products in the Conmunity of Ten was as
follows:
a) tornato concentrates: production rose from 612 500 t j-n 19?9 (Greece
180 000 t) to 6tZ l:OO t in 1980 (creece 240 OOO t), a rise of 7.2,fr.
b) whole peeled tonatoes: production fel1 frorn 1 254 0OO t (Greece
,0 O00 t) to 1184 100 t (creece 40 000 t), a <irop of 5.5fr;
c) tomato juice (CCf heaaing I'lo 2O.O?): production declined fron 62 3OO t
in 19?9 (creece 15 Oo0 t) to 56 7OO t in 19BO (creece 20 OoO t), a
deerease of 9.6%;
t
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preserved nushroons: production remained rauch the
1980 at 196 0OO t and 197 O00 t respectively (Greek
negligible );
saner between 1979 and
production is
e) preserveci peaches: procluction felt slightly fron 289 7O0 t inL979
(creece 1rO O00 t), to 2s6 000 t in 1980 (creece 150 000 t) a decrease
of I.L%;
f) production of orange juice in Italy was 9O OO0 t in 19'19 anri rernained
the sane in 19BO; production of lenon juice also stayeC at 53 OOO t in
1980.
2. Consumption snd trade
The trade of the Community of liine in processed fruit and vegetables is
sunraarized in the aggre5;ate figures in the table befow.
1 0?o
.J I J a
: l'otal
: Total
: Inports : Exports 2
: -------- : -------- -----:
: Total : -Ii EUA : Tomes : 11 EUA :
: 4.150.000 : 2.910.000 z 2.67Q.000 : I.774.00 :
: Intra-Connunity exc.Greeces 2.I9C.C00 : 1,469.000 z 2.ZOO.OOO : l.4O?.000:
: Iion-menber countries : 2.160.000 : 1.441.000 t +70.000 : 77O.OOOI
: of which Greece .. ?19.OOO : : '['9oo : :
: Lmports : Iiports :
: 
-------- : -----.--- -----:
: Total : I'I EUA : 'forules : M EUA :
. 4.275.OOO : J.100.000 : 2.510.0O0 : 1.8!0.00 :
: Intra-Conmunity exc.Greece: 2.400.000 : 1.750.000 : 2.000.000 : I.400.00O:
: lton-nenber countries :1.875.60O : L.75O.OOO : 612.00O: 45a.OOA:
: of which Greece : 21B.OOO : : (5.000 : :
I
:===========================================================:=================.
o
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The available quantities of tomato concentrates and peeled tonatoes in
the Conmunity of Ten remained rnuch the same in 19BO as in 1979. The
drop in production in the Conmunity of lline was offset by sizeable stock
carryovers and the increase in production in Greece.
The quantity of tonato concentrates avaj.lable for consumption $as
450 000 t in 1979 and the same j.n 1980.
Imports from non-Conmunity countries rose from 50 000 t in 1979 to
82 000 t in 1980. trxports to non-Connunity countries rose too fron
110 OO0 t in L9l9 to l4A 000 t (excluding Greece).
Intra-Community trade (excluding Greece) retnained roughly the same at
around 1OO 000 t.
frnports of peeled tomatoes were fairly low in 19BO compared with 1979 at
O around 40 000 t. Exports, on the other hand, feIl from 115 000 t in
1979 to 75 000 t in 1980. The quantity available for consurnption
remained the same at around 1 2OO 000 t. Intra-Comnunity trade
increased slightly fron '285 000 t in 1979 to 29A 000 t in 1980
(exclucling ereece).
In the case of tomato juice, irrports dropped from 20 000 t in 1979 to
15 000 t in 1980 while exports - which are at a low leveL - declined
from 2 500 t in 1979 to I 700 t in 1980.
Inports of preserved peaches went up slightly fron 150 0OO t in 1979 to
154 000 t in 1980. Exports remained very low at around 2 000 t
(excluiing Greece).
The quantity of preserved rnushrooms available for consunption stayed
comparatively constant, going up 1'rom 221 OOO t in 19?9 to 2Zl OOO t in
1980. fmports rose from 51 0OO t in 1979 to 35 OO0 t in 1980. Exports
renained the same at around 4 ?AC +,.
t
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J. Prices
l{orld prices for tonato-based products, in particular peeled tomatoes and
concentrate, rernained fairly stable in absolute terrns again this year,
which means - taking account of inflation - that prices fell in real terms.
For preserved mushrooms, the price situation on tlte world raarket rvhich 1ed
to the adoption of protective n:easures against imports in l,lay 1978
continued in 1980.
Generally speaking, price levels for other prociucts in the Conmunity did
not give rise to any difficulties.
4. 0utlook
ProCuction of tonato-based products in 1981 should renaj-n at the sarne level
as in 1980 in vj.ew of present policy in fixing aid for products in this
gector.
The new rules which carre into eff'ect on 1 Ju1y 1981 for presenred nushrooms
shoul.d solve the problens whicit this market has l'aced in recent years.
l. Budgetary expenoiture
EAGGtr'Guarantee Section expenditure on processed fruit and vegetables
anounted to 29I.2 nillion ECU in 1979, is provisionally put at 492.2
million ECU for 19BO and estinated at 491 nillion BCU for 1981, or 2.87",
4.4ft and 4.2$ respectively of total expencliture by the Guarantee Section.
ft should be noted that forecast expenditure under the 1981 Budget takes
account of' the accession of Greece.
o
o
I
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C. Live plants and floricultural products
One of the features of the ornanental horticulture sector is the great
variety of products: cut flowers and greenery, pot plants, bulbs and
nursery products. trjach of these branches has its own characteristics with
regard both to proCuction and rnarketing.
furtherrnore, the arrivaL on Cotnmunity nrarkets of flowers and plants fron
non-menber countries has furtirer enlarged the range of' products offered to
the consumer.
fn view of this i.iversity, national statistics are often unsystenatic and
incornplete. An idea of the statistical difficulties can be gained by
consi-dering f'or exanple that one hectere used to grow flowers and plants
nay produce just one or several crops ouring a year and that the production
systen (under cover or field scale) las a ciecisive influence on production
itself.
In view of the inpossibility of assessing production quantitetively, area
is a good indicator of 1ts exent and shows that since l97l there has been a
consid.erable drop in the total area used in the production of flowers and
ornamentar plarrts (excluding nursery products) from about 56 ooo ha (tgll)
to 50 800 ha and, for the Ten, to 51 900 ha fo.r 1980.
This is due to the increase in production costs and in particular to the
energJr problens which continue to exert pressure on tlie sector. To deal
with the problens caused by the energy crisis l'lenber States are taking an
i.ncreasi-ng nunber of neasures whose ain is not only energy saving but also
to seek new types of less expensive errergy.
t
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The Comnission ooes not yet have sufficiently detailed data to assess the
value of pro<iuction for the past year, but the overall value of production
in this sector can be estirrated at about 3% of the value of Comnunity final
agricultural production.
Prices
It sirould be noted that the prices recorded on the nain Connunity markets
show major fluctuations during the season and nay also vary consi<ierably
from one market to another at any Eiven perioci.
Trade
rntra-conrnunity trade for 1980 rose by L4.5i4; imports frorn non-member
countries over the same period increased by i-O.5% and exports to non-roerrber
countries by 9.47".
Trade b;; value lUUtr f )
(1 COo i.UA)
74.5fi conpared to 1979)
rc.r% conpared to 19?9)
9.4fi conpared to 1979)
Consumption
The level of'consumption varies considerably from one l,lenber State to
another. ft is irnpossibLe to quantify precisely the level of consumpti.on
in the various I'iember States but accorciing to sone figures it seens that
tlie per capita consurnption of live plants ano floricultural products is
highest in the hetherlarrds and in the tr'ederal Republic of Gerrnaly and
lowest in the Uniteri Kingdon.
e
fntra-Corcrnunity trade
Inports f'ron non menber countries
EXports to non menber countries
7 r4B 705
216 835
1t9 725
(+
(+
(+
I
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12. I.iOPS
In 1980 the Coninurrity's 6 646 grouers (compareo to 7 O2O iu 1978 ano 10 500 in
19]1) procuceC ',9 600 t o1'hops, '54fr of vorld procruction. lhis corrtrasts uith
3B'/, in the tr,revious year anc is to be e:<plainei b;; lower than average yields
in 19tO particularly irr the I'eceral l.cpublic of Gr;rrnany.
'ilerefore cespi-te the J'act that the area urtier hol:,s increased by almost 700 ha
(Z".lf:) Conrnunity proci.uction r{as slrgh;ly less t}rai: in I')79.
Procuction of varieties ricir irr alplia acid anci aronaii-c varieties nas 4Bf and
50ii, respectively (in f9?f these percenrages trrere 29"p ano iO)i): tire renaiultrg
2f, ie naoe up of experi-rnental ve.rieties trnct otircrs wrricl: conbine the
characteristics or the -cvo types.
Cn tire international- narket the treni in the dernarrd for liops hi.s not changed
rnarii.edly over the last tvo years. Comrmrniiy brerner'1,' production continues to
remain at rr,ore or Less the sarae level altl:ougn t!:ere has been an &nrru&1 world
increase of i2', l*ainIy riue to ihe <ieveloping ario state-trao-rLllg couniries.
As ii. previous lrear$ tire interrral (.or,iriruriit;r iernnc for hops is agtrit. sliCJ,tly
oor,ln, hence the necessity and irnportamce of prolTiotirrE Cotrw-unity exports, uhich
rluring il',e 1979/60 marl^cting yeerr rose -ro the recorn l-evel of 1.1. 2olo t (rret
exports) cor,pareci to <) 6OC t Ln l9-l9/79, A grovring prop<.,r'tiort oJ'these
exports is macle up of'Lop products iporiders ano extracts) arrci the Ur:lte<r
States is the chief cestination. This is particuLarli'rcr:.arkabLe in view of
the fact that irr 19€0-biie Llnitcd States irarvcsi i,asr tire lii6']r.er;t ori i'ecol'd
(over 14 OOO L). l'ouever, il:e ciranges iu e):cl,€rr:ge rates r:rrc the f'act that,
together witli Czechoslovai'-ia, tlie (lor;nunity is the sole exporter of aronatic
irops lia.ve coniributeri to raaike (lornmur;it;r hops conpetitive arrc tlie worlc narket
s table
Altirough the very iiigh pi'ices (three rilnes up on tire previcius niarl:eti-rrE; year')
were recoroed orr the f ree riiar'];et within the Cornrauni.tlr, the poor yieltis reduceci
the cluantit; availal,le for free sr'i].es to less t]ran j zio0 t \'/ 5OO t irt I<)79
anrl 16 )rO t in 19??). hhus over 9O',t' ot'Coriuiunity productiori liers sold under
rnulti 
-annual contrac ts .
f
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ilevertheless, since the (.orinunity m{rrket in hops is a irig}rl;,' integreted part
of the irrternational market, pri.ces on the tree rnarket uere alnost ir:r:rediately
reflectei in all the nain tron-rnenber proiucer countries. Tl.re resuii; was a r.t\,
increase in the t;orIa. area unoer hops ccmparec to 1979 anc the ereas sor.in for
the 1!81 .ltarvest tri1l aluiost certalnly represent a 6!r inct ease cor-!&i^ei to
1980.
It ltas for this reeson tiiat the Conrn:-ssion stateC it its antiuai repo:t to the
Council on *uhe 1980 ha.,vest'r,liat an e>ltrenel.-r prucent rolic:f lras l:ericeforth
neeied r'litii regarct to sotrings if tire con!;equences o{ renelied struclu:.al
i-rirbalarrce cn tire riarllet i,'ere to be ai'cideC.
frccf ex;eniiture, in viers oi'the prese:rt level of incorne i:r this secr.or, lJas
naintaiued at the motiest level a! ';.8 rriill:-on ECU in 1990 iE.6 niliion in
19'19; lO nillion in 197t1).
t
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1r. II{IIK AND IttILK PRODUCTS
1. Production and utilization of milk
a) pairy cow nunbers feII substantially by L.8% or 450 OOO head in 1980.
However, as sone buitd up in numbers has been apparent since 1976, this
reduction served to bring nunbers down to the long-term trend of
approximately 25 nillion'head. The number of farners holding dairy cows
fell by 140 000 in the period between 1977 and 1979 so that there are
now 1.8 million dairy farrners in the Conrnunity, 25% less than in L975.
?he econonic recession continues to have an inportant impact on dairy
farming, particularly in those Member States with high rates of
inflation. The operation of the non-narketing of milk and Cairy herd
conversion schemes came to an end in the 1980/81 season, with a total of
1.5 nillion dairy cows withdrawn from production since the introduction
of the schenes in JuIy 1977. Their inpact on the surplus of tlairy
production was linitecl although they did improve the strueture of dairy
faruing.
b) fn 1980, average annual yield per dairy cow increased to 4 100 kg or by
2.5fr and, thus, despite lower cow numbers, uilk production continued to
increase. A further slackening off in yield growth has taken place in
1981 so that while production increased by 2% L\ 1980, production in
1981 is likely to be only L/4 higher. High interest rates are having
an effect in limiting new investnent by dairy farraers and even feed
costs have been pushed up substantially by the effect of the high value
of the dolLar on concentrate prices.
c) I frigher proportion of nilk production continues to be sold by fa::mers
to dairies for processing into milk and dairy products. 1980 was no
exception, so that deliveries of milk by farrners to dairies increased by
2.7fr. However, as in 1979, the increase lras not used for greater
production of the intervention products of butter and skinned-milk
pouder. The world market for dairy produce eontinued to expand in 1980
and, as a result, Community production of cheese, rhole-milk powdert
casein and condensetl milk increasetl substantiaLly to fill this demand.
I
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Qwing to the favourable narket situation and lower prorluction, the level
of skiruned-milk powder intervention stocks was held stable at 25O OOO t,
during 1980, while those of butter (inqluding private aided stocks) were
lower by L33 O0O t in comparison with their end 1979 level.
2. Production and eonsunption of nilk products
a) Drinking milk
In 1980, sales of fresh nilk and fresh milk products in the Conmunity
increased by about L.2%. However, the increase was nob general and in
two of the Conmunity's heaviest per capita consuners o:fl these products,
the United Kingdon and the l{etherlands, sales fe1l. Moreover, the major
impetus towards growth in this sector is coming fron f:resh milk products
(yogurt, cream, etc.) rather than from sales of plain milk. The U.H.T.
process continues to increase in popularity and has facilitated the
distribution of fresh milk and products in supermarkets. 0n1y where the
doorstep distribution renaj.ns in operation, mainly in the United Kingdon
and lreland, has pasteurized nilk retained its rnarket share.
During the 1970's, low fat milk and, i.n particular, seni-skimmed nilk
increased in popularity. However, over the last tuo yearsr. there has
been sone signs that this development is slowing, perhaps, as a result
of a shange in consurner's views on the consumption of nilk fats.
Cream consumption in 1980 expanded rapidly and sal-es o1l yogurt continued
to inprove significantly. Flavoured milks, chocolate milk and fresh
nilk products, generally, all continued to increase significantly,
partly owing to the 8EC School Milk Programme.
b) Butter
Butter production stabilized in 1980 at the 2 miLlion tons level because
increases in nilk production tended to be used for otherr dairy products
(cheese and whole-milk powder). In spite of this encouraging
development, the imbalance on the market grew owing to lower
consumption. Total consumption fe1l by 5O 0O0 t to 1.64 million t in
1980, although part of this fall can be explained by the fact that the
"Christmas" butter sale was not repeated in the winter of 1980/81.
Sales to bakers and ice cream nanufacturers at reduced prices rose by
o
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alnost a thircl to L52 000 t in 1980. General consurner subsitlies
continued to be applietl in the United Kingdom, Dennark, Ireland and
Luxembourg and butter soltl at reduced prices to non-profit naking
. 
institutions, the arned forces antl people on social security. lhe worltl
narket for butter and butteroil was buoyant in 1980, so nuch so that
, even at increased price leve1s, record export levels of just under
600 000 t were achieved, including food aid. As a result public
intervention stocks were only 128 00O t at the end of 1980.
In 19Bl exports of butter and butteroil have continued at high levels
and butter production is expeeted to faII for the first tine by about
2%. Intervention stocks have fallen to negligeable quantities. The
major part of Community stocks now rest in the hands of the tlairy trade
and receive a Connunlty subsidy for storage until release during the lor
production months during the winter. Inports fron New Zealand amounted
to 95 OOO t in 1980 and in 1981, 1 000 t less will be inported (1.e.
a 94 ooo t).
c) Stcimmed-nilk powder
Ihe amount of skirnrned-nilk powder producetl is dependent in part on the
use of rnilk for other nilk products and in particular on the quantities
of skiruned rnilk used in liquid forrn for anirnal feed or processed into
cheese and casein.
In I9B1 production was 2.05 rnillion t (2.t2 urill.ion t in I9?9). In 1981
production is expected to be at the same level as that of I98O owing to
lower skinmed niLk availabilities caused by lower butter production.
The nanufacture of skinned-nilk powder far exceeds denand at narket
prices. 0n1y about L|fi of the powder nanufactured could be sold in the
Conrnunity at the fixett price. 6O5 was sold as feetl with a 45fi price
reduction for calf milk replacers and the rest was exported. Special
sales of powder for animal feeding at very low prices conpetitive rith
soya were not required in 1980 or in 1981. During 1981 neasures have
continued though at reduced levels of aid, with the result that there
will be approximately 280 O0O t in pubLic stoeks at the end of the year.
a
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d) Cheese
Community cheese production and consumption increased in )-98O by 5.6fr
and, 2% respectively. The trend to higher consunption, which has been
apparent now for several years, seens to have persisted in 1981. The
cause of this is a steadily improving supply situation with regartl to
quality, range and presentation, as well as the active marketing policy 
,
of cheese manufacturers throughout the Conmunity.
Proiluction over the last two years has increased particularly rapidly
owing to much increased exports.
e) Uhole-nilk powder
Production of whole-milk powcler has risen in recent years nainly on
account of increased exports. In 1980, the production was over 257.'
higher than in 1979. Consunption within the Connunity however, has
rernained unchanged. Fluctuation in this sector will continue to be
deterrnined rnainJ.y by dernand on the world narket. This trend has O
continued in 1981 as a result of a significant expansion in export
outlets.
f) Condensed milk
Despite the reduction in demand within the Connunity, production
increased in 1980 by 6% following inproved levels of export. Comnunity
consumption has not increased for several years. Thus it seens that
this market, though having achieved its linit within the Conrnunity,
still has the possibilities for growth in export markets.
g) Caeein
In the Community the manufacture of casein and caseinates is based on
heavy expenditure of public funds. Inport duties for the main tariff
headings are bound under GATT at a very low Level. However, in 198O
Community manufacturers have succeeded in increasing their production
and their share of the wsrld market. This evolution has not continued
into 1981 partly because the level of aid paid for skin nilk
nanufactured into casein and caseinates has been reduced significantly.
Therefore, sone increase in aid was nade at the start of the LgeL/8z
nilk year, and another increase was rnade in 0ctober 1981.
I
I
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1. Uorld market situation
International developnents in production and trade
a) Milk production and Policies
In the course of 1979 the trend in dairy cow numbers shifted in opposite
directions in the USA ancl EEC. Changing from the previous down trend,
U.S. cow numbers in 1980 increased by almost 11. The inerease continued
in 1981 due to reduced culling rate and a Large nuraber of replacenent
heifers. In the EEC, dairy cow numbers decreased by I.86 through 19BO
and will further decrease by about 1S in 1981. In Canada the previous
downwartl trend has also changed, ancl dairy cow nunbers in I!80 were up
by 5.4%. Cow numbers nere also up in Japan by I.4%, in Spain by j.9%
and in the USSR by O,5%. Decreases were registerecl in Australia
(-2.7%), Austria (-zfr), Finland (-2%) and Porand (-3/,). rn other
European ni-lk-producing countries ancl in New Zealaru! dairy cow numbers
remained relatively stable. Thus for the total of llorth Arnerica,
Oceania, Japan, Western and Eastern Europe including the USSR (29
countri.es) aairy cow numbers in 1980 fell by only I81 O0O head or O.2S
conpared with 19?9. This shows that increases in non-EEC countries have
Iargely outweighed the decrease of 456 000 dairy cows in the EEC (g) i"
1980.
As in the previoua year, world nilk production in 1989 increased by
slightly less than 1S conparetl with the year before. Again, this low
rate of increase was due to lower production levels in the USSR and
other East Block countries, in total, their production fell by 1.8f, and
in the USSR specifically it feIl by 5%. Other non-East Block countries
increased mitk production in 1980 by 2.7%, This is in comparisin with a
4 inctease in the EEC, a 4% increase in the USA, a 5% Lnctease in
Canada and a 6% inctease in both New Zealand and Spain.
l98l world nilk production seems set for a somewhat slower developnent
than in 1980 partly because of even lower production leve1s in the East
Block countries and also because of a slower rate of increase in other
countries, notably the EEC and New Zealand.
a
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Hence the globa1 world picture shows that
East Block are just about being offset by
those latter countries policy measures to
general not been very successful, even if
in sone countries, notabLy in the EEC.
reductions in production in the
increases in the Western worLd. In
reduce production leveIs have j_n
the rates of increase have weakened
Below sorne further infornation is given on particular developments in certain
count ries.
Owing to high nilk production levels and rising stock levels, the United
states support price level for nilk (rz.eo us$ per toO lbs. rnilk with 1.5%
fat) was kept unchanged fron that of October lgBO in the first half of
r98l_/82 season, as the nomral price revision due on April .I9Bl was
suspended. Even so, throughout the first half of 1981, prrrducer prices
rernained 7-9% above the leve1 of last year. The support }evel tot 1gaI/BZ
has further been increased bv 3% as fron october 1981. As a result of
increasing cow numbers and dairy heifer replacements, milk production in 19g1
could further increase by +%, before the eventual impact o:f reduced rates of
price increase becorne reflected in production levels. Some significant sales
fron ccc (intervention) stocks have taken prace, e.g. Go 000 t of
skinmed-nilk powder to Mexico sold in March 1981, and furtlier agreement on
75 000 t for 1982. A government-to-government sale to Poland announced in
April 1981 included 10 000 t of butter and a like anount of skimned-nilk
powder. tr'ina11y' In August 19Bl llew Zealand agreed to buy 1OO OOO t of US
butter for sale on the world narket. By I 0ctober 1981 when only parts of
these sales were executed, uncomnitted ccc stocks stood at 234 o0o t of
butter, 774 oao t of skimrned-nilk powder and, 252 ooo t of cheese.
Canada: As fron 1 August 1981, the target return for industrial- milk was
increased to $rA.O5 per 100 kg, an increase of 4l compared with April lg8l
and up 108 compared with August 1980. Hence, Canadian producer prices for
milk continue to be on the high side, a characteristic of adjustments since
I97B/79- The quota /IeW system is maintained but has had only limited Lmpact
in terrns of reducing nilk production. rn fact, nilk production in 19Bo
increased bV 5/" and 2.4% over the first six months of 198I. These increases
are rnainly reflected in higher production levels of cheese and evaporated
milk. Internal consumption of butter has remained stable, and both the
liquid milk rnarkets and cheese consunption continued to increase. Increases
a
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in production of evaporated milk continue (f9gO: +ZM), notably i.n response
to higher export Levels,
, IIew ZeaLand: Prod.ucer prices in New ZeaLand are increasingly rapidly
reflecting mainly higher returns fron exports. Thus prices i-ncreased by 20S
. 
in the dairy year r9?9/eo on those ot tgT\/?g. From t9?9 /ao to rg8o/81 there
$as a further increase of 251[. It has recently (mial 1981) been announced,
that the target price for 1981/82 will be set at a levet l6.If trigfrer than in
1980/81. Nevertheless, a slight decrease in milk production could be
expected in 19Bl because of climatic conditions and aninal health
difficulties. Hol'rever, cow nunbers are again on the increase and a new
record production is likely in the l-98Z/Bf rnilk year. From 19?g to 19gO New
Zealand exports rose as follows: for butter/butteroil:. 22%, for cheesez 50%,
for skinrned-nilk powder: 27% and for rhole-nilk povderz 27fr. For casein
exports in I9B0 were u.nchanged conpared with 19?9. Thus New Zeafand has been
actively engaged in the expansion of world trade and has in particular
t enlarged her part of the non-EEC butter market. In 1980, 57% of all l{ew
Zeal"and butter/butterfat exports went to non-EEC narkets, against onLy 57% in
19?8. Hence the diversification of l{ew Zealand butterfat exports has
progressed strongly.
Australia: The orientation of the Australian dairy policy is to differentiate
individual product prices according to obtainable narket prices. The
guaranteed (underwriting) values for the l-}B]-/82 milk years lrere fixed as
folIows, compared with the start of 1980/Bl:
Butter : e $/t L.6j5 ftp 25.41 since tg8o/81)
Skinmed-nilk powder : " Bt5 (up l.B.4% " " )
Uhole-nilk powder : " 1.110 (down LZ.I% ., " )
Cheese : " I.490 (up 55.of, r' ,, )
Casein : " Z.OB5 (up I5.1f 'r n )
Ihese priees are expected to increase the producers' returns fron
i manufactured products in 1981/82 by L5f,, compared with 19BO/81. Total
average producer prices, ineluding the impact of liquid nilk prices, are
expected to inerease by 161 in J98L/82 in conparison with the previous year.
t
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The above "guaranteed" produets are subject to a lerry for the price
equalization pool of varying amounts ranging from A$6?5/t tor casein and
A$r00/t for butter/butteroil to l$f75/t for skinned-nilk powder.
The downward developrnent of Australian nilk production, which has in fact
continuecl since 19?0, is narrowing the gap between production and consumption ,
of butterfat for internal utilization. Because of increasing demand in the
li.quid nilk market, this leads, at least seasonally, to some shortfall in the
butterfat situation which are being regulated through lowetr butter exports
and some butter imports, in collaboration with l{ew Zealand.
Japan: Ililk production in Japan is stil1 i-ncreasing too fast in comparison to
internal consumption of liquid nilk. Hence nuch concern has been attachetl to
the possibility of using nilk for heavily subsidized cheese production. This
developnent would be to the detrinent of cheese inports. According to recent
Japanese forecasts, there are no irunediate plans for d.ramatic increases in
natural cheese production, and imports are not expected to decrease. a
b) International trade (1)
1) l,Iorld urarket offtake
In terrns of exports, the world narket continued to expand in 1980 for all
the major dairy products. Without taking account of food aid deliveries,
total uorld exports in butter and skimrned-nilk powder increased by 18fi and
lf respectively, compared with last year. Excluding the impact of USSR
butter irnports, the non-Russian comrnercial butter exports in t98O
increased by 62 0o0 t ot Lr%. The most inpressive rise in 1980 world
narket trade took place for whole-milk powder, increasine by 47ft or
240 000 t compared with L979. Total trade in condensed nilk increased by
18fi and that of cheese by l2%. Thus, from the low levels of 19?5 the
world market expanded to new records in ltBO, and. increased in total over
this five-year period by more than 2 million t of dairy products. rt is
important to note that this increase has been to the benefit of both EEC '
and non-EEC countries. This developnent, which has been particularly
strong after 1978, is notably due to:
a
I(f) See table M.1r.1I.
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a) Increased consunption in oil-producing countries and some shifts in the
pattern of products traded because of increased denand for raw
naterials for the expanding reconbining industry.
U) I si.nilar development in certain individual developing countries ancl a
particularly strong i.ncrease in the denand fron East Bloek countries,
notably the USSR.
fn general the above developnent has been supported by the inproved
international cooperation on price poLicies, notably in GATT, and by the
introiluction of policy measures in several countries to slow down the
growth in surplus production.
EEC Exports
Fron 1979 to 1980 EEC international narket shares increased. only for
A butter and cheese whereas it decreased for skirarned- and whole-nilk powder
and ras stable, once again, for condensed milk. Nevertheless, in all
cases, except for skirunecl-nilk powder, the EEC exported bigger quantities
in 1980 than in 1979.
EEC Imports
The statistics show that the Conmunity imported IOl 000 t of butter in
1980. fhis quantity represents mainly the inports of llew Zealand butter
into the United Ki.ngdon in accordance with the special arrangenent
following the Protocol 18 of the Treaty of Accession. Due to the
expansion of the global trade, this quantity now represents 11% of world
butter trade against l5fl in 1979. Cheese irnports, horever, increased in
I9B0 to 95 OOO t, representine L4% of total world cheese trade against 12f
in 1979.
Thus, the EEC is the world's second largest inporter of butter next to the
USSR and the second largest inporter of cheese next to the USA.
a
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4. Producer Milk Prices
a) fUe target price for nilk was fixed for the 19BO/8f milk year with effect
fron 5 April 19Bl and 24.26 ECU/IOO kg. This neans that there was an
increase of gl on the previous year. Intervention prices for butter, t
skinned-nilk powder and certain Italian cheeses were fixed accordingly, in
order to follow the ains of the target price as defined :in Article 7 of ,
Regulation l{o 804/68.
In 1981 actual nilk producer prices again shoned differences which are
attributable chiefly to the monetary measures and the connected fixing of
- representative rates for the various national currencies i-n relation to the
ECU. lloreover, the dairies in the various regions of the Comnunity differ in
their utilization of nilk, their specific cost situation and their partieular
narket position. For 1981/82 the co-responsibility levy was increased from 2
to 2.5fi of the target price for ni1k, while the previous criteria for reduced
levy and exemption from the levy were rnaintained..
a
b) llhole antl consurner prices
The general econonic clirnate and the c-onpetition on the milk narket have made
it tlifficult for suppliers to pass on the higher prices to the consuners.
The narket situation has in narqr cases prevented such prirce alterations from
being put into inrnediate effect, with the result that general profits frorn
nilk have not risen as nuch as night have been expected.
As a result of econonic and moaetary differences between the Member States
and certain national neasures concerning consuner prices, the trends in these
prices' expressed in national currency were again very verri-ed in 198O as
compared with l9?9.
!. Market Prospects
Cow numbers should begin to stabilize in 1982 following fall.ing numbers in 19BO
ancl 1981. However, there is likely to be little incentive to expand so that
nilk production riII probably increase by less than the long term trend of a
1.55 increase p.ao Production vill increase owing to the large potential for .
higher milk yields per dairy cow, particularly in sone regions of the
Comnunity. Deliveries to dairies as a result rill probably increase moclestly by
betueen 1 and 1.5fr in I9BZ.
o
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Domestic consumption of cheese has tended to increase at lees than the long tenn
average of 1fr p.a. over the last two years. This trend is J.ikely to continue
partly because of the general eeonomic situation but also because of lower
. 
population growth. Fresh nilk and fresh milk product sales in overall tenrs are
likely to be stable with higher consumption of crean and fresh products being
. offset by lower sales of plain milk. Butter consumption is unlikely to continue
to slide down at the same pace in 1982 as it has done in 19BO and 1981. This is
because the effect of withdrawal of the Christnas butter schene wiLl. have
disappeared fron the data by next year and because price increases are likely to
be relatively rnodest. In milk equivalent terrns for all dairy produets,
consumption is likely to j.ncrease by about a half percent.
Increases in dairy production have been absorbed by a substantial expansion in
the rorld market for dairy produce over the last three years. Grorth in
Community exporte will probably not continue at the same rate in 1982 although
expansion of exports is sti1L likely so that any increase in rnilk production
a will tend to be absorbed by higher exports and a small rise in internal
consumption so that market balance will be rnaintaj"ned. fn the longer ter."n,
expansion of export demand, is likely to c6ntinue owing to high levels of
population growth in developing countries generally and, in particuJ.ar, in the
key dairy product markets in oil-producing countries and developing countries on
the threshold of industrialization. However, uncertainties will still exist
over the import requirements of Eastern bloek countries and the Soviet Union as
well as the export intentions of newconers to the world rnarket (u.g. the United
States ) .
End year intervention stocks of skinmed-milk powder are likely to be 50 000 t
higher at the end of 1981 than in 1980. However, a proportion of this increase
is probably accounted for by use of intervention to cover the higher costs of
storage at current interest rates fron the peak production nonths in the sumner
to winter.
Private stock holdings of powder have, therefore, been reduced. Domestic
, corsunption and exports estinated at over 2 rnillion t in 198I, were nore or less
adequate to cover 1p81 production. Therefore, if production continues at
current levels in tt82, offtake (donestic consumption plus exports) should be
!.
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adequate to maintain market balance, especlally as aids for the use of liquid
skinn,ed nilk in aninal feeding and for casein manufacture were inereased in the
autunn of 1981.
5. Economic effects of the measures taken
a) Imports
In principle the import levy as foreseen uniler Article ,14 of Regulation (fgC)
No 804/68 represents the difference between the threshold price and the
lowest offering price free-at-frontj-er Community. When prices were fixed for
the 1981/82 marketing year the threshold prices hrere increased. As in
previous years, the fixing of the levies ditl not result in irnports of nilk
and milk products liable to disturb the Comrnunity market.
Under the existing trade agreenents between the Corununity and various
non-member countries, the minimum prices for the tariff headings were adapted a
to the new Community price level. The GATT arrangements for Cheddar cheese
under a nininun price/quota system to be inported from llew Zealand, AustraL1a
and Canada started on 1 January 1980.
b) Exports
Exports of rnost nilk products inereased further as a result of a higher
denand on the world market during 1980. The refunds whi.ch rere granted to
make these exports possible were continuously reduced during the year notabLy
for skinned-nilk powder, butter, butteroil, whole-nilk Srowder and condensed
nilk. The favourable development both on prices and denand continue6.
c) Aia for skinned miLk, skimrned-nilk er and casein
a
At the beginning of the I98I/82 milk year (t.5.et) aids for
nilk have been fixed as follows:
- liquid skimned milk for calf feeding: 5.70
- liquid skimned nilk for feeding other young animals z 7.5e
- skitmed-nilk porrder for animal feeding. ,U
- liquid skimrned nilk for the nanufacture of casein t 5.2
the use of skirn
ECU/100 ke;
ECU/100 kg;
ECU/IOO k8;
ECU/IoO ks.
I
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0n 1 October 1.98I aicls have been slightly increased for casein production
(5.t5 ECU/IOO kg skinrned nilk) and liquid skinneal nilk fed to young animaLs
other than calves (7.80 Ecu/loo kg).
Conpared to L979 the use of liquid skimned milk in animal feed in 1980 showed
an increase of 7.4%t the use of powder fed by fi, whiLe the quantities of
skidned rnilk transfonneal into casein rose sharpLy (*269l).
d) Storage
Butter
In 1980 147 000 t of butter was bought in by the intervention agencies. In
the sane year 2)I O00 t of butter uas sold within the Connunity in connection
wlth special neasures while 58 O00 t of butter from public storage was
exported, of which ,? OO0 t was allocated for food aid. At the end of 1980
a pubtic stocks of butter were I2B OOO t.
During 1980 private storage aid was granted for 212 000 t of butter. At the
end of 1980 112 OOO t were still in storage.
Skirnned-nilk portler
In 1980 l0? 000 t of skinned-milk powder were bought in by the intervention
agencies while 104 ooo t were removed from storage: 54 000 t in connection
with neasures within the Comnunity and 50 O00 t for food aid. Transfers of
skinnetl-nilk powtter to ltaly (59 000 t) are not taken into account to avoid
clouble counting. Public stocks of skinmed-milk ponder were 250 0OO t at the
end of 1980.
ItaLian cheeses' long-keeping cheeses
Private storage aids for certain long-keeping cheeses have been applied
regularly since Lg|r. Aid was extended to Provolone from 51 July 1978.
e) Food aid
Since 19?O the Corununity has supplied a large proportion of its footl aicl in
the fonn of butteroil and skinned-nilk powder.
a
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The quantities supplietl yearly are 45 000 t of butteroil and 150 000 t of
skirnned-miIk powder.
7. Uniformity of prices
Monetary compensatory amounts
No ehanges have occurred in the calculation nethods for M.C.A.'s during 1980.
However, on 6 Apri.l 1981, the starting of the L}BL/82 nilk canpaign, the
calculation of the M.C.A.'s was adopted in order to take account of the new
intervention prices and costs. In essence, in all agrieultural sectors the
nonetary conpensatory anounts are calculated for the basic agricultural product,
except in the case of the dairy sector where the interventir:n products, butter
and skimmed-nilk powder are used for referelce.
a
a
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14. IEEtr' A}.D VEA]
1. Introduction
Beef and veal pro<iuction (aduli cattle and calves) e-ccounted for about 151
of final agricultural production in 1980.
About 2.5 arilliorr iarms, or more than half the iotal in the Conmunity,
raise cattle. Since I97t, hovever, tire nun:ber of cattle I'arners has
declined at an average annual rate oi 4.I?,. l,and used for fodder
production accounts for about 6Ofr of the Comnunity's UAA, an<i since cattle
rearing is essentially dependerrt upon 1and, it is not surprisirig that most
beel'and veal is produced ih the countries with large areas of pasture.
The Corrmunity, accounting for about I5"i of world proriuction, is an equal
second anong worli producers with the USSR, but lags well behind the Unite<i
States.
2. Production
a). catt:-e nurnbers
Fecause of the very high rate of slaughterings, especially of adult
cattle, the cattle stock contracted slightly in 1980.
The survey of cattle nunbers carried out in Itecenber l9E0 gave a result
of ?8.4 rnillion head, including 51.1 nrilliorr cor'rs, down O.7/" and. I.jfr
respectively on L979, uhich suggested that Corrununity cattle stocks were
beginning to decLine.
In December 1980, the nur:rber of calves (cattle less than one year olcl)
still increased, however, by about 1i5 over the December 1979 figure and
the nunber of beef cows increased by about O.Ii:,, so that suckler herds
were built up a little once again.
The average rate of increase in cattle - about 1S per year - has been
d eclining.
t
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b) Pro<iuction of beef and veal
As in 1979, a 1ar5;e nunber of aninals 
- 
botlr covrs and herifer,s and adult
males - went for slaughter; however, during 1980, rnore calves were
retained.
Slaugtrterings
rn 1980, about 22.J mi-rlion head of adult cattle were slaughtered, an
increase of more tban 3% over 1979; in the j'irst half of I9Bl, the
nurrber of slaugliterings of aoult cattle declined by about 2i1,
slaughterings of cows have shown little change on the previous year(o.j"i).
Given the trend in nurnbers of cornnunity cattle stock and the large
number of slau5hterings of cows unrier the millc narket reorganization
schene, the nurnber of adult cattle narketed in 19tr1 ;*i11 pr.obably shou a
reduction of I'roro 2 to 3ii.
Tlte nurnber of fernales (cous anci ireifers) slaughtered during 1!81 shoulc
be down, especi-a11y in the second half of the year.
Trends in slaughterings of'aoult cattle an<i of calves have difJ'ered frorn
those in previous years: they have increased for adurt cattle, but
declined for calves.
In 198O, slaughterings of caLves, at'. .2 nillion head, were J.2fi <iorin on athe figure for I979i during tlie first half of 1961, the number of
slaughterings o1' cal.ves continued to f'alI b;' fron 7 to gii uncier thefigure recorded in the first half of 1990.
Slegghtering coefficient (i.e. ttre ratio of slaughterings to cattle
nunbers )
the slaughtering coefficients, already very iiigh in rg7g, broke new
records in 1980, particularly in respect of adult cattle.
Average slaughter veight
ru 1980, the average slaugirter neights 
- 2s5.6 ke for adurt cattLe and111.8 kg for calves 
- 
were again higher this tirne by rnore than 2 kg,
over the figures J'or 1979, i.e. j.ncreases of o.Bij and r.Jf respectively.
o
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Since feed prices renained reLatively 1ou, the average slaughter welght
of adult cattle, and even more of calves, continued to increase until
the autunn of 1980.
The c;rcle in the proriuction of beef and veal "bottoneci out" in 1976 and
. 
1977, and the recovery whicir got under way in 1978 and 1!f$ gathered
further nro&entum in 196O: the net production of beef and veal of
?.16 nillion t in 1980 shoned a furtirer increase of t.4% over the 1979
. 
figures.
In 1980, beef prorluction increased by 4.I'i in the Conmurrityl howevet,
it declined by about l% in the first half of 1981.
I'he production of veal r^ras ciown by 1.5% in 1980 although the average
slaughter weight increased sharply. In tire first half of I98I,
proiuction of veal Ceclined by about 6 to 97. oefow the figure for the
first half of 1980.
The product,ion of beef and veal haci been increasing in past years at an
average rate exceedinS 2"i per^ year.
In recent yearsr the structure of cattfe-raising has undergone far
reaching change:
- 
ciecline in the rrumber o1'cattle farners at the raie of 4.I"i per year'
nainly throu5;kr the eliminati.on of smalL fartns,l, 
- 
an increase in the number of ani-rnals held per farm.
Thus in December 1979 tbe average size of cattle herc per fann was over
J0 head for the Comrnunity, rangi.ng frdm about 11 in lialy to 75 in the
Ilnited Kingdon,
Beef and veal producers falL into three nain categories, corresponiing
to the three categories ol' aninals reared, nanrely:
- 
culled cows ano ;{ourrg calves (ni1k prociuction),
- 6rass-reared adult cattle (beef' aninals),
- .1.'oung nale cattle fattened on cereal-based feedingstui'l's (r.'aize
silage) in special production units.
As a result of the siiarp expansion in the orgpnizeci proauction of i:oullg
buIls, young rnale anirnals now account for: about one third of all adult
cattle sJ-aughterea.
I
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J. Consurnption
a) Oonsumption of beef and veal
Fecause the econorric situation, and with it ernployment, <ieteriorateo in
the Cornnunity, with a decline in the rate of grol;tli following the energy rcrisis and a sltarp itcrease in the number of job seekers, consumption of
beef and veal was a litt1e lover in 1980.
Despite supplies that were still plentiful, the consumption of beei' and
vea1, at about 7.0 nillion t, was 0.8rq; dowrr on the 1$BO {'igure.
Consurnption of this product is a function of the follouing factors:
- 
population growth, uhJ-eh in recent years has sLor.red doun consi{erably;
- expansion of the econorny, and the pattern of private expenciiture inparticular;
- the availability of neat on the rnarket ane the short-rterm fluctuations
in its price;
- 
lastlyr the size of the trading margin between prociucer arrd consumerprices.
a.) Annual per capi-ta corisumption o1'beef and 
_v-egl rose from about 25 kg in
the early seventies to about 26 k6 toward.s the end of the seventies. In
1980, per capita consuniption was about 25.7 kg, cornpared with 26.0 kg in C1979, of which 22.7 ke f'or beef and i.0 kg for vea1.
Per capita consumption hao ir,"t".""a until r97. at a.n average rate of
nore than 1S per year. lecause of the econornic difficulties connected
with the energJr crisis, the rate of increase is now weLl below rft.
It has also been notec that in the meoiurn to long terrn the per c:rpita
consumption of beef has been increasing rqhile that of veal has tendeo to
nark ti.ne.
]
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b.) Because population growth sloued down, the overall consmption of
beef and veal expanded nore slowly during the seventies thau
beforehand, bJ about I.j'/ per year.
It is likely that the consunption of beef ano veaL will grow at a
slower annual rate in coming years than in the last ten years not
only because of slower population growth but also because of the
econonic situati.on.
b) Rate of' self-sul'ficieney
In past years, the Conrrunity had had abunclant supplies of beef and veal
as a result of fairly steady pro<iuction, ircport cornrnitrents entered into
and lntervention stocks.
llxceeding 1001 in 1974 and 1975, the sel-f-sufficiency rate f'eI1 short of
IOO% in the lbllowing three years. From 1979 onwards, it was again
lOC7.i. oounting public stocks of intervention neat, the Comnunity has in
fact consunre<i less beef and veal than has been available in recent years.
ff public stocks have not yet been run dorrn, this is largely because
sizeable imports and intervention buying-in have continueci. The
quantities of intervention neat still in storage in autumn 1981 arnounted
to sorne 0.2 million t expressed in terrns of unboned neat. It is
therel'ore likely that there will still be a consi<ierable quantity in
storage at the end o1' 1981.
4. Trade
Intra-Corununity trade j-n beef'and veal, aI'ter expanding rapidly tiuring the
first few years following the accession of the United Kingdon, Ireland and
Derunark, has been markirrg time in the last three years at about
1.4 nillion t.
I
I
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Since 1974, i-nports of beef and veal I'rom non-rnenber countries have
averaged about 0.4 nillion t:
o
the Community's external trade
'oo0 t
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Fxports of beef and veal to non-member countries, running at about
200 000 t in 1974 to 19?8, ilrcreased very sharply in the two subsequent
years to reach a tonnage of 642 000 t (cerrcase veight) in f9SO.
ihe Conmunity's deficit on trade in beef an<i veal, uhich was about
200 OOO t roughly in the middle of the seventies, had becorne a surplus of
' nearly 'J0O OOO t by 1!80.
. 
The main suppliers of beef and veal to the Corununity in 1980 lrere:
- latin Anierican countries, espeeially Argentina and Uruguay, supplying
around ta2% of total inports, and more than 60% of inports oI' frozen rueat;
- East European countries, supplying nore than one fifth of total inports
and nearly half the inports of live animals, mainly coning frorn Hungary
and Poland;
- Australia and }iew Zea1and, supplying about 7fr ot'total imports;
- 
Yugoslavi-a, supplying about l-5fr of iniports of live animals and fresh and
chilled meat;
- Austria, supplying about 2A% of'live animaLs and fresh meat;
- 
lastly, ACP countries (Eotswana, Svraziland, Kenya, I,^adagascar), supplying
about +fr of total imports.
The Conmunity's main custoners in 1!BO were:
I,iediterranean European countries (Spain, Portugal, Yugoslavia), taking
a more than ore fifth of the total exports;
- 
East European countries, takin5 more than 16ii' of total Comrnunitl'exports,
the USSR taking more than 15S;
- 
African countries, particularly Libya and the l,iagiireb countries, taking
about lOF of total exports, especially of live aninuls;
- 
I',iridle !,ast countries, taking about 17% of total exports, with Egypt
accounting f'or nearly lOfJ.
5. Prices
a) Corimon prices
For the J-g9l-/ez narketing year, the guice price for adult cattle lras fixed
for the whole Cornmunity,
from 6 April 19Bl onwards, at 172.82 ECU/100 kg live veight, and
from 7 December 1981 onwards, at 176.84 ECU/IOO kg live vreight.
The guide price is the price, valid for all categories of adult cattl-e
narketed on Cornmunity representative narkets, whi-ch it is sought to achieve
in a nonnal roarketing year by rneans of' Comnunity regulations.
I
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The Council has also fixed the intervention price at 155.54 ECU and
159.15 ECU/100 kg 1lve weight, or 9ofr of the guide price, thereby
derogating fron Hegulation (EEC) No AO5168 for this marketing year.
b) Irarket prices
f'or the past three years narket prices for acult cattle, expressed in
ECU, have remained relatively stable, at about llo-1ll ECU/100 kg J.ive
weight.
In 1980, the average Comrnunity market price I'or adult cattle rose by
only O.If", a rate uell short of inftation (1). the average prices fo:r
atiult cattle riere running at about 62.7% of the guioe price, i.e. at a
level a good oeal below the Comraunity intervention price.
fn September 1981, Comnrunity rnarket prices for aIJ qualities of aCult
cattl-e were running at about I47.5 ECU/100 ke by weight, i.e. 85. Jh of
the guioe price.
The Coruounity narket price for caLvee fell for the seconci year in
succession in 1980, by 4.5"i"
f'r'ices f'or aoult cettle
E0U/100 kg live weight
Period L97B/79 z I979/8a : 19sC/81 | I98r/82 : j,j clrLange
Price
o
I
Guide price
Intervention price
Iiarket price
- in nioney tenns
- 
as F of' guide price
Inport price
I17 .06 z 1)9 .I2 : 14 4.68
I7O.55 z150.65 2132.58
86.L : 84.tj : Bj.O
i52.29 zI54.5B:160.76 172.82 | + 7' .57, :
'l ri R c.,4L)J'J- + 7 
"57,
1,4 6 .58* z +I7 "2f" :84.8
76.17 z 82.55 z 84.75 90,-* | + 6.57, :
*3ron April to Septenber 198f"
(f) ft national currencies, however, the increase averaged rabout 6.
t
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Inport prices
tr'rom 19?5 to 19?8, the free-at-frontier offer price, though about 20F
below the 19?] price, changed relatively little.
liouever, in the next two years {tglg and 1980), the of{"er price for Live
animals and fresh or chi.1l-ed meat increased by about 108 and the offer
price for frozen n:eat irtcreased even more (by about 4O?'').
These offer prices, particularly the price for trazen neat, exljressed in
ECU, have renuined relatively stable for about a year.
Consuner prices
Consuner prices for beef ano veal expressed in national currerrcies have
shown an average annual increase of rnore than 1O% over recent years; in
1980, the rate of increase was still on average about 9%.
['liis rate of increase is still , however, befow the rate of inflation in
rnost of the l.lerrber States.
Cost of aninal {'eed
The recovery in 1979 and 1980 of feed grain prices on the world rnarket
from the - reLatively low - 1978 figure, artd especially the iricrease in
the auturnn of 1980 in the prices o1' protein-rich produets used in animal
feed, entailed an appreciable increase in the prices of comrtercial
cattle feed at the end of 1960
6.Outlook
a) Comraunity cattle numbers remairred fairly stable in 1978 and 1979, but by
December 1980, total cattLe numbers f'or tlie Conrmunity riere down on the
1979 figures. The sharp contractio in the breeciing herd suggests that
in coming months the capital- value o1' the overall Conrrrunity. stock rnay
decline at little.
It is estimated that in 1981, dornestic production of beef and veal will
be ahout 2 to 1% belovi that for 1980, i.e. about 7.0 million t.
It nray be expecte<i that in 1982 production of beef anci veal vrill agaiu
contract, by about I to 2ft,.
The consumption of beef arrd veal declineri slightly in 1960 in comparison
with 19?9.
As the consumption oJ'tliis kind of rneat depentis mainly on the economic
situation and employnent and on the rate of'population increase, a
moderate growth in consumption of' beef and veal in coning l/ears rnay be
expectecl mainly because o1'an inconre,/denianci elasticity ratio which is at
present relatively 1ow in the Corinutiity.
o)
e)
t
Q
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Given the outlook for proauction ano consumption an<i t;he
of intervention rieat to be disposed of in coruing rnonths,
narket will again be adequately supplied in this prod.trct
Although the degree of self-sufficiency is declining, it
near 1007-{ in coning years.
The economic difflculties affecting Cernand f'or rneat will
the upward rnovement in the market prices o1' aoult catt;le
months.
o
presettt s tock
the Connunity
next irear.
will still be
probably curb
in coming
b) Production will Eo on oeclining
farming intensively (nainly the
vliich are rret exporters, but at
of these countries uill be built
in the principal non-nember countries
USA) arrd in extensive f.'arlning countrj-es
the sar,re time the productiorr poteritial
up again.
As tite inport needs of traditional irnporting non-rnemberr countries like
the Unlted States ui11 probably exceed availabIe suppl.y and because new
markets are emerging (Uic<ile East), it nay be expecteq that the pr.ices
of beef and veal on the r.;orld rnarket liil1 remain firrn in 1982.
7. Econonic as cts of the rneasures taken under the narket i.n beef'anC veaL
a ) I"rarket support.measures
rn orcer to support the beef anri veal narket, the comnunity has
continued to apply a nulnber of measures:
- 
market clearance neasures:
. granting of export refunds raith the possibility oll advance fix:lng of
these arrounts;
. i.irect buying in by public intervention agencies:
21 000 tonnes in 1971 (frorn July 19'/J onwarcs)
465 000 " 't rg74
414 000 " '1 Lg75
762OOO " " 1976
260000 " " Ig77227000 " " ry7B
llo 000 " 'r rg7g
410 OOO rt 't 1960, representing 6.fi; oI' Commurnity beef
production.
up to 1 septenber 1981, 148 000 t irad been bought in, about a'bhird
Less than in the corresponding period of IgSO;
. granting of private storage aid, covering an overall quantity of
about 40 o0o t, in crctober 1980, of hindquarters (uith provision forboning ano,for export al.'ter a minimun period of storage) and, in
liovenber 1980, of veal carcases and half-carcases, folrowing specialdlf'ficulties on this rnarket.
a
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- neasures to stinulate consunption (sale of intervention meat by
onsunption, allocation of' a certain
amount of frozen meat fron intervention stocks to industry for
processing in the Comnunity, sales of intervention neat at special
prices to uelfare organizations.
- 
aid measures:
. possibility of 6ranting variable premiums for the slaughter of
certain beef cattle (clean cattle); orrly the United Kingdon has
availed itself of this f'acility;
. the continued grant of a caLving premiurn in Italy;
. lastly, the grant of a premiurn i'or keeping suckler herds, l;ith
effect fron the lgilO/BI rrarketing lr'€&r.
- 
adjustments to the intervention system
lJhen the prices were t'ixeo for the 1951/82 marl:eting ;rear, the Council
fixed the Conriunity scale 1'or the classif ication of adult cflrc&s€so
It aLso agreeci to fix, on the basis of a report from the Comriission,
the date of application of this cLassification to adult cattle
slaughtereo in the Comnunity for the purpose ol'recorCing prices ancr
irnplemertting intervention neasure s.
O .\ 
-b ) International- agreenents
arrangementsforimportin5beefandvea1,the
Community has entered into undertakings to inport large quantities
ar.:rua11y on the basis of bilateral and multilateral agreements.
Under the GATI, the Community opens annual tarif'f quotas i'or the intport
o t':
- ]B OOO iread (18 O0O on alt autonomous basis) of heifers and covs of
certain mountain breeds at the rate of 67;, and 5 O00 head of certain
alpine breeds, other than animals intended for slerughter, at the rate
of 4/,;
- 50 CCO t (:-n terras of'boned neat) of f'rozen beef and vea1, at the rate
of 2Oj!.
o
I
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Under the arrangement for "liigh-quality" cuts, the Comnutrity opens an
annual tariff quota for iriports of 21 O00 (in terns of'boneri meat) of
fresh, chilLed and frozen beef and veal, at the rate of 2Of', as follows:
10 000 t fron the United States of Anierica and Canada,
5 000 t fron Australia'
5 000 t from Argentina'
1 000 t from Urugua3r,
and a tariff quota for lnports of ? 25O t (in terms ol'boneri meat.) of
frozen buffalo neat l'rom Australia, also at 20%.
Under the ACP/EEC Loni6 Convention, special arrangements were introduced
for the import of iO 000 t (in terms of boned meat) of beef and veal
fron Eotsllana, Swaziland, I(enya and l,ladagascar. The agreement provides
for exenption f'rom custorns duties and the reductiorr of other inport
charges.
Uncer the fons-ard estimates for 1980, the Cornnunity providetl 1'or the
possibility of inporting:
60 000 t (in terms o1'unboned meat) of frozen beef ar.d veal for
processing;
235 OOO head of young nale cattle for fattenlng.
Unoer a new trade agreenent uith Yugoslavia, J4 BO0 t; of jresh or
chilled baby beef niay be inported annually J'rom that country vith a
reduced levy.
Un<jer an agreenent reached with Austria, Sweden and Siwitzerlan<i, special
levies may be fixed on inports of live cattle and rresh and ehilled beef
ano veal fron those countries.
Given the distance by sea, the Comnunity has agreed t;o the a<ivance
fixing of the levy for fresh and chilled neat inrported frora Argentina
and Uruguay.
The levies on frozen meat inported from F.omanJ.a, Argerntina, Uruguay,
Australia and liew Zealand may also be fixed in advanc'e.
Iastlyr there is provision for imports aith customs duties bouni under
GATI', i.e. with no levy or quantitative lirrit; this applies to
prre-bred breeding anitnals (duty free) ano to beef preserves (at the
rate of 26ft).
o
t
t
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B. Sudgetary expenditury
EAGGF Guarantee expenditure on beef and veal was I 765.J million ECU ln
1980; it is provisionally put at L 497"0 rniLlion ECU for 19Bl and
estimated at 1 4t5.0 million fcU t'or 1982, i..e. Iz.Oft, I2.9f' and fi
respectively of total EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure. ftre figure of
L 497.0 million IICU breaks dorm into 8OO million IiCU in refunds and
449 million ECU j.n intervention expenditure f'or public and private storage'
and 248 niLlion ECU in preniums, nainly the calving premium and the suckler
herd preniurn.
a
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15. PlGI,SAT
1. Introduction
In Decenber 19?9 there were in the Cornmunity of lline altogether 75.0
million pi-gs on about 2.1 million fams.
Farrns r+ith nore than 200 pigs numberec about t7 000, or about 4fr of t]ne
total (l% in 1975),
There are still considerable structuraf riifferences in pig production as
between countriesz 225 pigs per farn in the United Kingdor^, 9 in lta1y, and
a Cornnunity average of 36. the everage size o1'farrns continues to increase
in the }lernber States but the rarrge bet"ween ihe exirenes is; steadily
wiciening (ln f977, 196 pigs per 1'arm in the Uniteri Klngdora and E in ltaly,
the Community average being 26).
Specialization in pig farning is stilL progressing: from .Lg77 to 19?9 the
nurnber of f'arns rvith over 200 pigs increased by about 11S while farrns riith aless than 50 pigs are beconiing fer,'er in all Comnrunity courrtries (1.9
nillion in 1979, conpared with 2.2 rnilLion in 19??), although they stirl
represent over 877 of all pig farms
The smallest farrns (f-Z pigs) are cecJ-ining in numbers more slor*ly than the
other smal1 holdirrgs (Z-So ples), especially in France and rtaly. Given
the uncertain economic situation in recent years, nany farniLies sti1l
fatten a pig to make sure of an appreciable and cheap supply of neat for
their own use.
The size of farms r+ith 10 solrs and over is still increasii:rg. The nunber of
f'arms r+ith over 9 scus decreased by 7.0% between Ig77 and 1979 but the
nurnber of sows kept in this category increased.
The nurnber of sna1l farrns (1-t sorvs) decr:eased by zo.ai6 between r9?? and
1979 ana the number of sows kept orr then al.so droppeci by l20.Ol; over the
sarne period.
In terras of geographlcal distribution, pig production is s;ti11 concentrated
in the areas bordering the lJorth sea and the English channel and in
liortliern Ita1y.
a
a
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In 1980, pigneat accounte<l for close to lZfl by value of gross final
agricultural production anrt about AA'i of the total tonnage of neat produceci
ln the Conntunity.
The Connunity is still the second largest pigmeat producer in the wor1d,
after China.
2. Production
0n l Decernber 1980, there uere in tiie Cornrnunity of Ten as a whole 76.9
nillion pigs, inclucing some B.B million solts.
Compareri wi.th December 19?9, the total number of pigs haq rj-sen by O.9"A,
and the number of sows by 0.0F. 'I'he results of the surveys of pig nurnbers
at 1 August 1981 showed tliat potential supplies ha<i ceased to rise;
conpared with August 1980, the total number of pigs was 1.!S smaller and
that of' sovs 4.6F down.
The surveys continue to show a r*idening difference in potential between
countries. In 1980, the Coramunity of Tbn produced 1O.1 nrillion t of
pj.grneat, 2.I% rnore than in 1979. the increase in production contirrueci in
1981: pigmeat produced by slaughterhouseS in the Coruriunity was about 1.lF
up on 1980. The irrcrease in production uill be 2.4"i in the first six
months of the year and O.47" in the second half.
Although the increase in total- pig numbers, and in the nuriber of breeding
sows in particular, lost a little monrentun, gross horae production increased
at the sarne rate as the previous year. This was due rrainLy to a iurther
increase in the productivity of breeding herds, thanks to inproved feeding
techniques and the use of stock of better genetic quality. In some
countries, improved organization and teclinj-caL knowledge have also
contributed to raise productivity.
J. Consumptlon
In 1980, pigmeat consuntpion irrcreased in the Comtnunity of Ten as a vrliofe
by sone 7f" conp,ared rvith 1979 (9.O4 million t in 1979 and 10.05 million t
in 1980). Per capita consumption j.rrcreased from ')6.5 to 37.2 kg.
lt
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: fnternal consunption :
: ('oOO tonnes ) :
Derunark still has the highest degree of'
72S.2fl (compared with 168 ,2% in 1979) .
Eelgium, France, the United l(ingdom and
fa1l in lta1y and in Ireland.
4. Trade
self-suff iciency :Ln the Conmunity:
The figure has risen slightly in
the iJetherlands; there is a sligirt
?he export-import balance in the varicus itienber States is as follons: (ali
intra-Community and e>ltra-Comnrunity trade):
kg,ihead : Self-sufficieney t
::i
: EUIi 9
: BI,EU
: lenrnark
: Gennany
: tr'rance
: Creece
: freland
: Italy
: lietherlanas
: United Kingdom
7
2
417
290
)do
098
156
114
389
56r
46'
:
: 40.4
: 5b.2
z 58"2
' 
jg'o
: 16.4
. J-t.)
z 2?,8
| 79'6
z 26.7
r6t.2
32t3.2
87.6
87.7
92.9
r20"2
?0.8
240,8
64.6
Plgneat consumption continued to increase in all mernber countries. Gelmany,
with a per capita consumption of more tlun 58 kg, renains by far the
largest consuner (domestic consurnption if Gerrnany aceountrs f ot 35.5% of the
Community total).
In 1980 the balance Lretween 6ross home production and consurnption
corresponded to a degree of self-suffieiency of 100.5%.
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: I\et imports :
:(t):
: Percentage chan5e L98O/I979 3
: liet inports I liet exports :
Net exports
(t)
: BLEU :
: Derunark :
: Gernany :
: trrance :
: Greeee :
: Ireland :
: Italy 3
: lietherlands :
722 2OO
345 8OO
12 000
400 200
261 000 :
667 50A :
: +9.0
: +L6.3
z 
-45.5
27 600 :
z +21.L :
?98 100 : :
: -10.0 :
. zE .
. ' ).9
.atrn
-/ tv
z -42.9 :
tli )
' ).L
: United Kingdom: 672 2OO
The positive trend in intra-Conrrunity trede, lrhich has steadily increased
) over the ]rears,'shovrs that the integration of the Comnunity pigmeat market
is continuing satisfactorily.
In 1980, the quantity of pigmeat products traded betueen the nrember
countries arnounted to 2.24 rnillion t, an increase of 4.O/' over 19?9 Q.rc
nillion t). Between 19?8 arrci 1979, intra-Comrnunity trade.had increased by
10.li; .
fn trade with non-member countries in 1980, inports were 240 100 t and
exports 251 100 t.
The Comnunity's trade balance with non-mernber countries shows a surplus
with net exports of 11 0OO t, replacing ttie deficit nhich had been tending
to contract for severa] years, and more rapidly since 19i6. The
Connnunity's inports in 1980 were 6.9fr up on 1979, while exports increased
bY 7.7/'.
Inconplete returns for 1981 show an increase
inports as against 1980, and the surplus can
exports and a <iecrease in
expected to increase.
in
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The breakdown by type of'product imported or exported in 1!)80 is given in
the following tables:
Inports from_non- 5.p":!:_jg_""L
rren},er countries rnember countries
- 
live pigs
- 
fresh and salted meat
- 
lard
- ofi'al
- 
prepared and preserved neat
This breakdown shows that fresh meat accounts for a larger percentage of
the total than in previous yeers. It is probable that this is a short-tern
developrnent, iue to the narket situation, l.'hich has required a nore active
export refund policy. The Connunity is sti1l, honever, a net exporter of
products processeo f'rom pJ-gnreat.
h'ith slight variations, inports break donn j-n nuch the sane way as the
previous year.
In 1980, the Corununity's external trade was wj-th j.ts tradi'Lional trading
partners.
As in the past, certain East European countries (tire German Democratic
F.epublic, llungary, Pcland and Romarria) uere the main suppl:Ler of live pigs
and fresh rneat.
The other maj-n supplier countrles were:
United States of' Arnerica (nrai-nly offal)
China (boned nieat)
Sweden (mainly cuts and offal)
Canada (cuts, oJ'f'al anrl back 1'at)
Ihe EEC continueti to export to, inter alia:
Uniteo States (preserves)
Japan (cuts and perserves)
certain non-mernber countries iri Europe, in particular Swetien (cuts and
offal).
5. Frices
a) Common prices
-Basic_pricg.
I'larragenent of the Community pigmeat narket depenrls on the basic price,
which is fixed annually for the period 1 Novenber to 31 gctober and
8.7%
36.5ft
20.4tr,
26.r71
8.17'
o.L%
75,4%
6.Tfr
7.4tu
5r.ti[
I
t
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applies to Class If carcases on the Comnunity scale.
The basic price represents an equilibrium at which pigrneat production
can develop and provide a fair return to producers while the balance
between supply and cienand is maintained.
fntervention provided for in the Commuriity rules can be activated when
prices on the representative markets fal1 belov IC\fr ol' the basic price.
The level- of the basic price I'or the period L Novenber 1980 to )I
October 1981 was 7r8.727.i;UCl1.00 ks.
Given the trend in production costs as a wirole and the econonic
situation, the new basic price applicable from 1 liovember1981 t,o JI
October 1!82 was fixed at 176.180 UCU/IOO kg of pig carcases (+11.O'i).
Sluice-gate prices
The sluice-gate prices, which are fixed every quarter, are considered to
be norrnal wori.d tnarket offer prices at the Comnrunity Ironti-er, at r.,hich
products frorn non-mernber countries may enter, complying with the prices
aimed at by Coruirunity rnarket regulations. These prices may vary with
the price of feed grain on tlie rvorl<i rnarket. In 1980/81 the sluice-gate
prices were considerably higher than during the preceding period
(*r9.57') .
b) [arket prices
Prices for pig carcases on the representative rrarkets showed little
change compareo .*ith 1979, with the result that intervention measures
(private storage aid) had to be reintroduced l'rom 5 tlay until
21 June 198C. Prices having again falien in July it became necessary to
reintroduce private storage aiC l'rom I August untiL J October 1980.
o
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In 0ctober 1980, the seasonal plck-up in dernand ]ed to an increase:in carease prices uitich a
was rnaintained until l,larch 198]. However, in April a f'resih fa11 narle priva&e storage aid
necessary fton 25 l'iay to 11 July 1981 , 'Jhere was no recovery in pr:ices before the
beginrring of August. In Septenber 1981, the seasonal pick-up in <iemand led to a shartr>
rise in narket prices.
lig carcase priceg
_ _ ============::::::=::=:::=:::::::=
: 1l,iov 74:7 A& 15: I Aug 76:15 liar 77: 1}iov ?B: 1i'lov ?9: l liov BO: l ltou 8I:
: 6 Oct 75:J1 Jul 76tI4 l'er'l7t3l Oct ?E:JI Qct 79t3I Oct 8O:]1 Cct 8t:31 Oct 82:
:.Eas].cpr]'ce! : ! : : ! 3
:Abso1ute:::::::
: value :118.05: 126.15: 1jB.4Ot t45.32;I4B.2Z 2l5).tl4t 158.722I76.Ln
:fichange :100.00: 108.56t lj-7.24z 127.\0."125.56 z IZ7.tl4z I34"4j:149.p4
:ltarketpricg: : ! : : : : : :
:Absolute::::::a:;
: value t l2I.B7 z 144.23, I4O.99 t 135.622 129.00 : I3-J.(i7 z 140.21 : :
:f, change : 1OO.OO z ]-IB.74t 115.69: 111.28: tO5.S5: tO9.6iB: tt5.O5: ,
:AsaSof : : : : : : !
: basic pri.ce: ].:Ol.Za : 112.50: 101.90 : 97.'JO: 8?.Ol : 88.€14 :
:Sluic_e-gate : : : : : : : : ;
:price:::::::::
:Absolute i : : : : : : : :
: value t II7.28 t 104.212 IO3.95t Bj.7Bt S?.04 : 110.11 z IjI.54 z :
:l change : 100.00 : 86.U5: 88.63t 7I.44: 74.22 2 gj.erg | 11A.16 : :
: =========== ============c=======
c) ?rices in non-rnenber countries
0f the "market econony" non-menber countries, the USA is the biggest pieneat protlucer.
US pig prices felL frorn the first quarter of 1980 onwards, due to increasing supply.
Prices have since stabilized somewhat, but are sti1l below those of the previous; yerrr.
The trend in Canada has been similar.
'Ihe other countries proriucing pigmeat on a large scal-e are the !'last Europearn countries
r;ith state-run economies.
ev. Ja
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d) Consumer prices
The consunrption of f'resh pignreat is only about half of aLl uses, and the
cuts and presentations vary fron one country to another. Conlnrison of
prices and qualities at European level is therefore very difficult.
A sharp rise in prices at the production stage always forces up retail
prices. Lowever, a reduction in prices at the production stage does not
necessarily bring about a reduction in retail prices.
I'ihen producer prices for pig carcases on the representative narkets feIl
and renained low in 198O, consurer prices f'or pigmeat were not affected
and generally renained stable. In<ieed, in some countries, they showed
an increase, partly as a result of the rj-se in prices generally in the
countries concerned.
6. Production costs
Feeding stuf'fs
In 19Bl feed prices on the Cornmunity narket, uhich in 19BO had shown a
sligltt increase in line with world narket prices, nonetheless remained
steady. The ratio of pig carcase prices to feed-barley prices rose a
little in autumn and winter 19BO but was again stabLe in spring 1981.
Other costs
Production costs other than fee<i nake up 25 to 751 of the total production
costs of pig csrc&s€s.
They are greatly influenced by the general 1evel of inflation, which was
high in 1980 and higher still in I98I.
A further increase in production costs is due to the considerable rise in
bank interest raies, which lras especially serious for pig producers in the
process of extranding their herd who had borrowed in order to fir^ance the
i.rrve strnent .
a
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?. Outlook
There uill be a further increase in output in 198I, but probably at a
slightly lower rate than in 1980. I{ovever, as a }esult of a f'all in the
nunber of breeding aninals in several l.lember States, production during the
second half of IgBl and the first six nronths of 1982 will not reach the
same leve1 as during the prececiing period.
B. !:cononic aspects of the measures taken under the conrnon organization of tlte
narket in pigmeat
a) Levies and refunds
The system of trade with non-Conmunity countries includes, on the inport
side, levies and, vhere appropriate, additional anounts, anC' on the
export side, refunds payable to exporters if necessary.
The levies fixed varied with chan5es in uorLd and Community feed-grain
prices; there has Leen an increase in the sluice-gate price and the
levies have declined as against 1980. I
Thanks to an upturn on the world narket, actoitional anounts were
abolished as fron 1 August 1981.
The econonic situation cnabled export refunds to be reduced, while
keeping the r,rarkets of non-nember countries accessible to Comnunity
produce.
The refund on tinned harn for the United States narket was increased to a
leve1 
- 
that applicable to other non-nember countries - which nade
Connunity exports viable, after the United States authorities founi that
the Conmunity's refund policy had not disturbed the Arnerican market.
t
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b) Intervention
I{arket support tneasures in the forrn of private storage aid }rad to be
introduced fron 25 l4ay to Ll July 1981. The quantities involved were
about 47 0OO t,. 'Ihe effect was a certain stabilization of'narket prices.
$. Budgetary expenditures
EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure in 196O on piErneat was of the order of
116 nillion ECU, including 92 nillion on export refunds and 24 million of
private stoarge aid.
Total expenditure in 1980 was 11ff up on 1979.
Provision has been rnade for 152 nillion I;CU in 1980, e.e. I24 million i'or
export refunds and 28 million for private storage aid.
t
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16. EGCS
o
1. Introduction
The relative value of egg production
recent estimates;
Eggs/livestock products
Eg6;s/total agricultural procuction
in the Connunit3r nay be giauged f'rom
L979
5.716
7.1%
rgSo
6.Ofl
1.4tu
Recent national figures inriieate that untiertakings uith more than 10 000
layers at present account for nore than 5OF of producrion in most llerrber
States and up to 75fi in the Uniteq Kingdorn and the l,ietherlands. Greece and
Luxenbourg, rvhich account f'or about 7ft of Community production, are the
only countries where production is still relatively unconcentrated.
'lhe Corununity is the third largest egg prooucer in the world, after Ohina
and the United States, and tire l'ourth largest exporter. In 1980 it
accounted for I5"p of'ror1c.t production and l6fu of vorld exports.
2. Production, consunption and trade
In 19BO Conununity egg production (+.Og nillion t) remained at the same high
level as in the tuo previous years. 0n the basis of data indicating that
layer chick placings rose by around 4% in 1980 and fe11 slightly during the
first seven months of 1981, it is to be expected that Coramunity supply nilI
irtcrease by 2 to 7ft in 1981.
Growth can be observed in r,iost i,iernber States witlt the ex.cepiion of the
United Kingdon and freland.
Hunan corrsutirption f'ell slightly from 1.82 million t in 1.979 to 7.'19 nilliori
t in 1980 and will probably not pick up in 19E1, partly because consumer
prices vil1 continue to rise.
e
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Iritra-comrnunity trade increased again in 1980, involving nore than one
eighth of prociuction. Trvo thirds of this trade was in the direction of
Germany, and Italy replaced tr'rance as the second biggest buyer. The United
Kingdorn became a net inporter again in 1980 (net import balance = 1.5% ot
total consumption) lrhile l'rance will have been a net exporter j-n 1981.
Accession has not yet had a significant eff'ect on trade uith Greece.
In Autumn 1981 the United liingdon:'s
Newcastle disease were aCded to the
imposed by certain lienber States as
policies;
new arralrgenents {'or combating
list of restrictions on free trade
a result of differin6; veterinary
o
'-'rade with non-member countries in 1980 exceecled 100 OOO t, inclucing
75 000 t of exports and il 00O t of irnports. In spite of reduced refunds
exports increased, in particular to liorth Africa anri the i,lirid1e East. The
growth of safes to non-nenber countries was speeded up in lt8l by the
reduced supply in certain other traditional- exporting countries. ?his
f'avourable trend is not confined to eggs for consumption but extends to
hatching eBSsr nostly 1'or the pro<iuction of table f'owL. ftnports of eggs in
shall continued to decline during 1980, nhile more egg products were
imported.
J. Prices
The cyclical upturn in rnarket prices recorded in the secono half o1' 1979
continued throughout 198C in all l,renber States. fn spite of plentiful
supply in 1981 even higirer prices viere achieved, mairtlS' because o{'inproved
opportunities I'or export to certain non-menber countries. However, the
rise irr proouction costs (the price of'feec rose by 1Ol,:.rom mid-1980 to
nid-1981) prevented profits from increasing to the sanie extent.
Consumer prices rose j-n nost lienber States in absolute terms, even more
than narket prices in 1980, which reconfirms tlie tendency 1'or profit
nargins to r,licen.
a
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4.Out1ook
T?re cyclical movenent of the Cornmunity egg rnarket seetns to ha've slowed
dolrn, at Least temporarily, since the enti of last year. Cther ttrlngs being
equal, the ri-se in production at the end of l98O and the beginning of 1$81
could have been expected to lead to a cirop in prices during 1981 and
consequent big reductions in layer placings. In fact, sustairred <ienand on
the world narket has stabilized the rrarket at a satisfaetory level for
aLmost two years rrow. Placings therefore continued at a high leve1 during
the first seven nonths of 1981, in spite of the steep rise in production
costs. At present, theref'ore, it can be estimated that in 1982 Community
production will not be very Cifferent from ulrat it was in 19Bl and that it
is unlikely to 1'a11.
the trenti is not the sane in all liember States, ano producers in the
countries or regions with favourable pro<iuction an<i roarketi-ng conditions
are benefiting the rnost fronn present export possibilities.
!. I',ieasures taken uirder the corrrmon or{ianization of the market
a) Sluice-gate prices r^rere increased orr 1l,iay 1981 antl slightly reouced
from l August, in line rr'ith the trerrd-in feed grain prices on the world
rnar],:et. Levies, uhich are based essentially on the difference betueen
{'eed graitt pri-ces in the Connunity and on the rr'or1o raarket, followed a
contrary irenci.
b) Itefunds ori eggs in she11 vere recluced from 1? ECU/100 I<g (rate
applicatle on 9 Deceriber 1980) to I) ECU/100 kg l'rom 1 April 1981,
together vrith refunds on egg products. In contrast, refunds on hatching
eggs have stayed at the sanre leve1 si-nce they vere reintroduce<i in
January 1980.
c) ttre Corurrission Regulation
States to provide rironthly
j.n the egg sector had its
Jl. Decenber 1981.
of 24 January 1tB0 proviriing for the llember
infcrmation on tiie adv;rnce fixing of' refunds
validity extended several tinraes up to
d) In 1!81 the Council contj.nued its examination of'the Cornnrissiou proposal
for altering the marketing standarcis for eggs, but was unable to reaclr
agreement. l'he changes propose<i in I'iarch 1!60 comprise in particular
measures to inprove consuner inf'ornation.
a
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6. Burigetary expetrditure
Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the IIAGGF on eg€s, all of uhich is
+ for refunds, anounted to 1?.5 nillion DCU in 19BO (0.f56 of total
expenciiture by the Guarantee Section). the provi.sional I'igure for 1981 is
t 20 million ECU and the estinrate for 1982 is 21 nillion ECU.
a
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U. P0UI.TF.YI,;EAT
1. Introduction
Ihe relative value of poultryr,eat production is still fairly sinilar to
that of eggsr i.e. together about r7.5% or' livestock production and ? .6% of
totar agricurtural proiuction. lhe figures rcrating poultrl'rneat alorre are:
]-979 1980
Poultryrneatr/livestock products 7.2% 7 .jfr
Poultryneat/total agricultural production 4.I% 4..2ft
Poultryneat production is sti11 charactcrized by concentration and by
vnrious forrns of vertical and horizontal iritegration. ,,.ire degree of
concentration is greater in the poultryrreat sector than irr ttre egg sector,
since in the northern countri-es oJ' the EliC rnore than 90ii of proauctioit is
accounted for by hordings with nore than l0 00o birds. However, the
concentration is Less markeri in France, rtal]' arrd Eergium, uhere
traditional forns of production and narketing (drawn chickerns) are still afairly inportant., ltris is also true o1' Greece, which accounts for abou; j,i
of Comnunity productior:.
In 1980, witir 15fi of'rrrorld proCuction, tiie Comnunity was, after the USA,
the world's second largest producer, for both total poultry.meat production
and chickens and turkeys. It vas also the second largest exporter (29f, ot
world exports, excluding intra-Cornnunity tracie), again after the US!..
2. Pro<iuction, consumption and tracie
In 196O, total Conmunity poultrymeat productj_on (2,.02 million t) increased
by 4.2fl. t'he largest increase was in France (*g.1il, rvhile production fell
slightly in the United KingCom and in l)ennark (->il.
J
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The rate of increase fo chickens (*7.4ji) was less markeo than for turkeys
G.S%) and ducks (*q.g'l). In 1981, the increase continued at a hi6her rate
for chickens (*5.}'il thanks to a sharp increase in the main exporting
countries (i.'rance ano the }letherlands), while the production of turkeys
appeared to be stagnant if rrot l'alling in most lienber States excepi I'ratice
and ft'eland.
Consunption continued to incrcase by 2'i per year, despitc the fact that per
capita consurnption has been at a stan<istill for three years in some liember
States (Gernany, the }letherlands and Greece), particularly in the case ot'
chickens.
Ititr:r-Ccrrururiily trarie i'ell slighlty in 1!80 as regaros slaughtereo poultry,
wirile trade in live birds continuei to i.ncrease, particularly irom the
I'letherlands and !'rance to neiglibouring countries.
'Ihe restrictions on free trade aoopteri by the Uniteo Kingdorn follovring the
introductiorr oJ'nerv veterinary control measures in auturan 1!81 apply io
both livestocli anri poultryneat, thus adoing to the restrictions alrearly
inposed by sorne l'.ember States in ihis seeior.
&ports to non-menber countries in 19BO reached a total of 3j6 000 t
Gll'e), rnainly o1'cliickeus (iO6 OCO t) t'or the l,iidole [ast and the Soviei
Union. In l98L this figure will be higher in vj.eri of the ever-increasing
demand in these non-nember countries, riespite the louer ref'unds. Iixports
of chickens represent about l5fl o1' Comnunity production 37'n irr the case o1'
France, the Cornnunity's nairr exporter).
Inports represent about 2'p ot' consumption. They comprise nainly geese and
<iucks (lZ OOO t in 1980) from East European countries, bene:.'j.ting for the
most part from the non-application of arlditional amounts following the
guarantee given by those countries to observe the sluice-gate price. Irr
19BO inports of turkeymeat felI by 1 OOO t, while the figure for prepared
poultrymeat uas 2 OO0 t up.
In 1981 iri:ports of these products I'rom the USA were down, t'ollouing the
narrowj-ng of the price gap betrveen inportec anti Community prooucts.
I
aJ. Prices
Generally speaking, market prices
the BLEU and the United Kingdom.
in nrost of' the I'ienber States, but
rise in production costs.
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for chickens increaseci in 19BO except in
{here vas again a noderate rise in 1981
this did not alnay's rnal<e up for the sharp
In 1980 the rise in consumer prices experienced by afl I'ierLber States except
the lietherlands was greater than the rise in market prices but generally
louer than tire rate of infLation.
4. Outlook
Sj.nce the rise in Conlnunity ccinsumption is sfowing dourr, f'uture Comrnuriity
production o1' chickens v;ill increasingly depeno on export outlets to
non-member countries. It is generally acceptec that oernano in the najor
importing regions is continuing to grow over the short- an.i medium-term.
In acqition, Community production potenti-a1 baseo on placi.nEs of breecrlng
hens (4lj up for the first six rnontlis of 19t11) is continuing to ri-se,
particularly in l'rance, r.,ith the result that exportir:g liember Staies uil1
again be in a posltion to play a trrajor role on the riorld market in 1t82.
However, the outlook is not too prorirising, nainly because oi'the recent
trentl as regards supply in the other exporting countries anC the exchange
rate ior the US dol]ar.
The ouilook 1'or turkeys, as oppose<i to that for cliickens, ui-1l deperio t'irst
of'all on the market treric within tlie Comrnunity, since den,and on the world
narket is still linited. I.,espite an improvement as regards the tur):ey cuts
and preparations sector as a whole, consurription would appear to be shoving
ollly a sriall rise in l.!enl-'er States lihere per capita consumption is not very
high. .A.s a result of prices uhich are not a1lays satisfactory, the rate of
increase of Conmunity production r"ou1d appear to be s1ouin,6 down, at least
for the tinre being.
l{easures taken under the conu.,on organization of it}ie market.
a) tr'ollowing the trend in fee<i grain prices orr the world rnarket,
sluice-gate priees trrere increasei f'roni Novenber 1980 to l,iay 19S1 .
I
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b) in the light of recent rnarket trends, the COT subheading for slaughtered
turkeys (OZ.OZ A IV) was divided into "80f turkeys" (with offal) ana
"JJ[, turkeys" (nithout offal) as fron 1 IIay 1981.
c) at the same time, the standard costs used for calculating the
sluice-gate prices were altered 1'or cucks, geese and turkeys in the
light o{' recent trends in production narketirig and costs.
d) Refunds for chickens were reduced frorn 15 ECUIIOO kg on 9 Xecember 1980
to 11 ECU/100 kg on 9 April l9BI along with the refunds for the other
products in the sector.
e) lhe period of val-idity of the surveillance system 
- 
introducec in
January 1980 - for the advance fixing of export relunds was exten<ied on
several occasions arr<i is rrow due to expire at the end of 198I . Areas of
destination were laid down for the fixing of refunds, vith efl'ect f'rorn
1 liay 1981.
f) fhe detailed rules for controlling the uater content of' frozen and
deep-f'rozen cocks, hens and ehickens whleh uere laid down by the
Cornnisson in October 198O came into elfect on 1 April 1981. Ilouever,
the oelay by some l{enber States in adopting national control measures
neans that it is not y'et possible to draw conclusioris as to the
applications of the common standards.
6. Budgetary expenditure
Ecing lirnited to relunds, expenditure by the Guarantee Section o1'the EAGGI'
on poultryneat showed only a slight increase, frorn 6i.5 vil-l-ion ECU in 1979
to 68 nrillion ECU irr 1980 (equivalent to O.6it of total EAGGI'Guarariiee
Section expenditure), thanks to the f'all in the amoutrt of ihe refunds.
Expenditure provisionally stantis at 64 milLion ECU in 1981 and is estimated
at 9O million ECU for 1982.
I
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18. SItrKiJOEI'iS
Silkworn rearing in the Comnunity is practised in Greece, fta.Ly anC on a small
scale in l'rance,
Comnunity silkworm rearing, producin6 a rnere 45 t of raw silk, accoulits for
only a tiny part oi'Comrnunity agricultural activity ano of'wor1d sericulture
(Zq rcO t of raw sj.lk and waste in 1960 accorriing to the l'AO).
In ltaly, silkworm rearing has declined considerably in recerrt years: in 1980
only 4 000 boxes were used conpared to Et 7OO in 1979 and 8 60(t in 1978 and the
production of cocoons was only 1I0 t conrpareo to 141 t in 19?9 and 200 t j-n
1978.
In Greece, too, production faces serious difficulties: in 1980 the number of
boxes used was about 7 0OO and cocoon production slightly less than 2OO t,
conpared to 8 100 boxes and about 22I t in 1978.
fn vier of the above, Communi-ty production (in the Ien) arnounted to 19BO to
lO8 t of cocoons fforn 11 100 boxes, coinpared, to 723 t and ll 4OO boxes in 1979.
For 1981/82 the amount of aid was fixei at 85.00 ECU per box (51.O3 ECU in
Greece) cornparerl to ?1.21 fCU in L98O/81 (+1!.4t'").
Expenditure by the EAGGF Guarantee Section 1'or silkwomrs was 0.1 rnillion ECU
in 1980.
a
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19. SHI]EII{EAT
I. The Situatiori in 1980
The connron crganization o1' the markets in these products began operation on
20 October 1980.
l. Froduction
In 1980, production of sheep- and goatroeat in the ten-country Conrilunity
(Eross donestic production 
-'l15 OOO tonnes) rose sharply (by 1O.\ft)
following an increase of sl.aughterings (+1t% heao); the average weight per
head of slaughtered animals v'ras 17.5 lcg.
Greece is the only liember State in u]rich proCuction declined; particularly
high rates of increase uere recoried in the United liingciom (*14.77,) Q) and
in France (*8.9fl). In the United Kingdon, the increase is accourrteci for by
weather and health protection conditions particularly favourabl-e to
rraArration of sheepmeat ano the sliarp increase in sheep nunbers in 1978
t Yr 
vuq\
(see point Z).
Community production of sheep and goatr,reat tends to run in cycles, but the
long-term trend has been upwartis since I97O.
(1) 'i'his rate of irrcrease is tlie highest recorcied in the last 20 Jiear$: the
previous record (S2') was achievetl in L974, following the accession to the
Conununity.
o
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2. $reep nunbers
- 
.;he rrumber of sheep in the Comr,runity, growlng almost continuously (2)
since 1972, reached a figure of 57 million head on Jl Deceniber 1!80'
including l8 rnillion ewes. Tire rate of increase, et Jfii, 'aas
particularly high in 1980.
Surprisingly, I'rance, the l'ienber State in which the termination of
national marketing arrangenerrts nas most f'eared by farnners, is the
country in rvhich the number of sheep expanded fastest (+1OS - a
tnenty-year record). In the United Kingcom, on the other hanC, the
nunber of sheep qid not increase in 19BO: the benefit accruing when the
French narket became available for Eritish sales has been expected for
1 January l-g79, hence the sharp increase in numbers in 19?B (+5.67).
Subsequently, as barriers to iuports lrere retained unti.l 20 October
1980, there tJas no reason for further increases in nunbers. 'ihe ciecline
in numbers in freland (r'rhich had been steady since 1977) continued
despite very favourabLe market prices from 1978 onr';ardsi, as the table in
Annex IV shows
- The nunber of goats in the Community increased by 2.1% in I97g.
l. Consunption
In 1960 the consumption of sheep- and goatmeat was 955 OAQ tonnes, a slight
increase on the previ-ous year (+1.8!,), a result of the corrtinuing upuard
movenent in }'rarrce (uninterrupteci since f967) and a cyclical recovery in
'.. the United Kingoorn (:-n ttris l,ienber State, consuxription has folLowed wide
cyclical variations in the last 20 years, the long term trenci being
downwards). As the Urriied Kingdom accounts for nore than 4OS of'Cornmunity
consumption and as consunption is growing in the long tenn, the reasons are
clear 1'or:
- 
the cyclical fluctuations in consunption
- 
the horizontal trend over the long terrn. '
(Z) ffre only exception was 1975.
a
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4. Prices
]ri 1980 the average Community price (f'or 9 countries) was, at 288 ECU/100
kg, uell down on the previous year (-10.8F); prices had not falIen so
sharply since 1977 $).
The fall i.n prices was nainly oue to a particularly sharp itrcrease in
production in tr'rance and particularly in the tinited Xingdom (see point 1):
in the latter country, market prices fel1 by about 2O7".
5. lrede
In 1980, imports into the nine countries from non-rnember countries were
243 749 tonnes, of rvhich 25 t176 tonnes of live animals (expressed as
carcase r+eight) and 7 859 tonnes in the forrn of freslt meat.
Intra-Conmunity trade again expanoed in 19BO (the United KingCom, wi.ttr
39 600 tonnes, provided 4I% and i'rance, wi-th 45 7AO tonnes, receiveo 47',1 of.
intra-Community trace ),
(t) tte Corununity average cleclined only onc6, in 1978 (z.If,)
e
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II.Outlook f9ef
1. Data concerning the Cornrnuuity narket
Or the basis of Cata provided by the llernbe'r States, the I'olJ.owing can be
expected f'or 1981,
a) the nunbers of sheep arrd goats in the Conrnunity shoulci contj-riue 
_to
increase
(by +t.5fi on average for tire Comnunity as a iihole). Ilicreases will be
recorded in all the Fiember states, but by cliffering nargins: thus,
expansion is expected to be particularly strong in !.rarrce (-1ff) lut row
in the United Kingdorn (1F). liumbers of goats in the Comnrunity are also
expected to increase (by 2.7ft,).
the stabilization of Community production
a oecline in the United Kingdori (corrpared lrith the excepti-ona1 figure
for 1980) being oflset by further expansion in certain }lenber States
(nainly France and Greece).
c) a sliaht contraction in Comlnunity consumpii.on (O.5il,
appreciabl-e decline foreseeabLe in the unite<i Kingcion because
inports from ri*ew Lealand. (4), tareely offset by fLrrther
in consunption in certain other l.lember States (tr'ratrce and
a
b)
t
due to an
of lower
ircreases
Italy),
t decline in the Connunitv's ro_duc tion/consump tj-on net ba)-ance ;
the net balance has been as follows (ttre 1O countries):
(4) Season IgeO/Bt (October-September):
NZ-UK exports: an estj.rnated 155 000 (or
compared with the prececiing season).
a decline of 25 000 tonnes
r
Jr97e
r979
1980
1gB1
( estinates )
tr'or 1$81, the
27I @O
288 000
236 000
27L OOO
Connunity's supply balance is estinated as follows:
_t77 
_
Consurnption/produc tion net balance
(tonnes )
Self-sufficiency rate(fr)
70.2
69.t
75.7
75.7
I
Gross domestic production :
TotaL consunption :
Consunption/production net
balance :
Import/export net balance :
-iruports frorn non-menber countries:
-exports to non-member eountries :
-changes in stocks :
For L96l the follouing nay be expected:
?r9 00c t
950 OCO t
27L OOO t
2ro oo0 t
24C/245 000 t
10 000 t
0to+5000t
i) imports fron non-rnenber countrj.es will be at the sane level as for l9BO,
ii) exports to non-menber countries will follon the course plotted since
1973.
e) an irrcrease of'about 12% of'the cornnunity average of narket prices
that is, an increase exceeding the increase agreed for the basic price
for the I98I/82 season (7.5fl). this increase concerns all tlie l.iember
States (except Denrnark, the quotation for nhich is not conp,arable with
that for preceoing years). In five }iember States the increases are
expected to exceed the Connunity average (fnC: 29.4b; Creece: 27.8$,
Ireland: 19.I'i"; Selgium: r.7.87!; lietherlands: 1?.0S). In the Urited
Kingdom, the increase wil-l be quite close to the avera€e (Ilfu)i in
France it will be t3.2% and in Italy IO.7%.
e
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2. l{orking of the conmon organization of t}re narket
a) Variable prerniurn in the Uniterl }ij.ngdom
The variable prerniun preoicted for the 19S1/82 season (lpriI/liarch) is
162 nillion ECU (or about UKI 100 million, cornparing wj-th 78, nillion
ECU, or UKL 48 nillion paid for the 19Bo/81 season (eO CctoUer/4 April). '
This amount represents an average prernium of 7l ECU/100 kg, ot 44
pence/kg, 28.5fr of the average market price estirnated for the 1ggir/ez t
season (t51 Wnce/kg) .
b ) ?rerniuns f'or ewes
The foreseeable amounts of the premiun for ewes for the IgeLieZ season
areS
Ireland 
.: 2.193 ECU, or IRL 1.50
United Kingdon: 4.54O ECU, or UKt 2.80
The expenriiture chargeable to tire EAGGI'for this prernium will probably
be J.B nillion ECU lor Ireland and I
?:1, 
",lll:: il;:: ;:Tl.llu*,.,u",
For the 1980/BI season,2.9 rnillion ECU were paid for lrelan<i (1.866 ECU/ewe,
or IRL I.23) and 15 million ECU J'or the United Kingdom (1.098 ECU/ewe or UI.I
a.6797).
c) Intervention
There ri1l probably Lave been no intervention in 1981 (market prices in
!'rance exceeding the intervention prices).
d) Refunds
No reJunds in 1961. [he Corununity has not yet adopted inplenenting
rules in this field.
a
a
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e) Inpact on intra-Conurunity trade
In 1981, the Netherlands, freland and the FRG uill probably have kept
tlreir exports near the level for the previous year (20 0oo tonnes,
16 000 torures end 12 O00 tonnes respectively).
rn the united Kingdon, exports probably declined: a figure ot 20/25 ooo
tonnes is expected for 1981, comparing with 4O 000 tonnes for 1990.
fhis situation is due:
i) to the introduction of the cLawback, vrhich, whilst alloning of'an
appreciable increase of exports to tr'rance, has curbed exports to the
other continental lienber States.
ii)to the decline in inports from lbu Zealanc (corvn by 25 OO0 tonnes in
1981 to the Uniteti iiingdorn).
f) i,ianagenent of voluntarjr restraint a€reenentq
The r:achinery of the vl agreenents worked. well in 1981. so far, onry
Eulgaria has exceeded the limits set; the connrission reacted
innediately by calling upon the l,ienber states not to issue import
licences for this country. \iith regard to the "sensitive areas", France
halted imports fron Poland as soon as the ceiling set by tracitional
quantities was reached.
It is expectei. that by l1 Decernber 1981 the limits set by the agreeiiaents
ri11 be reached for virtually aIl the suppliers of live animals anci
fresh meat; on the other hand, it is not expected ilrat eny supplier of
frozen meat will reach these limits: for exanple, J'or IIew Zealand,
connunity inports under this heading are put at 180 0oo tonnes (the
limit being 245 AOO tonnes).
c) Conrnunity exl:orts to non-raember countries
It r.ay be that the ternporary trreasure taken on 8 December 19BO
oiscontinuing the drawback in respect of non-rnernber countries
I98J-/82 season iras contributeri to the linnited <ievelopnent of a
jLow from the United Kingdorn to certain I'iaghreb countries and
traditional trade flovs (Switzerland).
for the
trade
suppor'te(I
e
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2Oa " AGRICULTUTiAT ALCOhO],
1. fntroduction: Great changes occurreri in this sector during the period covered by
the report.
2. Production: Production of agriculturaf alcoiroL rose frorn arorrno 7 O0O OO0 hi to
over 8 O0O OOO hf (8 115 000 hI vith Greece). Tiris uas because of the
large-scale oistillation rneasures in the wine sector. Production of vinous
alcohol (not inclu<iing wine spirits) was three times greater in 1980 than in
IgTg Q 188 OOO hI compared riith 754 OoO hl ) .
Production o1' molasses alcohol felf sharply (2 BrB 000 h] in the Corurunity of
ten against 7 Llt COO hl in the Conrrunity of'lline). ',iris wasi nainly owing to a
steep rise in the price of nolasses and, secondarily, to a tendency to replace
rnolasses by nine vrhich was particularly apparent in sone Ita-Liau cistiflerles.
Production of other types of agricultural alcohol renained fairly stable. The
accession of Greece has increased the riurnber ot' types of agr:Lculturai aLcoiiol
produced.
France is stiLL the rrain producer of agri-culiural alcohoL. EeI6;ian production
has dropped consicierably.
ft should be noted that production of synthetic alcohol fell by 1 nillion h1.
Consunption: Cousunption continues at more or less the sarne l-evel in the
Corununity, with a slight downward irend, but use of agricultural alcohoi in
indi-stry is continuing to lose grounci at an increasing rate.
Prices: In those countries uhere there is a relatively free raarket the prices of
agricultural alcohol have followeo nolasses prices uplrards. Elseuhere they
continue to be deternined in a highl3r arbitrarJi rnanner.
5. Trade: Intra-Community trade in stilL negligible. lrade with non-mernber
countri.es has declined.
6.Outlook: Agricultural alcohol is hol<iing its oun, but only jrrst, against
synthetic alcohol.
?. Expenoiture: Apart 1'ron the exlort refunds on spirituous bevera€,es obtaineti lrom
cereals which have been granted retroactively since I August :..977 as agreed in
the Act of Accession of the Utriied Kingdom, the a6riculturl alcohol sector does
not entail any expenciiture for the Conrnunity. The l,ler,ber Stertes with a nonopoly
are responsible f'or their olrn nanagernent deficit.
I
t
z
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20b. POTA10I.S
I. Introduction
No conmon organization of the nrarket ]'"t exists f'or potatoes. A proposal
was presenteci by the Comnission to the Council- on 21 January 1!J6 covering
the rvhole range of t'resh and processed products.
ft provides for:
- narketing standaros;
- rneasures to encourage the lornation of producer crops;
- 
the support measures require<i to keep the market stable;
- 
a systen of tracle uith non-nenber countries incorporating a reference
price systen f'or neu potatoes.
Froducts such as potato starch (t), aeiryorated potatoes (2) and proiucts
processed f'rom potatoes (l) are already subject to a eornnon organization.
The rnarketing of'seed potatoes is subject to a Council Directive (4).
2. Production
Accor<iing to FAO statistj-cs the uorl-<i harvest in 1960 was 228 54, OC} t.
The Cornnunity, vi-th JJ 496 OOO t, grew about L6F, of'the vorld total. Ihe
average yielci per hectare in the EEC is afmost double the worlti average.
The value of potato producti-on represerrted I .9ft of the value of final
agricultural production in tlie Comrnunity in 1960. AvaiLable statistics
indicate that 2.4 milLion holdings (in ttre enlargeo Comniunity) gren
potatoes. At national leve1 tire production structure is very variable, the
average crop area per farn being 5.: ha in the United lting<iorn and about
C.4 ha in France and ltaly.
Eegulation (ruc) No z7z7/75 ot 29.Io,rct75, on lio L 281 oi' 1.11 .I<)75.
Council F,egulation (EtrC) lio 111-?/7e ot 22.ct.L978, 0J No L L42 of J0,5.]9?8.
council F,egulatior, (EEC) uo 
'rc/77 
ot' I4J.L9'.17, Oi iro L "li cf' 2I.).I977.
Consolidatec version of Council Lirective of 14 .5.1c166, 0J lio 66 of
8.6.1966, p. )5.
o
(ti
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Sj-nce 795I-55 ihe total- area under potatoes in the EEC has <iropped by about
67f1, from J 512 0OO ha in ]rg|.t.-5, to 1 15? O0O ha in 198O. Because of the
increase in yields per hectare, hol,-ever, production has f'a11en by only 43?,
(61 957 000 t in 1951-55,75 496 000 t in 19tiO).
?he comnunity is basically self-sufficient but there have been supply
problems following very <iry years.
*
The area under rierv F,otatoes 1'e11 sligiitly in
116 000 ha in L979), but proiuction rer.ained
There continues to be a shortfall, about 450
year.
19eO (105 O0O ha, as against
at just over 2 million t.
0C0 t, being imported every
The area under seed potatoes in tlie EEC dropped fr.orrr about 112 OOO ha in
L979 to about 105 000 ha in 19u0. About J ruillion t are harvested, mai.nly
in the lfetherlands, the uriitec Kingdom, Iirance and GernanJr.
Processed products (crisps, instant potato, chips, etc.) are also important
in the potato sector. About 1.5 rr.illion-t of fresh potatoes are processed
annually in the EEC. Sone varieiies are particularly suit;ed to processing
anci are grovrn nainly under contracts betueen farmers ancr t;he processing
industry. Developntent has been very rapid and conditions are right for the
furtlier expansion of sone products in the near future.
J. Consurnption
Potatoes are useo nainly unprocessed as f'oodstuff's and to a lesser. extent
for leeding anirnals. L'he quantities turneci by the processing industry into
proaucts for human consumption represent about l.g|l of total human
consurnption.
a) I.lunan consunrption
Per capita consumption of'J'resh potatoes is levellirrg qf'f. /ifter a big
drop in 1976/77 as a resurt of the shortage cause<i by the crought in
rc)76 (69.r kg per head) it climbed to ?8.8 kg in rgTe/Tg but felI back
tu 7a.1 ke in L979/Bo.
a
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b) Aninral consunption
The amount used for feeriing animals varies frorn j nillion to ? rrilliori t
depending on the vorurne o1'the harvest. rn tg79/so it was j 549 oo0 t,
comprisine 7 261 000 t in Germany, lo0 000 t in !'rance, ZQj ocro t in
Italy, 579 OOO t in the lietlterl-ands, 426 0OO t in the Unitec Kingdom and
524 OOO t in frel.and.
c) Products processed f'or human consunption
Consumption of products processed fron potatoes (about'j.5 rrilliorr t in
I979) continues to increase.
Consunrption of certain products such as deep-frozen pre-cooked products
should increase further.
4. Trade
Intra-Community trade in potatoes absorbs only about 4fr of totaL
production' for seed potatoes an<i neu potatoes the figure being between 12
and 15F. the net exporters are the lietherLands, l'rance and frelanc. The
United Kingdon exports seed potatoes anci inports nev potatoes. Itall'
exports new potatoes and imports seed potatoes and ryare poratoes. Denmark
and the BI,EU also have a large-scale irnport-export tra<ie.
The structure of Community trade in processed procucts is similar to that
of trade Ln unprocessed proriucts. The l,letherlands an<i tr'rance are exporting
countries an<i the others are inrorters.
Trade with non-EEC countries is nainly in seed potatoes anci new potatoes.
Seed potatoes are exported to South Anerica, Af'rica and Asia and new
potatoes imported frorn the couutries round the l,iediterrdnean.
5. Prices
Prices are very unstable, varyirrg I'rom year to year. Because of the
inelasticity ol demand, plentiful liarvests tend to f'orce donn prices.
0ther factors nay affect prices, {'or exanple the veather and unexpecteri
t exports to countries uith shortages.
I
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In 1980/BI prices started at lower levels than in the previous year, evetl
though the harvest had been relatively poor in Gerrnany and certain Dast
European countries: at rotterdam 5.56 EUA/ICO kg on ! Sepiember 1980 for
Eintje + 15 nn (6.98 EUA in 1979); at Arras, 4.87 EUA/100 kg for Bintje
+ 40 nm (l.ol EUA in r97il.
Prices inproved in arid-0ctober, {'ollouing a contraet for the delivery of
1r0 000 t to East Germany. 0n 21 October prices vrere as follows: at
Rotterdarn )O.n EUA/100 kg .for Bintje + 15 nini (l.trq EUA in 1979); at Arras
6.84 EUA/lOo ke for Eintje + 40 nrr (6.92 EIJA in 1979).
In the folloting nonths prices dropped to about 8 EUA at hotterdam and
about 6 EUA at Arras.
0n 1l nay 1!8O a nel, atrd spectacular rise in prices was recorded follouing
erports to the Xast European countries: at frotterdan l-r.46 EUA/IOO kg for
Bintje + ?2J W4 (3.64 EUA in 1979); at Arras 12 EUA,/IOO kg for Bintje
+ 40 mm (:.qZ EUA in 19?9) . After falling back somewhat towari.s the end of
I,lay, prices rose again because of the demand fron the processing industry.
Fo sun up, the brisk exp,ort trade r:ay be said to have been the chief factor
determining potato prices ciuring the marketing year. frrternaL denanci nas
lower than forecast because of the rni,ld winter.
0n the liew York I'utures narket the price f'or roun<l white-flesheo varieties
varied fron 20.90 EUA/100 kg on 2S Septenber 19BO to 27.12 ECUi1OO kg on
30 l,^arch 1981.
The prices of nerr potatoes and seeci potatoes are higher than those of uare
potatoes. fhe tiif'ference varies consicierabJ-y, depending on the size o1' the
harvest and the level of uare prices. f{ these are 1o-n-, t}re prices of both
seed and new potatces f411.
liev potato prices also vary by origin and variety. Seeo potatoes for which
a nonopoly is held are dearer than lree varieties.
t
I
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6.Outlook
the 1980/81 marketing year was one of average prices. 'ihe provisional
,r figures fron the SOEC put the area under potatoes in 1981 at rou6hly the
same as in 1980 (1 167 000 ha in 1980, t 14B 000 ha in 19BI).r tJre addition
\ of the areas under potatoes in Greece (el OOO ha) cornpensating for the drop
recorded in the i{ine.
Sirst irrdications are that .the Oomnunity had a good harvest in 1981 anri
that the quality of the product is also satisfactory. Frices on the
Rotterdam narket, however, starte<i at a iiigher level than last year:
7.64 EUA/100 ke for Eintje + t5 mn (1.56 EUA in 1980). In hance prices on
the Arras rnarket vere also l:igher: e.I1 EUA/1CO kS I'or lintje + 4O mnr
(+.ez EUA in 19Bo).
t 7. Econonic ,aspects
In the absence of a Connnurrity rnarket organization, steps have been taken by
sone I'iember States: irrtervention in respect of uare potatoes in the United
Kingoom and in respect of new potatoes in lrance.
]
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20c. IiCliEI
1. fntroduction
There is no cornmon otganization of'the markey in honey. The onl-v general
charge on inports is a 27F customs cuty, uhich is reduced to 25it for nost
developing countries and i.ialta, rB.9% tor Turkey and nil for ACp
countries. Tlte J6 least advanced developing countries are exenrpted from
customs outies.
2. Production, consumption and tracle
In l979/efr the Corrnunity produced 44 OOO t of. honey ano irrrported
rc6 000 t. Gerrnany, I'rance and Greece r,rere responsible for 77ft ot
production. It is only in Gernany and Greece that consurnption exceeds I kg
per head per year.
Germany is the biggest 5.mporter (OOr; of the'i'en's irrports), followeti by the
United tiingdom (r5h). The Comrnunity is only jofi self-suff icient, but the
situation vari,es widely emon6 the I'iember States. 'fhe Commurrity divioes
between countries which depenci on imports for most of their neetis and tliose
- Greece, tr'rance, italy and Dennark 
- 
r'rith a high degree of
self-sufficiency. Greece is the only net exporter, directing nost of its
exports to the other i.iember States.
France increases its rlegree of self-sufficiency by applying quantitative
restrictions on irnports frorn certain countries and b;r applying Article 11!
of the I'reaty of Rome (protective measures) to irnports f'rom other countrj.es. I
a
a
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l. Conmon measures to assist bee-keeping
In April 19BI the Council introduced a systenr of aid for bee-keeping, lhe
I aid consists of'a specific contribution to associations of bee-keepers
recognized by the l'lember States and has been fixed at 1 r-CU per narketing
r Jtear per hive in production. Associations can use the aid to purchase
feeding sugar and for 6eneral progratnmes 1'or inproving honey production,
technology and marketing. lraining programnes, disease controL and
breedirig projects are required if there is to be a long-term improvement in
the sector.
llre aid systen covers three rnarketing years.I}BI/82, lgg2/87 anrJ I9B7/g4.
\
EAGGI' Guarantee Section expenoiture is estinated at 5 million ECU per j/ear.
a
J
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I. Supply and consurnption of rau materials for f'eeclingstuffs in 1980
througirout 1960 the raw nnterials available iritiiin 1.ite ( onr.uni-ty and on the
r+orld market uere sufficient to ensure regular supplies {'or aninal feed in
the Conununity. however, towt'rcis the enc oI' I9'llt there nere serious f'ears
on the worlo narket because of the situation in Pol-and.
Ar:.other cause of uncertainty was the iiarvest, situation in the Feople's
Republic of China. If the harvests had revealed a shortfa)-l, Chinese
<iemand }roulci irave beerr nainly 1'or uheat. li,e sar,ie riould irirve occurrec in
the case of the Soviet Union 1n the event of insufficieni harvests; this
woulc }iave resulted in plerrti{ul supplies of feec gr:rins anri sgya cake,
expecitrlly as production in Lrazil ano Argeritina was risin6.
Since neither ci these situations really arose, tlie ffuc'.:uertions irr tlie
pri-ces of raw rnaterials in 19BO nere the result [rore o1'nonetary
speculation than o1' politicaL l'actors. Soya prices renraineci fairly 1ow
until the niddle of'the year an<i then rose sharply irr the siecond half. fn
sorne Cornnunity countries at least, this reducecj tire financia1 attractior: o:.'
using manioc and other cereal substitutes, despite the fact that their
prices remai-lreu erlnost stablel -vrithin the Corrununit;u".
Consunption of skinmed milk powder in anin:af feed is fallirLg slightly
(r,bout l0O 000 t). '.;his is explained part13'by the reducti.on in the number
of calves being lattened and partly by the increaseci use ol liquid skirrmed
milk returrred by riairies f'or anirnal fee<i.
Stocks of skinfied nilk poirder rvere suflicient to neet denan<i in tire
Corrnunity, so tliere lias rro particular tension as far as thc, aninal feec rras
concerned. 0n the otler hand, prices of'slaughtered calves $ere so low at
a
a
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some points that productivity was seriously aff'ecte<i.
2. Production of coriipounc feedin€stufl's
The 1.6i,, increase in industrieS. proouction of'conijound {'eedingstu{'fs in t}re
Cor.nrunity of Nine is a very low rate conpired with the increases in
previous years. This seens particularly strange in that, up to now,
cornpound feedingstul'fs appeared not to have reerchei. their naxinum rate of
penetration.
This rapid conclusion can be accepted, but factors connected rith the trerrci
of denrand anri the definition of industrial feedirrgstuf'fs should be notei.
Tota1 ciernaq<i from the cattle sector is f'alling (ribout 2 0OO 000 ],-U),
whereas this sector had been responsible {'or the biggest grol;t}i in conpouuti
f'eeci-n6stuff's production in previous years, and the increase in <lernantt frorn
the poultry ancr pig sectors irr 1980 (966 000 IU) was insufficierit to neke
up for the reduction lrr the cattle sector.
I,ioreover, statistics otr indus'.,ria1 production rnake to distinction between
cor:pound (conplete) t'ee<iingstul'fs, concentratec, protein ancl other
supplements, nineral conpounds etc. 0ver the lrears concentrated
feedingstuf1s seer: graciually to have given ua3r to conplete feeciirigstuffs,
so that as regar<is the pasi the prociuctioti statistics have been influenced
partly by changes in the n:rture oi the f'eeciingstul'fs declarei, r,ririch
explains the stagnation of' procuction in 1980.
L.istly rhe criteria for reFortlng statistics differ eccording to the l.,ember
State and over the last ten years some establisirnients have lost the
obligation to report.
These various faciors are rrot quanti{'iab1e but t}rey seem to come together
during 19BO ano nust be taken into accouni rihen interpretiug -uhe statistics.
t
aHowever, this j.s not very apparent, for an exanination of denand suggests that the
rate of penetration of lndustrial feetl is still increasin6 at the exp,ense of
traditional feed.
A conparisou betueen denand, expressed in FU, aud tite proriuction o1'cornpound
feeriiugstuffs (declared inciustrial feed) gives the fol.lowing percentages:
0veral1 cenano in trlr' and J,roductiorr oi ccl.pound f'ee,Cin€.stulis.
(
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It shouki be adoe<i that tlte costs oi pro<iucing
speaking, risen nore steeply than the costs of
a brake on the use of' conpound leeciin6stuff's.
conpouno feeoir:gstul'fs have, generaliy
the raw materials ano nay thus act as
V" : Foultry: Froi. z "l i
^+'. . 9 al .
: Iear : Cattle : Prod. :
.^f
fu : Piss Pro<i. :
z I97t z L72.<)452 16.860: 9.7'tz 42.167
I 1974 z 175.247: 16.010: 9.152 45.281
z \9'lrs : 171.7ti0: I7 .4602 10.15: 42.7-jI
| 1976 : 171.3572 22.O3Oz 12.86: 42.745
z 1977 : U0.789: 22.95Ot l3.4qz 44.110
: 1978 : 1?I.L89z 21.5702 I4.JO: 46.410
z 1979 z 772.1822 28.O00: 16.26: 46.780
: 1980 : 17O.125: 26.070: lei.5O: 49.OtO
27.4oO z 5a.4A : 27.1oti : 18.250 | 67.72 t
22.O9O z 51.O) : 26.a97. z 17.740 z 65.97 z
21.250 z 50.41 z 26.776 : 17.160 : 64.09 .
22.600 '. 52.87 : 27.Q6L 2 18.250 z 67.41 ;
21.690 : ,1.71 z 27.)2I z 1e.ro0 z 66.99 :
25.OAA z 57.87 z 28.171 z I9.A9O : 67.86 :
26.580 z 54.49 z 28.541) : 20.COO : 70.05 :
=i]=Tl===77=1='=='==1t==111='=='=l:l::=:=l::::='.
o
In other vords, the rate of cover
only 9.75f. in ]-975 in ihe case ol
up on the previous year (L6.26'i;).
19'/9 was stil1 consicieratle.
of requirerrents in the cattlr: sector, uhich was
industrial feerl, was 16.5Q'i j-rt 1960, stil1 s1i6;htly
In the other sectors, growtir in 19BO conparei rvith
For
not
an
the sake of conpleteness it shoulo be rnentioneo tirat the f':igures for Grcece srr.e
available, either for the supply o1'conipounci feedingstuf'fs or for denend, so that
overall viev of the l:)urope o1' Ten is not possible.
a
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J. Outlook
In the long terrn, colrsunption forecasts trave already shown thet overall
denand for livestock prodgcts is unlikely to rise as rapidly as in the trnst
in tlie Connunity, si-nce consumption per head is alreaCy very high and the
population of the Cor,munity vri11 not increase nuch over the coning years.
In a<ioition, the difference between the production costs arrd selling prices
of Livestock pro<iucts has become much srnaller and anli over-production can
lead to a substantial crop in incones, rrrhich is no longer acceptable once
big econonj.c groupings are directly or indirectly affected b3r f,hs
productivity o{' livestock production. I'he result will be that proCucti<.rn,
nore than irr the past, uil1 be a function of'denand, both internal an<i
external.
Because o{' these various factors, denand ior food should be stble in the
mediurn terrn, with smal]er and smaller f'luctuations in the short tern.
0vera11 denand for animal fee<iingstuffs uiIl follow the same trenti and, in
viern of the favourable productiorr outlook both lnternally and on tlie world
market for 1981, there should be no supply Cifficulties.
this does not mean, however, that the nature of the feed usei lrilI not
ur.<iergo a prof'ourrd clalrge. Indeed, ulth an alniost stable dernand, an
abundant supply of rau naterials and gror+ing production costs, substitution
should increasingly occur. lhe narket prices of' straiglrt feeoir,gstuffs
will then be even more decisive than in the past in influencing users in
their ciroice of ralr llaterials to use l-n ariir,al f eed.
It nay be adde<i that the export possibili-ties f'or Livestock products
(poultry an<i eggs) shoulc in principle nean an increase in tlie prorluction
of conp,ound feedingstuffs. I'levertheless, tnis increase risks being largely
offset by the fact that a gror.;ing nunber of farrners are returning to the
t
-
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use of rav naterials produced on the farrn, since the prices of conpouna
feedingstuffs are inflated by external costs (energy, rda6es, capital) wlricir
are constantly risirrg in ihe Conrrunity 
N,;
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